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The articles, reviews, and graphics whicK we^have collected In this 
Special Issue of AFRICA TODAY arc, we believe, a Just contribution to the 
Silver Jubilee of the Sudan’s independence. We have tried to give distinc- 

^ontoth|^lcction with the works of William Adams and Peter Shinnle.
high caliber of these Interlocking articles gives the tone 

we wish to set and they offer the paradigmatic appraisal and framework in 
which works which are not archaeological may also be placed. We arc 
likewise honored by the contribution from Mohamed Omer Beshir, truly 
one of the Sudan’s most distinguished scholars and dedicated advocates of 
research on the Sudan.

There has been a transformation in the scholarship of the Sudan from 
the reports of the passing European travelers interested in the “quaint” 
customs of “primitive” peoples to the more rigorous approaches. These 
were often distinguished in their own time but were distorted by the notion 
of the colonizing mission” not to mention the biases of racism and cthno- 
ccntrlsm which were not fully extirpated from their works. Apart from the 
senior scholars already cited, most of the rest of the contributors to this 
issue arc younger scholars of the Sudan who have done thek research in 
the last 15 years. While the themes and subjects arc divergent we believe 
that they all arc unified by the freshness of their perspectives and by their 
re-evaluation of colonial and other sources. The struggle for the indepen
dence of the Sudan laid the base for these revitalized studies. The present 
task is to accept the benefits and responsibilities of looking at the Sudanese 
and their history on their own terms. The articles by Johnson, Huntington, 
Ackroyd and Deng, and Burton arc all tackling new problems, or, at least, 
old problems and data with a refreshing outlook. The studies of the 
archaeology, history, and social rcaBtics of the south have really Just begun 
again and we hope that these offerings will only trigger more investiga
tions.

Guegj^ Editart* introduction

Carolyn Fluehr-Lobban and 
Richard Lobban

This special issue of AFRICA TODAY celebrates twenty-five years of 
Sudan’s Independence. We arc pleased to be guest editors of this issue 
which recognizes that historic event. We hope that this issue may become 
a part oiths history of the independent Sudan as it continues the tradition 
of scholarly studies of Africa’s largest country. At the very outset we must 
say that W# arc indebted to Mr. Osman Hassan Ahmed, Cultural Counsel- 

' lor oHSie Embassy of the Democratic Republic of the Sudan in the United 
States, |pr the initial suggestion to undertake this project. His concern and 
support are very much in keeping with his own research In the develop
ment of Sudanese educational policy.

We arC('of course, extremely grateful to Edward Hawley, Executive 
Editor of AFRICA TODAY, for his enthusiastic support of the idea. This is 
the second special issue of AFRICA TODAY on the Sudan; the first being 
AFRICA TODAY 20:3, 1973. This anniversary issue thereby carries 

with it a special meaning and a special mission. The Sudan’s Indepen
dence in 1956 was a landmark and an important symbol for African and 
Afro-Arab peoples of the continent, most of whom were still struggling for 
freedom from the yoke of colonialism. As the Sudan celebrates its quarter- 
century of independence the issue of the full emancipation of African 
peoples is still not fully resolved.

Conscious of the unity and diversity of the Sudan, we sought to 
attract articles focusing on aspects of the Islamic and northern regions of 
the nation as well. Here Spaulding, Fluehr-Lobban, El-Tijanl and Lobban 
seek to appraise aspects of the northern Sudan’s culture and history, past 
and present. The role of persisting blamic values is one of the Integrating 
themes in this section. The unity of north and south has also been stressed 
In many of the book reviews.

So often, social scientists who teach in Faculties of Arts and Sciences, 
forget the essential function of the arts. We have tried to overcome this 
deficiency with the works of Hale and Berkley who deal sensitively with 
these related questions. The graphics by Muhammad Bushara which 
adorn the pages are also particularly enriching in this respect and are 
typical of the fine artistic work and potential now seen in the modem 
Sudan.
MQmb.IMI

When the banner “Sudan for the Sudanese” was raised, the InteOl- 
gentsia of the ,§udan were Immersed in the process of writing and re
writing their own history, and of ^constructing their own social science. 
Characteristic of this new scholarship is a non-Eurocentric view of the 
Sudan; this is now the dominant trend In Sudan Studies today. In short, 
the historic break with colonialism signalled'important Intellectual breaks 
with colonialist thought and scholarship.

AFRICA TODAY s



Let us also add a note of self-criticism. While we have sought to have 
some balance between the topics which ire presented ranging from the 
archaeological to the historical, from the north to the south, and from the 
arts to the sciences, we do not believe that we have succeeded in achieving 
the proper balance between Sudanese and non-Sudanese scholars. This 
failure on our part is not for the lack of effort, since the questions of 
transport and communication with the Sudan have given us more than a 
few headaches. However, there are many works in English written by 
Sudanese which should really be in these pages. Future studies will also 
bring to light a number of old manuscripts and recent papers in Arabic and 
other languages which should be translated and made available to scholars 
who do not have access to those materials.

Matter of GreetingM from the MAAS,

tJiUvergity of Khartoum

Finally, we note that the current interest in the Sudan has not only 
made this special issue of AFRICA TODAY a possibility, but there is now 
the journal of NORTH EAST AFRICAN STUDIES published at Michigan 
State University. This journal provides substantial space for Sudanis! 
research. This context has also made it jsossible for the creation of the 
Sudan Studies Association in the Spring of 1981 following its organiza
tional meeting at George Washington University and its founding conven-' 
tion at Fordham University where the Secretariat now resides. Strategic 
assistance by Mr. Osman Hassan Ahmed is again gratefully acknowledged 
in forming this Association and its newsletter, 
encourage all interested in the Sudan to becom 
up-coming meetings and programs which arc planned.

In short, a lot is now going on in Sudan studies. While the areas of 
current research are far greater than those in this collection, we trust that 
this will provide a glimpse of where Sudanis! scholarship has been and 
where it is headed.

We would very much like to acknowledge the assistance of Irma 
Morettini and Frances Taylor who provided very accurate typing for some 
portions of this special issue. In a closing personal note this issue of 
AFRICA TODAY is being edited while we have become parents of our 
second daughter, Nichola Felicia Fluehr-Lobban, born on 2 July 1981.

On behalf of the Institute of African and Aslan Studies (lAAS), we 
have the honour of conveying our best wishes upon the publication of this * 
special issue of Africa Today and upon the formation of the Sudan 
Studies Association in North America.

We are pleased that a journal as widely read as Africa Today has 
agreed to publish this collection of essays commemorating 25 years of the 
Sudan’s Independence. The articles reflect the richness, variety and high 
standards of scholarship characteristic of research on the Sudan. I am 
pleased to be able to say that scholarly work in the lAAS and the University 
promises a future which will continue those fine tradlllet»»,"

The lAAS maintains strong ties with a wtda i|»(K!(Aim of institutions 
We hope that the formation and developmant of the Sudan 

StiRMs Association will serve to expand and enrich these relationships. 
We in the lAAS welcome the formation of the Association and look 
forward to establishing cooperative research links with the organization as 
it grows.

officers we
‘Wend the

V ■>.

We applaud the publication of this commemorative issue on Sudan 
and hope that the next 25 years bring about increased opportunities to 
publish the ever-growing body of work on the Sudan by scholars from 
Sudan and abroad. We wish the Sudan Studies Association in North 
America all the very best In its endeavours.

Sincerely Yours, 
Dr. El Haj Bilal Omer, 

Head, Dept, of African and Aslan Studies 
lAAS, University of Khartoum

7AFRICA TODAY
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Three other conferences, although not all directly connected with the 
occasion, have taken place or arc being planned in Khartoum. The first of 
these was the Seminar on Folklore organized by the Institute of African 
and Asian Studies at the University of Khartoum in February 1981 Issues 
related to folklc^c and nation-building were discussed A Conference 
the Mahdiya organized by the Department of History at the University of 
Khartoum is planned for November 1981. and a Conference on the Nile 
Valley Countries, organized by the Institute of African and Asian Studies at 
the Upiversity of Khartoum is also planned for November 1981 Early in 
1982.. a Conference on the Sudan will be held at the University of 
Durham A number of ex-Sudan Political and Technical Service personnel 
have been invited to contribute their experiences.

The upsurge in interest in research focused on the Sudan is neither 
sudden nor unexpected. It reflects the increased interest in Sudanese 
studies which has occurred inside and outside the Sudan since 1956 The 
list of the conferences organized by the Sudan Philosophical Society, the 
different Institutes and Departments at the University of Khartoum, and by 
the National Council for Research during the last twenty-five years 
testify to this fact The many visitors to the Sudan Central Record Ofiice 
and to the Sudan Collection at the Un'versity of Khartoum have resulted in 
a number of research degrees on topics relevant to the Sudan at the 
University of Khartoum, Britain, USA, Egypt, Scandinavia, France, and in 
Eastern European countries This productivity underlines the fact of 
growing involvement in Sudanese studies.

Foreword

\on
Mohamed Omer Beshir

The establishment of the Sudan Studies Association in the United 
States and this special issue of Africa Today commemorating the Sudan's 
twenty-fifth year of independence are welcome events. It is hoped that the 
SSA, through its newsletter and planned conferences will provide those 
involved in Sudanese studies with an additional forum for communication 
and interaction.

It is perhaps relevant to mention in this connection that a number of 
similar activities have already taken place or are being planned'to celebrate 
this historical event. The Sudan was among the very first colonial 
possessions in Africa to have attained independence after the Second 
World War The way it achieved this, for better or worse; set an example 
and was copied by other countries. It is therefore relevant to look at this as 
a special event. Thus, it is also appropriate for the scholars involved in 
Sudanese studies to celebrate this occasion with the publication of this 
volume.

A conference, for example, was organized for November 1980. by 
the African Studies Center at the University of Edinburgh on this same 
topic. More than fifty'academics, scholars, and others with connections 
with the Sudan attended. The papers presented covered areas of history, 
economics, and politics.

The British Middle East Associatioii Conference In July 1981. at the 
University of Durham. England devoted, for the first time, one of its 
sessions for the Sudan. A workshop on Research in Progress on the Sudan 
was held at the same time in the School of Oriental Studies in Durham 
About thirty post-graduate students engaged in research on the Sudan as 
well as Sudanese academics and non-academics attended. Papers on 
different areas of study were presented and discussed. These three 
conferences which I have attended have highlighted, more than any other 
thing, the urgent need for more interaction and communication between 
those engaged in Sudanese studies and research on the Sudan

The number of published works and articles on the Sudan in learned 
journals inside and outside the Sudan have similarly increased The 
institutions engaged directly in Sudanese studies and research relevant to 
the Sudan include, in addition to those already mentioned, the 
Universities of Juba and Gezira. the Sudan Council for Art and Literature, 
and the Public Records Office in Khartoum. The contribution of the Sudan 
collection in the University Cibrary and the University Press have also 
been significant. The role of the Institute of African and AsiaaStudies has 
likewise been quite important and is widely acknowledged. The 
establishment of the Graduate College in the University of Khartoum in 
1974 has likewise been acknowledged as a further step in the promotion of 
Sudan studies. The recently established Institute of Economic 
Development and Research, and the Institute of Environmental Studies 
are expected to stimulate additional research in the important areas of 
economic, social, and environmental concern.

Outside the Sudan, in addition to the Sudan Archives at- the 
University of Durham which continues to be the largest center for Sudan 
collections except for materials kept in the Sudan, the University of Hull

2nd Quan«f. 1981

M Orrref Beshir i% at present a Seninr Rewarchyt at St Aftihonv v Cdleg? OxIoiH H.- x s. - .
nn' v. at the Insiiiuiv rif African and Aiian Studws at the Univ^riiry of Khartoum !r> the pas' he has >,•[,< 

rtfjponsibW positionj at the Uotverstty of Khartoum and tn the Mlntsiry of Foretgn Affair* Among his many pubfished work.s 
are The Southern Sudan; Background to ConBlcl. London 1968 and Revolution and Nadonaliam In the Sudan, Neu 
Ynik 19?4 In }964 he was the Secretary General of the hlstortc Round Table Conference which tmnaied talks aimed at 
unifying the northern and southern regions of the Sudan

He’ .ft,,.*
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and the University of Bergen In Norway have become major centers Mohamed Omer Beshir
providing supplemental resources for research on the Sudan. One hopes economic and financial backing, to the development of research. Until that
that the Sudan Studies Association wUl stimulate further interest In is done, a number of steps should, in my view, be taken to rationalize and
Sudanese studtes and provide new opportunities for the growth of streamline the present situation. It has iJeen pointed out at various
Sudanese studies in North America and elsewhere. conferences that there is an'urgent need to compile a register of

There are today no less than 500 Sudanese and non-Sudanese researchers and on-going research on the Sudan. The creation of such a
engaged in research on, or related to, the Sudan in universities and i register will provide a valuable source of information and communication,
research centers outside of the Sudan. About 1000 post-graduates are jhere is. on the other hand, a pressing need to update the already
today registered for higher research degrees within the Sudarr. Already ; valuable bibliographies on the Sudan. The existing material in the
500 have been awarjfed higher research degrees on topics relevant to the Bibliographical Dictionary of the Sudan is a project which deserves
Sudan. In addition to these numbers there are no less than 500 Sudanese , attention and effort. In this .respect the Sudan Studies Association
and non-Sudanese academics engaged in Sudanese studies. All of this ^ajgwsletter is a welcome contribution to the dissemination of information, 
underscores the fact that the last twenty-five years have witnessed aJB|||^is needed perhaps is a comprehensive newsletter or bulletin which 
substantial growth in Sudanese studies and in research on the Sudan. provide a continuous link between those engaged in research on the

This intensification in research activities and the number of scholars ! 
involved, as compared with the colonial period, has yielded a wealth of 
information and has rpade a great contribution to the knowledge and 
understanding of the Sudan's history and society. I do ngt propose to 
provide a bibliography on these studies nor to evaluate the publications In 
the different fields. I am neither competent nor qualified to do this. It is not 
desirable In any case for me to do this. It is possible, however, to make a 
general assessment. The writings in Sudan studies by Sudanese scholars 
have not only been notable but also positive. The research and 
publications of the younger generation of non-Sudanese scholars, unlike 
those of their p®deces5ors in the colonial period, have not been motivated 
by colonial considerations

P

It has been recognized for some time now that a large numbe’- of 
researchers for higher degrees inside and outside ihe Sudan renain 
unknown or unavailable. Many of them hold valuaole information and 
original materials on Sudan studies. There is a eed to inak ' these 
available in one form or another. Because of the paucity of fiii^.icial and 
human resources referred to above, the publication of th^ Sudan’s n ost 
learned journals. The Sudan Notes and Records, and KUSH, to 
mention only two, have not been maintained The cc .tinuation their 
publication and their maintenance is another urge: ^eed.

* Beyond these asper*- of communication, information, or-' .
publication, there is need to consc'idate and develop further post-graduate 
studies in the Sudan 'he expansion of exchange ar ’ t-aining v grams 
with univci ,iiies an , institutions outsi'^e the Sodan Trie enen iragemc'.i 
of research workers from outside ihe Sudan underta, ? researrhi 
relevant to the Sudan’s p.oblems a d the support ‘or cent. and ins tutes 
ded.rated to Sudanese 'tudiesK ot no lens impo. ance.

These are sorrt; of the tSo_es dn ■ le manageme v and adr listrativ > 
aspects of researen which ! ^enside: pressing, bu' iney are uot the s ly 
ones, ■’'he provision of th*. necessan niiastructurc in ter" of pers nel, 
build nys, and equipme . as a cornnuous ational ■ naertakir-r is the 
corv.nrstone ■■ the dt>- ..'topmeni ^ Sudanese, studies .md rese . li on tt>«

Notwithstanding these positive aspects, there are today a number of 
constraints which impede the further development of scholarly 
contributions on the Sudan. As in many countries of the Third World, the 
Institutions concerned with research on the Sudan suffer from the paucity 
of research facilities, especially the lack of funds. The low salary scales for 
academics and research workers limit the attractiveness of teaching and 
research jobs to young and brilliant graduates. The time and devotion of 
those already on the job are also limited. The conditlors and inarch 
facilities in the universities and institutions are poor and hence their 
productivity and efficiency in terms of research are low

The financial support to the research and development activities fror.i 
Internal and external sources is very Ipw despite the growing,demands and 
the Increase in the numbers involved! This unhappy situation, as far as the 
Sudan is concerned, has been further complicated by the present brain- 
drain which Is taking place. The immediate task in my view is to rcctry this 
position through a new national policy which would give priotitu, and

ATW'ATOOAY

Sjdan.

In . .der to '-.hleve Ihi , and w<'fiOut loCng sigh' of thcfu verslty’s 
main oojective jt having qualifiec' . nanpower, the philosophy of highc. 
edur ,;ion ner js to be .‘:orientra towards ■ ^search ai those .ireas rcievjnt 
to .tie Sudai s prui?«ms. The issue, a., often argtwl, is> not whe»itvcr

fcu i*;.I
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priority should be given to theoretical or practical concerns. The issue is to 
aeate a climate constructive of research relevant to nation-building, and to 
the development of the natural and human resources. It is a difference 
between constructive research and valueless or negative research. While 
certain areas and certain topics have been over-researched and over-used, 
other areas have been neglected. The results of research have not yet 
filtered down to the educational system nor have they been used In a 
rational way by policy makers. A communication gap exists between the 
“Intellectual" on the one hand and the administrator or the ordinary 
and woman on the other hand. In many cases they speak and write In a 
language which Is not comprehended by the ordinary citizen.

The last twenty-five years since the Sudan’s independence have seen 
relative progress in different aspects of Sudan’s life. Although the 
achievements have been less than the expectations and even the direction 
and degree of progress has been less satisfactory than It was before, 
nevertheless there have been positive changes. The changes can only 
come through the indigenization of the institutions and the systems 
employed to make effective change. The mutually cooperative efforts of 
the concerned and the commited research workers with the others is 
central and indispensable toward this end. It would be wrong to interpret 
this as an irrelevant leisurely occup>ation for an “elite”.

The continuous dialogue and interaction between the research 
workers within the Sudan and outside of the Sudan, and the challenge of 
ideas and their discussion is one of the essential pre-requisites for 
channeling Sudan studies and research toweud the positive and valuable 
ends. My apfieal is for constructive. Sudan-centered and not Euro- 
American centered research on the Sudan.

Important Dates in the
modem History of the Sudan

I.!:■

Osman Hassan Ahmed and Mamoun A. Yousif, compilers
1821 The Turko-Egyptian Conquest of the Northern Sudan and the 

establishment of the Northern Sudan as an administrative unit.
1840 The successful penetration of the Sudd to establish a river route to 

equatorial Africa; and the beginning of the end of the Isolation of 
the South.

1881 The beginning of the revolt against foreign rule led by Mohamed 
Ahmed El Mahdi.

1885 The Fall of Khartoum and the establishment of the Mahdist State 
with Omdurman as Its capitol.

1899 The Anglo-EgypUan Conquest of the Sudan and the initiation of 
the Condominium rule in the Sudan.

1924 Abortive uprising in Khartoum against the Condominium rule.
1930 The inauguration of the Southern Sudan Policy that led. to 

separate administrative systems for northern and southern Sudan, 
and the restriction of northern influence in the south.

1938 The establishment of the Graduate Congress that signaleO the rise 
of Modem Sudanese Nationalism.

1945 The creation of Sudanese political parties; some calling for union 
with Egypt, others demanding Independence.

1946 The reversal of Southern Policy that resulted in casting the lot of 
the South with the North after 16 years of separate administra
tion.

1947 The convening of the Juba Conference attended by Northern, 
Southern and British representatives to discuss future north-south 
relations.

1948 Creation of a legislative assembly in Khartoum. Boycotfed 'oy 
some political parties.

1953 The Anglo-Egyptian agreement granting the Sudanese the right of 
self-determination.

1953 The first pvliamentary elections in the Sudan were held. The 
alliance of the Unionist Parties led by Israeli El Azhari won the 
election and formed the transitional Sudanese government.

1954 Formation of the first southern political party, the Southern 
Liberal Party.

I
man

i

Editor’s Note
We are most grateful to our guest editors, Carolyn Fludir-Lobban and 

Richard Lobban, for the many hours of devoted effort involved in bringing to
gether these many articles and book reviews from distinguished scholars in 
recognition of the Sudan’s first quarter century of independence. Special 
thanks, too, go to Osman Hassan Ahmed, acting Cultural CounseUor at the 
Embassy of the Democratic Rqxiblic of the Sudan, for his close cooperation in 
^ ^oject. Our apologies to them, to ttie many authors whose woik included 
Arabic, German or Frendi words and dUtions, and to our readers for our
inability to reproduce accent marks not included in our printer’s type. ’

Our next issue will foUow shortly. Hie feature article is an analysis of 
dependency theory and its radical critics by William Hansen and Brigitte 
Schulz. We will also have an expanded puMications section, as there proved to
be no room for one in this issue. Don’t miss iti There is an order form on page 
if you are not a subscriber. Oman Hamn Ahmad It Acflng Cultural Counttlor at tha EmbaMy ot tha DanraaaOc Rapubk of tha Sudan. Wathlrtgion. 

D.C. Hamoun A. Yourif It In tha last itagatof woch lotfard hkPh.d. aiGaotga Waahlngton Univanliy.
Edward A. Hawley
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1955 Revolt of Southern troops stationed in the South against the 
government.

1955 The Sudanese government announced the abandonment of its 
policy of a link with Egypt.

1956 The Declaration of Sudanese Independence.
1958 Military Coup led by Lt. General Ibrahim Abboud. Banning of 

political parties, suspending of provisional constitution and the 
dismissal of parliament.

1960 Formation of a Southern Political Organization, Sudan African 
Closed Districts National Union (SACDNU) in exile.

1960 Vigorous implementation of the government’s policy of Arabiza
tion and Islamization in the South.

1963 The birth of the Anya-Nya guerrilla movement in the south to fight 
against perceived northern domination.

1964 Expulsion of foreign missionaries from the South.
1964 A popular revolution precipitated the fall of the Abboud Military 

Regime in October and the return of parliamentary government 
and political parties.

1965 Convening of the Round Table Conference on the problem of 
Southern Sudan.

*r
Paradigms in Sudan archaeology

William Y. Adams

Ever since Thomas Kuhn wrote The Structure of Scientific 
Revolutions,' it has become fashionable to speak of the growth of science 
in terms of a succession of paradigms. Each paradigm represents a 
distinctive combination of methodology, accumulated data, research 
interests, and a philosophical point of view Paradigms are usually 
tantamount to developmental stages, but the concepts of paradigm and of 
stage are not precisely equivalent. Stages in scientific development 
often inaugurated simply by technological breakthroughs or basic 
discoveries, but paradigm shifts always involve a new philosophical 
orientation Moreover, paradigms do not follow one another in a rigid 
succession Often they co exist for substantial periods of time, when 
researchers are working within the framework of an older paradigm while 
others have adopted a new one

1 shall: argue in these pages that field archaeology in the Sudan has 
been governed by four successive paradigms during the period of 164 
years since Giovanni Beizoni cleared out the temples of Abu Simbel in 
1817/ These paradigms, as 1 hope to show, have in large measure 
reflected the changing political circumstances of the colonial and post
colonial worlds, but they have also been shaped by methodological 
advances, by the growing professionalization of archaeology, and by the 
Western world's changing philosophical vision of Africa and her peoples.

are

1969 A successful coup was staged by a young group of army officers 
led by Gaafar Mohamed Nimiery. The establishment of a leftist 
government with communist participation.

1969 Declaration of Policy of Regional autonomy for the Southern re
gion.

1970 The quashing of an armed rebellion led by Imam Al Hadi A1 
Mahdi, leader of the Ansar sect.

1971 Abortive communist coup.
1971 General Gaafar Mohammed Nimiery was elected President in a 

general plebiscite.
1972 The Addis Ababa Agreement granting autonomy to the Southern 

Sudan and ending the Civil War.
1973 Ratification of the permanent Constitution of the Democratic 

Republic of the Sudan.
1976 Opposition Forces of the National Front stationed in Libya staged 

an abortive coup.
1976 Joint Defence Accord between the Sudan & Egypt.
1977

some

] ThnmatKuhn Thr Scructurr of Setendfk Revolutfont {Chicago Th« Univmfty of Chragn Press ]%2l

2 cf G.ovann. Bi'l/nm Narrative of the Operatlont and Recfot Dlkeovcrtet wllhin the Pyramidi. Templet. Tombt.
and Etcavadont of Egypt and Nubia (London JohnMurrav 1820) pp 94 101 206 214National Reconciliation and the return of some of the opposition 

leaders from exile. (Sadig El Mhadi and Moslem Brothers 
leaders.) William Y Adams is Professor of Anthropology at the University of Kentucky, and is concurrently Field [>vector of the 

archaeological excavations ai Qasr fbnm Egyptian Nubia He was formerly Director of Excavations for the Sudan 
C.overnmem Antiqumes Service dunng the penod when a part of the Sudan was flooded by ihe Aswan High Dam He is the 
author of Nubia: Corridor to Africa, which received the Melville J Herskovitr Pn/e from the African Studies Association in 
1978

1980 Implementation of regionalization by establishing five regions in 
addition to the Southern regifen.
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My discussion will be concerned mainly with archaeology in the narrow 
sense of the word: that is. with investigations that begin with the physical 
unearthing of buried remains. Many scholars have contributed to the 
reconstruction of Sudanese history through the description of exposed 
ruins, the analysis of texts, and the study of previously recovered objects 
dart, but I do not include them in the category of archaeologists because 
their work lacks the dimension of field methodology which is a critical part 
of every archaeological paradigm.

For the sake of terminological simplicity I shall temporarily annex to 
the Sudan that part of Egypt, formerly known as Lower Nubia, whose 
peoples, fulture. and history are more integral with the Sudan than with 
Egypt proper. That is. I shall use the terms ‘Sudan’ and ‘Sudanese' to refer 
to all of the peoples, cultures, and archaeological remains to the south of 
the First Nile Cataract, where ethnic Egypt ends and Nubia begins. The 
pursuit of archaeology developed hand-in-hand in Egyptian Nubia and in 
the Sudan, and from the beginning both followed a rather different course 
than did the investigations of Egyptologists in Egypt proper. Because of the 
scarcity of written texts, it was always recognized that field archaeology 
had a much more central and critical part to play in the reconstruction of 
Sudanese history than in the northern country, where archaeology has 
generally been treated as supplementary to textual history.

The four paradigms in Sudaih archaeology I have designated as the 
extractive colonial, the enlighterwd-colpnial, the post-colonial, and the 
independent national. I shall be concern^ here chiefly with the first three^ 
leaving the fourth and most recent for Johsideration by my better informed 
colleague. Professor Shinnie.

Wiliam Y. Adams

to an age when the White Man was above the law in Africa. The lack of 
any kind of standards in their excavation is understandable-in view of the 
total lack of professionalization in 19th century archaeology, and the lack 
of any sense of accountability toward the peoples and countries in which 
they worked was characteristic of the 19th century colonial mentality. But 
their almost wanton destruction of the monuments themselves bespeaks a 
contempt not only for the modern cultures but for the ancient cultures as 
well. This point of view is clearly implied in the words of Budge:

■■Many archaeologists have imagined that we shall find in the Sudan the 
ruins of purely native buildings and monuments which will enable them to 
reconstruct a connected history of the country, but none of the surveys and 
explorations which have been made by ancient and modern travellers has 
resulted in the finding of any ruins which are not in fact, the work of 
foreigners ■■' j!

Fortunately for posterity, the Sudan throughout the 19th century was 
remote and difficult of access, and the amount of ‘extractive archaeology’ 
undertaken was mercifully limited. The situation was much worse in 
Egypt, where wholesale looting by supposedly cultured gentleman and 
lady amateurs was an accepted practice. There was however 
important philosophical difference between the

one
two countries. The 

scholars and diggers in Egypt generally respected and admired the 
country’s ancient civilization, while despising its modern day inhabitants. In 
the Sudan thk reverse was true: the travellers and field workers tended to 
like the modern Sudanese (albeit as ‘happy savages'), while holding their 
ancient cultures in contempt.

No discussion of 19th century archaeology in the Sudan can omit all ‘ 
mention of Richard Lepsius. His two-year sojourn in Egypt and the Sudan 
(1842-44) resulted in the 12-volume Denkmaler aus Agypten und 
Athiopirti,‘ an encyclopedic work recording hundreds of hieroglyphic 
texts and reliefs which were then visible on the walls of temples and tombs. 
Lepsius was, for his time, a meticulous observer, respectful of the 
antiquities and the cultures he studied, and the volume of his published 
work certainly shows a well developed sense of responsibility toward the 
community of scholars. He stands as an example of the levels of 
responsible achievement that scholarship occasionally reached in 19th 
century Africa, but I have not included him in my discussion of paradigms 
because in the narrow sense he was not an archaeologist.

The extractive colonial paradigm

What I have called the extractive colonial paradigm in Sudanese 
archaeology was dominant throughout the 19th century: it is exemplified 
by the field activities of the aforementioned Belzoni, of Joseph Ferlini.’ 
and of A. E. Wallis Budge ‘ The three men make a rather disparate group, 
for Belzoni and Ferlini had no pretensions to scholarship, while Budge 
one of the most respected philologists of his time. From the standpoint of 
field archaeology, however, their work was very much of a piece: it is 
remarkable for its almost total irresponsibility. Like the colonial powers in 
general they were out to extract whatever they could, and they belonged

was.

5 Ibld .pp 511 512

< cf AF Wallis Budqp Thr Egyptian Sudan. V-' 1 l- nd.in Kt-ayan Paul Trench Trubner gt Ct. 10(p7i 2KS <20
6 Richard Laptlu*. Denkmaler «u.AanrtiBu«IAt*.k>p4#ii.l7voh {Beilin MchoUbche Buchh ig. 1849 1853)4 Ibld.pp 66 504
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WlfHom y 4dom5In sum. then. 19th century archaeology 4n the Sudan was very much 
a reflection of the regime that nurtured it: contemptuous, exploitative, and 
irresponsible. The field workers, primarily, were amusing themselves, with 
no sense that what they did could ever be of real consequence to anyone. 
Their only redeeming virtue was that they did so little.

:■

Department, created the administrative nucleus for what was later to 
become an independent Department of Antiquities, and it was through his 
influence and interest that the Anglo-Egyptian regime sought both to 
encourage responsible archaeology and to protect the surviving antiquities 
of the Sudan. If the work of Reisner, Griffith, and others shows a much ' 
greater sense of accountability toward the Sudan than did their 19th 
century predecessors, this is in part because Crowfoot, on behalf of the 
Sudan, demanded it.

The enlightened colonial paradigm

The Anglo-Egyptian regime which was instituted after the Kitchener 
reconquest was like enough to its 19th century predecessor so that many 
Sudanese referred to it as the second Turk/yo.'’ Yet nearly all observers 
will agree that it took a more enlightened'view of its responsibilities toward 
its subjects, as is evidenced especially in its development of educational 
institutions. This relatively enlightened paternalism is reflected also in the 
archaeological paradigm that became dominant in the Sudan during the 
first half of the 20th century.

The outstanding figure — indeed one might almost say the 
mythological father — of the enlightened colonial paradigm in Sudanese 
archaeology was George A. Reisner. Beginning with his inauguration of 
the first Archaeological Survey of Nubia (necessitated by the building of the 

^ original Aswan Dam) in 1907,' he went on to organize and direct the 
monumental Harvard-Boston Expedition, which was active in the 
northern Sudan in nearly every season until 1931.’ Many other scholars 
came in his footsteps, and most in one way or another were influenced by 
his example of responsible field work and imaginative scholarship. Other 
pioneers of the early 20th century included F. LI. Griffith, John Garstang, 
Henry Wellcome. Leonard Woolley, and David Randall-Maclver; a 
generation later came H. W. Fairman, W. B. Emery. L. P. Kirwan, M. F. 
Laming Macadam, Ugo Monneret de Villard, Georg Steindorff, and a 
good many others

A little-recognized figure who contributed almost as much as did 
Reisner to the development of the enlightened colonial paradigm was J. 
W. Crowfoot. As Inspector (later Director) of Education in the Sudan he 
had little opportunity for direct involvement in field work, although he did 
take part in several surveys." But it was he who, within the Education

The leading figures in early 20th century Sudanese archaeology v.:,, 
a fairly diverse lot, but they had a number of important characteristics in 
common. They were nearly all established scholars from recognized 
institutions, and their sense of scholarly responsibility is reflected in the 
volume of their published work. Yet their orientation was still primarily 
toward the recovery of objects rather than the reconstruction of history, 
and most of their publications are hardly more than illustrated catalogues. 
They had, inevitably for the time, no formal archaeological training, but 
they had at least an incipient sense of appropriate methodology. Reisner 
himself was in the forefront of this development, for it was he who 
pioneered the use of standardized forms for recording archaeological 
data." Yet Reisner and most of his colleagues continued the 19th

were

century
travellers’ practice of recording most of his notes in the form of a diary - a 

, charming anachronism that survives to the present day among many 
.; Egyptologists. Field work mostly took the form of sustained campaigns 

carried out over many seasons in the largest and most conspicuous 
f archaeological sites in the northern Sudan; the massive financial

< investment in this work shows for the first time a clear appreciation that
Sudanese archaeology had an important story to tell

The archaeologists of the enlightened colonial period were nearly all 
Egyptologists, and their outlooks, their interests, and their deficiencies 
were those characteristic of the field of Egyptology in general. Field 
methods, though gradually improving, lagged far behind those that were 
developing in other parts of the archaeological world; there was not (and 
indeed still is not) a full appreciation for the importance of contextual 
evidence." But the most significant deficiency of the enlightened colonial 
paradigm was philosophical: the persistence of 19tt^entury racism and of 
the colonial mentality. In this respect Reisner himself was as bad as any, for7 William V Adams Nubia; Corridor to Africa (London Alcn Lane 1977). p 641

8 Gerirqe A Reisner The Archaeological Survey of Nubia. Repon for 1907-1908. 2 voh (Cairo Government Press 
1910)

1379^-8o" ^ ^ Meigham The Archacoloflt*l'i Note Book", Am^an Anthropologlal 63 pp

9 See Dows Dunham The Harvard Boston Archaeological EKpeditlon m the Sudan ' Ku»h 3 pp 70-74

12 S«Bnic€G Tngger B»fcreHI«to.v:ThtM«lhod.olPrehHloiy(N«wYotli Holl. Rmehan ,nd WinBon 19681 
PP 61-90

tndQgaitn. 1981

10 cf Budge op.clt..pp 437 8 JW Crowfoot and F L I Gnffith The Uland of Meroe ar>d Heroitlc Inacrlptforw. Part 
I Egypt Exploration Fund. Archaeological Survey of EgypL Memoti 19(19111
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Wltham Y. Adams

carried along to a large extent by momentum from the colonial era. In the 
field of Sudanese archaeology this transitional phase has its counterpart in 
what I have called the post-colonial paradigm, which still reflects some of 
the thinking of the colonial era while showing a keen and necessary 
appreciation for altered political circumstances.

If George A. Relsner was the founding genius of the enlightened com- 
lonial paradigm, that honor must surely be accorded to A.J. Arkell with 
respect to the post-colonial paradigm. His field work in ♦he Sudan precede 
the formal granting of independence in 1955, but it was carried out at a 
time when the coming of Independence was clearly foreseeable. Arkell 
prepared for that time by organizing the Sudan Antiquities Service for the 

I first time as a sub-ministerial government branch, and by training the first 
Sudanese antiquities inspectors. One of his proteges, Thabit Hassan 
Thabit, was in time to become the first Sudanese Commissioner for 
Archaeologists the Director-General of Antiquities was then called)

Another pivotal figure in the development of the post-colonial 
paradigm is P L. Shinnie. whose work in the Sudan began in the last years 
of the colonial era and has continued right down to the present day. To the 
pioneer names of Arkell and Shinnie I would add those of three Americans 
who came to the Sudan in the-first decade following independence: Bruce 
Trigger, Fred Wendorf, and myself.

Arkell. Shinnie, and the three Americans are of backgrounds even 
more diverse than were those of their colonial predecessors, but again they 

. have important characteristics in common. The most important is that 
none of them was or is an Egyptologist, All of them except Arkell had 
formal archaeological training in fields far removed from the Nile Valley, 
and all, including Arkell up to the time of his recent death, remained active 

j in other and distant fields. Their first involvement in the Nile Valley was, in 
every case, in the Sudan rather than in Egypt; to the extent that they are 
also interested in the cultures of Egypt it is as a spillover from their interest 
in the Sudan, rather than vice versa as in the case of Egyptologists

I cannot, obviously, speak of the virtues and defects of the post
colonial paradigm with total objectivity, but 1 think that nearly all observers 
will agree as to the methodological advances which it has introduced Its

There has been :an interval in the history of nearly every African t'"
country, following the achievement of independence, when the upper nrehistorir * * ®gacy o * earlier work In
levels of bureaucracy were still staffed by civf servants trained in colonial fJL rtn "'r I clearly focused, for the first
days and in colonial ways, and when the functions of government were | description an"d illusiafion o'! o'bjLu pe^r se“

An enhanced sense of accountability toward the Sudan, demanded 
by the Sudan Antiquities Service itself since the earliest years of

MQuvMr, IM)

^e was to write:
•• Wrelched Nubia' was at first a part of Egypt. After the First Dynasty it 

was only an appendage of the greater country, and its history is hardly more 
4han an account of its use or neglect by Egypt. "'’
Racism led Reisner and many of his colleagues to attribute the more 

advanced stages of Sudanese cultural history not merely to Egyptian 
influence but to actual Egyptian (or Libyan) immigration, while periods of 

, cultural decline were blamed on the departure of the Egyptians or on 
migrations from the south, Sudanese history thus resolved itself into a 
series of disconnected episodes attributable to different actors. This rather 
myopic viewpoint shows conspicuously the lack of cross-cultural insights 
which might have been obtained from the study of cultural and of racial 
history in other parts of the world.

The enlightened colonial paradigm was to become increasingly 
enlightened with the passage of time, and then to be supplanted in part by 
other points of view. Yet it is by no means extinct even yet; it continues to 
flourish especially among the older generation of Egyptologists. The 
Nubian Salvage Campaign of the 1960s stimulated a renewed interest in 
the Sudan on the part of Egyptologists, and in so doing gave the old, 
Reisnerian vision a new lease on life. A striking demonstration of this can 
be seen in W. B. Emery’s Egypt in Nubia,“, a work of general history 
published in 1965 which hardly departs from the theoretical position 
staked out by Reisner at the turn of the century. Except for the 
accumulation of some new data, it is the book that Reisner himself could 
and probably should have written.

A less happy example of the persistence of the enlightened colonial 
paradigm can be found in the International Society for Nubian Studies, an 
organization which was founded by and which continues to be dominated 
by Egyptologists of the old school. The steadfast refusal of this group to 
admit a Sudanese or Nubian scholar to its governing council, despite the 
presence of eminently qualified candidates, is an indication that the 
colonial mentality dies hard.

1

The post-colonial paradigm

»
13 Reisner op. cH..p 34fi

14 WB-Emery.EgvpthiNubta (London Hutchinson. 1%5}
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independence, is another important component of the post-colonial 
paradigm. Expeditions are now required to demonstrate technical as well
as financial capability before they are granted licenses; licenses are drawn Sudanese observers will insist, rightly, that the post-colonial paradigm
up with much more attention to detail than was formerly the case; and u not wholly free from deficiencies and prejudices Its adherents arc far
excavators are held strictly to account both for the publication of their ! more Sudan-oriented than were their predecessors but in the last analysis 
results and for.a fair division of finds with the Antiquities Service. -Yet these they were still reared in environments and climates far removed from the
requirements have not. as in Egypt, resulted in a confrontation relationship Nile Valley. With the best of Interttions they cannot see the cultures and the
between archaeologists and the government, for the practical assistance history of the Sudan through the eyes of someone who was raised in their
and numerous facilities granted to all archaeological expeditions by the ; midst. There is. too, a continuing tendency to look almost automaticaUv 
Sudan Antiquities Service are a source of worldwide admiration. The for the sources of Sudanese culture in the Mediterranean Basin which was
warm, collegial relationship between archaeologists on the one hand and the cradle of so much of our own civilization. On the other hand 1 think
antiquities officials on the other is, in my experience, without parallel none of us except Shinnie has as detailed a knowledge of sub-Saharan
among Third World countries. African archaeology and culture history as we appropriately should

The most significant advance^f the post-colonial paradigm, from my a further limitation of the post-colonial paradigm is an accident of
pomt of v.ew. ,s aga.n to be found m the .deolog^al sphere Jhe recent economic history. Sudanese independence was followed almost at once
generation of archaeologists are free at last from the tamt of 19th century by the signing of the Nile Waters Agreement and the subsequent
racism, and also at least to some extent from the dominant shadow of ^ inundation of Sudanese Nubia by the Aswan Reservoir which for a
Egypt. They are finally able to appreciate the cultures of the Sudan for ! decade forced the archaeologists to concentrate their attention almost
their own sake, and to see the pattern of Sudanese history as a connected i .exclusively on the most northerly part of the country. Many of us like
whole and not as a series of foreign-inspired episodes. It is surely ; Trigger and myself, have never had the opportunity to work elsewhere
sigrrificant that all hve of the leading figures of the post-colonial school , ,han in Nubia, and mostly in I^wer Nubia at that. If our point of view is no
(Arkell. Shinnie, Trigger, Wendorf, and Adams) have written wide- ; longer‘Egyptocentric,’It is stil!to a degree‘Nubiocentric.’which is perhaps
ranging books on Sudanese history,'* a task which was undertaken by another form of parochialism ' ^
none of their predecessors except W.B. Emery.” This latter deficiency is being corrected by the younger generation of

European scholars who are now busily at work in many parts of the 
Sudan. In other respects I have the impression that most of them still 
adhere to the post-colonial viewpoint, but there may be some who have 
fully adopted the independent national outlook.

William Y. Adams

I

While 1 have attributed the transformations of the post-colonial 
paradigm chiefly to the influence of non-Egyptologists, it would certainly 
be unfair to omit ail mention of two leading Egyptologists, Torgny Save- 
Soderbergh and Fritz Hintze, who have also been important contributors. 
Both have directed important field operations, but their main contribution 
has come through the study and interpretation of textual material.'* They 
are unique among Egyptologists in focusing their atteotion and interest on 
the Sudan rather than on Egypt.

The independent national paradigm

For any newly independent people, a significant turning point is 
attained when they begin to rewrite their own history to suit the needs of ' 
emergent nationalism and of cultural integration. This development,'which 
is already very conspicuous in many Third World countries, significantly 
affects the aims if not the methods of field archaeology. 1 can thus far see 
only the faintest glimmerings of such a development in the Sudan, if only 
because Sudanese archaeologists are still routinely sent abroad (mostly to 
England) to complete their graduate training, and here they arc firmly 
indoctrinated in the colonial or post-colonial traditions. But I can see the 
gleam of nationalistic aspiration in the eyes of i few of my Sudanese

aidQuuut. IMI
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15 cf Adams op cll..pt^ 7
Athbf»«Pre» 1949) PL Shinnie16 A J Arkell A HbtoryoMhe Sudan from the E«rHe»lTlin« 10 1821 (London

let 1967) Bnjce G Trsgget Nubta uf»d«f th« Pharaohi (London Thames and 
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Meroe (New York Frederick Praege 
Hudson, 1976) Fred Wendorf Ed
Adams op. cit.

17 Emery op.cit.

18 Totgnev Save Soderbergh Agypten und Nublen (Lund Hakan Ohbsons. 1941) Fntz Hmtie Studlcn *ur
m der DeutschenMerotbehen Chronologb ur>d zu den Operuleln au« den 
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colleagues, and the number of able and energetic students who are now 
enrolled in the Archaeology program at Khartoum University foretells a 
time in the not too distant futifre when the study of Sudanese antiquity will 
be largely in Sudanese hands.

If Reisner was the pioneer of the enlightened colonial paradigm, and 
Arkcll of the post-colonial. I think we must identify a pioneer figure for the 
independent national paradigm in the unlikely person of the late Bryarjf'' 
Haycock, Nurtured originally In conventional Egyptology, his was 
converted, during his tragically abbreviated career at Khartoum University, 
into a genuine Sudanese nationalist, with a keen appreciation for every 
phase of the country's history. Lack of proper training prevented his 
carrying out any actual archaeological excavations, but his lectures and his 
numerous field surveys stimulated the interest of a whole generation Of 
Sudanese students in the history and the antiquities of their country.” The 
current, very active Archaeology program at Khartoum University is 
Haycock’s legacy, and nearly all of the Sudanese scholars on its staff were 
originally his students.

My colleague Professor Shinnie, who has himself taught at Khartoum 
University in the recent past, is better qualified than am I to talk about the 
most recent developments in Sudan archaeology. I do not expect him to 
use my paradigm model of analysis, since he likes to poke fun at my 
anthropological jargon, but I suspect that a lot of what he will have to say 
will be relevant to the emergency of an independent national paradigm in 
Sudanese archaeology.

Changing 4 Uitwies ToteariU the Past
P.L. Shinn*e

My frieno Dr. Adams I prov.ded an inteiresting and lively 
description of the ‘paradigms’ of the nature of investigations into the 
ancient Sudan from its beginnings in the ^a'^ly nineteenth century until 
today, or very nearly today, and though he nicely suggests that he is 
leaving the latest ‘paradigm’ for me to deal with he has his usual cogent 
and forthright comments for that too and accurately charts the main 
differences between the new workers in the field and the old.

Since I have worked on various aspects of the archaeology of the 
Sudan for longer than any other living archaeologist, having first come to 
that country thirty five years ago, I have seen very considerable changes in 
attitudes to the past during these years and it is perhaps worthwhile to 
consider them and to think about the reasons.

It is noticeable from reading Dr. Adams’ article that the Sudanese fitst 
three periods that he discusses. It is only during the very last few years that 
there has been a growth in participation by young Sudanese scholars and 
this is an indication of a very remarkable change in attitudes in thexrountry. 
It can be assumed that indigenous participation in archaeology, and in any 
other academic or cultural activity will reflect the attitudes of the time and it 
is only with a growing awareness of national identity that concern with the 
past is likely to be a major issue.

When I first went to the Sudan a common attitude on the part of 
many Sudanese towards the rather slight efforts that were being made to 
investigate and preserve their antiquities was “Why do you bother with 
these things, they are nothing to do with us, they are not the remains of 
our ancestors, we ar^ Arabs and came here only a few hundred years ago
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and are not interested in what the unbelievers left behind in the country." 
This was a widespread view and it is a tribute to the first Sudanese 
recruited to the Antiquities Service, Thabit Hassan, who became its first 
Sudanese head, and Abdelrahman Adam, who died tragically young 
whilst studying at Cambridge, that in spite of the bewilderment that their 
taking up the study of the past caused to their colleagues, and no doubt to 
their families, they persisted and made contributions to the history of their 
country.

P.L. Shinnie

predorninated and very few Sudanese or others vliere convinced of the 
*; richness of evidence for the past or its relevance for the present. Of foreign 

scholars few were interested and with the closing down of the two British 
expeditions that had been working through the 1930s — that of the 
Oxford Excavations in Nubia, directed and largely funded by that great 
scholar of Meroitic archaeology and language, Francis Llewellyn Griffith, 
at Kawa, and that of the Egypt Exploration Society at Amara West —

! foreign activity came to an end. The Egypt Exploration Society continued 
j until 1950 though the last two seasons were carried out jointly with the 

Sudan Antiquities Service, and I am grateful since this activity allowed me 
fo have my own first excavations in the Sudan. There was a noticeable lack 
of enthusiasm for undertaking field work not only by the British but by the 

.-whole non-Sudanese world of scholarship and it was only with the coming 
of Professor Vercoutter to excavate at Kor on behalf of the French Institute 
of Oriental Archaeology in 1953, the return of the Egypt Exploration 
Society, though unwillingly, in 1957, and the Butana expedition of the 
German Democratic Republic in 1958, that foreign participation started 
again.

5

The Sudanese were not alone in disparaging the antiquities and 
ancient history — 1 well remember many officials of the British 
administration expressing surprise that I had come to,study and preserve 
the archaeological sites. The surprise was in part that any young man 
should devote his time to such a bizarre subject and be paid to do so. For 
Arkell the matter was rather different, he had been a Political Service 
officer and it was quite within the understanding of the British at that time 
that a man might have a hobby and 1 am sure that that is how they thought 
of it. The question ‘But is there any archaeology in the Sudan?’ was not an 
infrequent one from people living only fourteen miles from the large and 
important site of Soba which I myself excavated in 1951. On another 
occasion 1 had a fierce argument with a British official of what was then the 
Education Department. My suggestion that the school history syllabus 
might include the history of Napatan, Meoritic and Medieval times was m^t 
with a firm statement that there was no recorded history prior to 1821. It 

■ was in an attempt to change this view, based on ignorance, that the 
Antiquities Service started to publish a series of simple pamphlets on the 
history and antiquities of the Sudan and to issue them in boA English and 
Arabic — though this was not the first attempt to provide information to 
the public, as Arkell had published in Arabic a few years before.

The view of the unimportance of the ancient Sudan was not restricted 
to those in the country and on one famous occasion at a meeting of the 
Egypt Exploration Sdciety in London, at which the late Professor Emery 
was lecturing on his interesting excavations at Buhen, the chairman and 
then president of the Society, the late Sir Alan Gardiner, the doyen of 
British Egyptologists, said in introducing the speaker, “Since unfortunately 
we can no longer work in Egypt (this was at the time of the Suez crisis) we 
have had to transfer our activities to the Sudan.” Arkell and I who were 
sitting together could scarcely contain ourselves. I also remember the 
puzzle I caused to my Egyptological friends and colleague^ when 1 argued 
for the interest and importance of the archaeology of the Sudan.

Now the situation is quite different — during the winter of 1980-81 
there were 18 foreign expeditions at work, coming from a wide range of 
countries: Canada, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Norway, 
Poland, Spain. Switzerland and the U.S.A., and scholars in many other 
lands were at work on research or in publishing the results of previous field 
work from'such diverse countries as Argentina, the German Democratic 
Republic, Hungary, the U.S.S.R., and others. Certainly as Adams writes, 

i the archaeological requirements of the building of the High Dam at Aswan 
; ^ have played an important part in making part of at least the Nubian Sudan 
r known to the world, and the marvellous chance of the preservation of the 
■ cathedral at Faras, so skillfully investigated by the Polish expedition, has 
c resulted in bringing the ancient Sudan to the attention of the world.
I There is also a marked change in Sudanese attitudes and where in the 

past it was difficult to find Sudanese willing to be trained as archaeologists 
now there is a flourishing Department of Archaeology in the University of 
Khartoum, largely staffed by Sudanese scholars, and training increased 
numbers of Sudanese students, some of whom go on to further training — 
usually abroad — and return to their own University as teachers, or to 
posts which arejbeing established in the new Sudanese Universities, or to 
staff the Antiquities Service — or in a few cases go as a valuable export to 
other countries.
ZndQuaiur. IMl
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During the late 40s and 50s the view that I have described
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The causes for this change, not only in the internal view of the 
Sudanese about themselves and their past, but also in the view taken by 
the outside world, is not far to seek. The main factor undoubtedly was the 
coming of political independence on 1st January 1956. With this freeing of 
the Sudan from foreign rule it became possible for the Sudanese to 
consider their role in the world of independent states and for a new 
concept of independent ethnicity to ^rise. The older generation of 
Sudanese politicians, although a number of them were of Nubian origin, 
certainly identified the Sudan with the Arab world — the claims of 
language, religion, culture, and a certain historical legacy in the northern 
Sudan all combined for them to emphasize the Arab nature of the country 
and even to perpetuate certain myths concerning the role of Arabs and 
Arabic speaking people.— including the view of the Arab origins of the 
Fung rulers of the Su/tana Zarga, the one pre-1821 ele'ment in the history 
of the country to which much attention had been paid.

P.L. Shinnie

Sudan, and it is certain that in the northern part of the country the 
Nubians, Bega, the Fur and others will be developing interest in their own 
history. The recent adrWnistrative changes with their emphasis on 
decentralization will certainly encourage this, making it likely that in the 
near future centres of study for local history and archaeology will develop. 
Such a development is also probable in the southern Sudan with its great 
diversity of peoples and languages, but 1 am not sufficiently informed to 
say anything about it.

I

The sense of history is probably most developed amongst the Nubians 
because of the comparatively well-known history of their homeland from 
Pharaonic Egyptian times, through the period of the kindgom of Kush and 
those of the Christian rulers, and much of the Sudan’s historical traditions 
come from this area. The Nabian language, still spoken today, is known in 
written form from the eighth century A.D. and may well have been spoken 
in the area of a much earlier date even though it was not the written 
language of Kush.

The influence of Nubian culture and language with its centuries of 
existence in the Sudanese Nile Valley had had a profound influence on 
modern Sudanese culture. Although replaced by Arabic as the speech of 
much of the northern Sudan. Nubian was certainly being spoken much 
further upstream of the Nile than its present limit at Debba until 
considerable time after the arrival of the first Arabic speakers and its 
influence on the colloquial Arabic of the present day riverain population 
has been much underestimated.

As a result of the changes I have indicated Nubians are becoming 
increasingly aware of their own history and traditions which have done 
much to mould the character of the modern Sudan, and certainly 
show a pride and interest in their past that they would not have done some 
thirty years ago. And it is by no means only the Nubians, important though 
they are in the intellectual and cultural life of the country, who show this 
new awareness. It will, 1 hope, lead more and more young Sudanese to 
turn to the study of archaeology and history, not only as professionals, 
though some of them will do so, but also as educated people wanting to 
know more about their history and able to provide the intellectual climate 
in which the professionals can work.

During the years following 1956 a change was to be seen, particularly 
amongst the younger scholars coming out of the University of Khartoum, 
which had become a fully independent University in the same year, having 
formerly been in ‘special relationship’ with the University of London — 
which had been responsible for the awarding of degrees and which had 
some control over syllabuses. The new concept of a Sudan nation, which, 
although sympathetic to Arab aspirations and feeling a close identity with 
other Arab countries, had a character and origin of its own only developed 
very slowly. It still has many ambiguous aspects and is not accepted by all.

This new concept, sometimes expressed in its most extreme form as a 
statement that the Sudan is an African rather than an Arab country, has 
caused quite a different view of the past with great significance for the 
study of history and archaeology. Now the national heroes are seen not to 
be those of the Arab world as a whole or even only Abdullah Gamaa. the 
Mahdi and the Khalifa, properly important as they are, but also Piankhy 
and Taharqa. Who are the two rulers from early times for whom there is 
good written evidence and who played an important part at a crucial 
moment in the development of the ancient Sudan. That there were other 
important figures in early history there can be no doubt, but the rulers of 
Meroe, although the names of many are known, have left too little detail of 
their activities for them to become the focus of national aspirations, and the 
rulers of the Christian kingdoms of Nubia arc also shadowy and 
impersonal.

These changes in attitudes towards the past have coincided with a 
rebirth of interest in the origins of the non-Arabic speaking parts of the
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developments in the period of his ‘independent national paradigm.’ I am
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not sure that he is right and certainly 1 cannot do it with his felicity of ex
pression as he can; but my long acquaintance with the country may 
make some general remarks useful. There are two noticeable changes in 
the nature of archaeological activity in the latest period — tl)ere have been 
changes also in historical studies, but of them 1 cannot speak with the same 
knowledge. The first of these is the increased participation of Sudanese 
archaeologists — 1 have aiready referred to the teaching programme of the 
University of Khartoum which is now producing a number of young 
scholars who will no doubt approach their research form a rather different 
standpoint than that of their foreign colleagues.

Adams points out, and seems to regret, that Sudanese archaeologists 
are still sent abroad for graduate studies. 1 do not see this 
as a matter of regret and think that the benefit obtained from 
the greater exposure to methods and techniques and diversity of 
views not as yet available in Khartoum outweighs the “ideologi
cal’ disadvantages, nor do I think that the majority of those respon
sible for the training of Sudanese archaeologists are themselves 
aiming to indoctrinate them with colonial and post-colonial traditions. Nor 
is it only to England that such graduate students are being sent — it is true 
that the present teachers in the Department of Archaeology in the Uni
versity of Khartoum ^11 took their Ph.D.s at Cambridge (though two of 
them had previously studied for M.A.s in Canada), but more recent 
graduates are now studying in Canada. France, Germany and Norway 
and are likely to return with increased technical competence and widely 
different views of the subject. And several members of the Antiquities 
Service have received training in Eastern Europe (Poland and the 
U.S.S.R.).

It is still only at the undergraduate level that training is being given by 
Sudanese to Sudanese, but this, largely based on training excavations in 
the University of Khartoum’s own concession at Sururab, has aiready 
produced a number of B.A. Honours theses which have made a 
considerable addition to knowledge particularly of late or post Meroitic 
times and of the Stone Ages. It is likely that foreign excavations will 
increasingly be asked to assist in the training of Sudanese students and two 
such expeditions are now formally joint ones with the University of- 
Khartoum — that of the University of Calgary at Meroe and of the 
University of Lyons in its activities along the Red Sea Coast, and another 
joint activity with Southern Methodist University is being planned.

P L Shihnie
f

differences due in the main to changes in the ways in which archaeologists 
look at their subject. Archaeologists have been and are bound by the 
prevailing theoretical concepts of their time and over the last thirty or so’ 
years there have been very considerable changes in theoretical position 
and in the array of specialized techniques available for the study of the 
materials retrieved by archaeological field work. There has been

!

a very
marked change, airnost a revolution, and the Sudan is now beginning to 
reap the advantage of participating in it.

Traditionally the archaeology of the whole Nile Valley has been old- 
fashioned and constrained by those whose main interest has been in the 
reading of ancient texts. It is with no wish to decry the marvellous and 
devoted scholarship of many Egyptologists that I must say that I consider 
that their impact on field work in both Egypt and the Sudan has been 
unfortunate. In Egypt matters are changing and a new generation of 
scholars, well trained in modern archaeological methods, is at work, but 
there still linger traces of the old view, in which the qualification for 
directing an excavation has been an ability to read a hieroglyphic text.

Fortunately the Sudan, although much of the early archaeological 
work was Egyptologically orientated, has escaped the worst of the 
influence of a text-dominated approach, and even in the period before the 
First World War the work of the Wellcome expedition at Jebel Moya had 
broken new ground and used new methods. Reisner, although coming 
from an Egyptological background, also applied new and carefully de
veloped techniques of field work cilthough we would not now consider 
them adequate. However I note that in spite of the model excavations of 
Pitt-Rivers in England in the latter part of the nineteenth century from 
which generations of excavators learnt, the very first properly executed 
section drawing of an excavation to be published was from my early effort 
at Soba in 1951.

most

The activity caused by the building of the Aswan High Dam. although 
bringing the archaeology of the Nubian part of the Sudan — as also of 
Egypt — to the attention of the world, did not advance the quality of the 
work very much and emphasized the preponderance of studies In Nubia. 
But It introduced a number of younger archaeologists to work in the 
Sudan. A number of new techniques were used for the first time and, 
again for the first time, the study of human and other faunal skeletal 
remains showed what could be learnt by modern methods of analysis. The 
work of physical anthropologists had been of particular value in showing 
the continuity of the Sudanese population and has thus provided further
imlQuulir. 1981
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To turn to archaeological research by foreigners, the most obvious 
change, as already mentioned, in the number of expeditions and the wide 
range of countries participating, but there are. also more fundamental
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P.L. Shinnie

The Future of the Southern Sudanis Past
evidence for the relevance of such studies to the modern Sudan — 
persistence of physical traits as well as of cultural features is now accepted 
as indicating a distinctive Sudanese element in both ancient and modern 
times.

The end of the High Dam crisis when ail effort had to be devoted to 
salvage work, and the closing of Lower Nubia by flooding to any further 
archaeological work has had a beneficial effect on the development of 
archaeology. Now the increasing number of scholars both Sudanese and 
foreign who are interested in the past of the country can take a more re
laxed look at the problems, even though modern development schemes 
demand that an eye be kept on them to prevent the destruction of ancient 
sites and loss of valuable knowledge.

‘Development archaeology’ is becoming increasingly important as the 
Sudan begins major development schemes and it is here that co-operation 
with and understanding by the general public is required. The excellent 
work of the French team working with the Sudanese authorities to carry 
out salvage operations is much to be commended and it is hoped that 
other countries may also consider a similar type of organization where a 
fully equipped team of field archaeologists can be used as a kind of ‘fire 
brigade’ to areas where sites are endangered.

Apart from this there remain large parts of the Sudan 
where basic research is required, and modern attitudes where arch
aeological investigation is planned to attempt to solve specific ques
tions are now replacing, though still not entirely, the older attitudes 
where excavations were planned to find material to fill museums or 
sometimes just because a site was there and the archaeologists were 
looking for something to do.

Now, not only are the aims of research activities more precisely 
defined but the old dominance of the river valley is being challenged. The 
past of the whole of the Sudan is being regarded as worthy of study and in 
recent years work has begun in the Southern Sudan, the most 
conspicudLs, but not the only, project being that of the British Institute of 
Eastern Africa. Sudanese and foreign scholars have started investigations 
in Darfur, there is archaeological survey in the Butana and in the region of 
Kassala and along the shore of the Red Sea. Certainly there are rapidly 
changing attitudes to the past both by scholars and by the general public 
and its study is in a healthy and flourishing state.

Douglas H. Johnson

Of the history of the southern sphere, the home of the negro, nothing Is 
known and little can be guessed, save that from the beginning of time

Tattooed cannibals danced in files
And 'Blood' screamed the whistles and the fifes of the warriors.
‘Blood’ screamed the skull-faced. lean witchdoctors

Sir Harold MacMichael'

if The history of the Southern Sudan has suffered foi^some time from 
the assumption that it does not exist. Sir Harold MacMichael’s recourse to 
Vachel Lindsay s “The Congo" was in line with the tradition that assumed 
that if the South had a past, it was not worth knowing. Other authors have 
assumed that it was not possible to know it, and Arkell baldly claimed that 
before 1821 the Southern Sudan had no history,' The problem has not 
been so much the lack of a past as lack of sources giving the records of the 
past. With the creation of written records concerning the South during the 
Egyptian invasion of the Sudan it is not so much the South’s history that 
begins as it is historians’ interest in the Southern Sudan,

During the twenty-five years of the Sudan’s independence great 
advances have been made in the study of African history, especially in the 
use of oral traditions, the critical assessment of written sources, and the 
emphasis on the continuity of a history that includes, rather than begins 
with, the colonial period. These developments have had their impact on 
the study of Northern Sudanese history, but they have yet to affect in any 
significant way the writing of Southern Sudanese history. Most of the 
studies of the South’s history belong temperamentally to that earlier era 
which regarded the colonial period as the most important period in the

!
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. South’s past because it was then that the region’s relationship with the rest 
of the Sudan was forged. A preoccupation with present politics 
determined the topics which have since been studied at great length: the , 
slave trade, diplomatic rivalries, missionaries, the Southern Policy. The 
internal histories of Southern Sudanese societies have received -less 
attention. They have been sacrificed to the broad outlines of Sudanese 
history, and they have been subordinated to the material which the 
administrative documents — the main sources for Southern Sudanese 
history — preserve the best: the history of administration itself.

Because the colonial period is taken as the de facto beginning of 
Southern Sudanese history, and the assessment of the course of that 
history is derived almost exclusively from the European participants in that 
period, the scholarly description of the Southern Sudan has suffered from 
implicit value judgements that have obscured, rather than illuminated, the 
full complexity of the Southern Sudanese past. The themes of regional 
isolation, social primitiveness, resistance to colonial rule and the 
destruction of Southern Sudanese societies by outside forces predominate.

It is in the books of Richard Gray and Robert Collins, who between 
them cover the Egyptian, Mahdist, Belgian and British periods, that these 
themes are so forcefully presented.’ Gray describes the Souther i Sudan’s 
geographical, cultural and political isolation as the reason why the region 
could not forestall the devastation it suffered in the nineteentf/century. His 
vision of the South is one of a region bounded since ancient times by 
formidable geographical barriers, taking no part in the cultural centers of 
East and North East Africa. The intrusion of the outside world came like a 
sudden apparition, overwhelming this unprepared region in 
unprecedented devastation.* Collins’ continuation of the saga is, if 
anything, much starker. He writes of the complete destruction of the 
South’s traditional way of life during the Mah^ya, and of the futile 
attempts to return to the “pristine tribal a^chy” of the past that- 
characterized Southern Sudanese resistance to the Mahdists and British.’

Southern Sudanese societies are judged in this context by the extent 
to which they were “prepared” for this series of invasions, and by their 
ability to make any impact on the local colonial powers. By this standard 1 
they are seen to have had little influence on the events of the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries, to have been powerless observers as the social

Douglas H. Johnson

and political structures of their societies were first dismantled and then 
reassembled by succeeding waves of invaders and administrators. The 
judgement is made on purely polHical grounds, but it is extended to cover 
the full range of Southern Sudanese life. G. N. Sanderson describes the 
removal of Egyptian authority in the nineteenth century as plunging the 
South into “a Hobbesian ‘State of Nature’ ” which continued until the 
advent of British rule because the Mahdists “were quite unable to fill the 
vacuum which they themselves created.”* (though, surely. Nature must 
have been uneasy in the presence of the vacuum?) Collins sees the 
twentieth century resisters as preoccupied with the immediate task of 
opposing the British and making no effort to anticipate change and 
restructure their societies along new and lasting lines.’

There is a cultural arrogance in these judgements that forces its way 
through the obvious sympathy these authors have for the plight of the 
modern Southern Sudan (most of their comments were written during the 
civil war). It is an arrogance inappropriate to a discussion of an 
independent Sudan, but it is not confined to foreign observers. Mohamed 
Omer Beshir either shares or is influenced by it when he invokes the 
stereotype of the Southern Sudan’s isolation, in “the very heart of Africa, ” 
to justify its exclusion from his discussion of the forces that shaped the 
Sudanese nation. He further dismisses Southern Sudanese resistance to 
colonial rule as unprogressive, being based on “tribal concepts and 
beliefs,” meriting no comparison with the religious and nationalist 
movements of the North.*

<r

r

These rather distant and dismissive judgments give us no real 
understanding of the internal history of the Southern Sudan. Words like 
“tribal” and “traditional,” used in this way, have no descriptive value. The 
assumption that an entire region can live in a political vacuum during the 
absence of a colonial power tells us more about the point of view of the 
author than it does about the history of the region. What the employment 
of these terms does tell us is that the authors as yet lack the sources that 

give them the sort of information needed to make the judgments they 
feel compelled to make. The superficiality of these judgments will
can

3 R Gray A Hislory of Ihf Southern Sudan. 183*-1889 (Lor^don Oxford Untvmitv Pre« 196J) RO CoRins The 
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Southern i)udan. I89H'I918 (New Haverr, Yale University Press. 19711
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Icontinue until sources closer to homeiare tapped: the documents found in 
district and province headquarters in the Southern Region, ^d the oral i 
traditions of the Southern Sudanese themselves. ’

It is in these sources, more than in any others, that data about internal f 
developments and the impact of external events are likely to be found. It is 
frequently not in the contemporary documents of pacification that 

• evidence can be found to assess the impact of that period, but in the much 
more detailed accounts of Southern Sudanese societies written by a later 
generation of administrators. It is usually not the administrators of the first 
thirty years of condominium rule who provide the best insights on the 
conditions of the Southern Sudan at the beginning of the century, but the 
administrators of the last twenty-five years of Ango-Egyptian rule. If was in 
this period that administrators were expected to have a proficiency in the 
focal languages (only a handful had attained this proficiency by the 1920s), 
and it was during this period that some assessment of the policies and 
activities of their predecessors could begin. But the documents in which 
these assessments are made and in which detailed observations of the 
districts are recorded are precisely those documents that do not appear in 
Khartoum or Europe. It is mainly in the archives of the district and 
province headquarters that this material can be found.

Doughs H. Johnson

originated with them. Such an 
oral traditions.*

interpretation receives ample support from

It is also clear from local documents that during and after pacification 
administrators were obsessed with “tribal purity.” To them, evidence of 
assimilation of different cultures an indication that a society had not 
the strength to resist foreign influences and was proof of a breakdown of 
tribal structures. It is against this assumption that ive must judge the 
twentieth century assessments of the violence of the preceding century. 
The redistribution of local populations into different political 
groupings was equated with the “disappearance" of whole group: 
^oplc. The extension of kinship networks across tribal poll...-, 
boundaries, which caused innumerable administrative headaches when 
trying to keep persons within their assigned districts, was proof of the 
breaking up of the social organization. It was only after tribal separation 
was attempted and failed that administrators realized that social flexibility 
was not equivalent to social disorder. But it was a later generation of 
administrators who discovered this. The early efforts at, and arguments 
for, separation are well documented in the government files in Khartoum. 
The post mortems on the failure of such policies are confined to the district 
and province files. Their absence from the sources used in existing studies 
has helped to perpetuate misconceptions that were being discarded by the 
end of the colonial period.

was

or social

it^l

Government papers sent to Khartoum are distillations of local reports 
and correspondence, or a selection of those reports, and it is only in the 
fullness of the collections of local documents themselves that one can find 
the specific data from whidt more general statements were drawn, data 
which are often open to other interpretations than those sent to Khartoum. 
It is also in the local documents that one can find direct evidence of the 
working assumptions and values employed by province staff in judging the 
information they had at hand, and in interpreting it for Khartoum. An 
analysis of these assumptions is crucial to the understanding of the way 
evidence was presented. They can be seen operating most directly on the 
evidence for Southern Sudanese “resistance” and in the assessment of the 
impact of the nineteenth century.on Southern Sudanese societies.

The Sudan Intelligence Report records the progress of pacification 
and the anxiety of government officials about the potential of resistance or 
rebellion Reports of local “hostility” sent to Khartoum appear, on 
investigation, to be derived in many cases from the reluctance of local 
leaders to offer the unconditional submission the government demanded. 
Government efforts to counter this negative “hostility” often forced the 
Southern Sudanese into more active opposition. Seen in this light the 
“resistance" of such famous leaders as Gbudwe, Arianhdit, Ngundeng and 
his son Guek appears to have been imposed on them more than It
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There are limitations to the use of administrative documents, no 
matter how detailed they are. Administrators were naturally constrained by 
the demands of their daily work, and there arc some aspects of Southern 
Sudanese life, notably religion and the motivation of Southern Sudanese 
leaders, which administrators neither fully Investigated nor fully 
understood. It is only by turning to oral testimony that a more 
comprehensive account of Southern Sudanese history can be constructed.

The civil war prevented the systematic collection of oral traditions, 
and the historical quality of the existing ethnography of the region is 
uneven-.'* This does not mean that a substantial body of historical material
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10 Amawur ethnographers among administrators and 
prtientaBon o< tradiflons as htstortans are

missionaries were usually not as systemaOc In the coOeetton arid

patted ,n ----------------------- --- ho:~ "T^ttlgh
reconstruction of Nuer and Anuak htsiory

sources to a very sketchy
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docs not exist, as at least one historian claims," for local files themselves 
contain a variety of historical traditions collected between thirty and fifty 
years ago. Jlncsc can be used not only as sources of information, but as 
cpntrols on Versions of the same traditions collected at a much later date. 
Other documents in the files can abo provide corroborative evidence for 
testimony referring to the condominium period.

Historians of the Southern Sudan have shown a marked confusion 
when trying to use material based on oral sources. They have sometimes 
ovcrgcncralized the material at hand. Sanderson’s evidence for the 
“Hobbesian ‘State of Nature’ ” is based mostly on Santandrea’s description 
of the small tribes of the western Bahr al-Ghazal," which Sanderson 
applied to cover the entire Southern Sudan. At times when 
anthropological evidence has conflicted with administrative sources it is 
discarded without discussion." Anthropologists have used oral traditions 
to elucidate and illustrate general principles on which Southern Sudanese 
societies operate, and their collections sometimes lack the details historians 
need." Historians must work from this expression of general principles to 
elifit further historical information. To try to write history from the 
published collections of these materials alone does not do full justice to 
oral sources; it is trying to write history by remote control. If historians 
expect to get answers to the questions they think are the most crucial, then 
they must be present to ask them.

It

Douglas H. Johnson

Southern Sudanese administration as the conflict of moral systems: “The 
moral relations between natives and Government provide the most 
fundamenta! of administrative problems, for the natives have to integrate 
into their social system a political organization ,that has no value for 
them.-f’ Historians have yet to address themselves to either of these 
problems in their studies of Southern Sudanese administration. They have 
not made a thorough study of the documents for expressions of the values 
which governed administration, nor have they used oral research to 
determine the resolution of the clash of values Evans-Pritchard observed. 
The first te part of the historian’s duty in controlling his sources, to assess 
their historical context and reliability. The second should be the ultimate 
aim of any administrative history: an assessment of the impact of 
administration on those it administered.

iLet us finally suggest a picture of the Soutljfrn^dan’s past which 
may emerge if the colonial period is not taken as the beginning of that past, 
if a comprehensive survey of aU colonial documents, both local and 
distant, are tested against oral traditions. The “isolation’’ of the South fades 
away, for the distinction between “North” and “South” is scarcely 
clearcut. The “formidable geographical barriers” which later hindered the 
movement of armies, flotillas and caravans are no hindrance to the 
movement of people (as anyone who has traveled overland in the South 
during^ the dry season can attest), and even less so to the flow of 
languages, cultures and ideas. Some three centuries ago the Upper White 
Nile valley was dominated by the Nilotic Dinka, Shilluk and Anuak. Their 
position on the rivers affected trade and other contacts between the 
Sudanic kingdoms, and they controlled the grazing land of a number of 
Arab pastoralists. Each of these societies established links with other 
peoples beyond their borders. The Nuba were involved in the royal 
ceremonies of the Shilluk; the Dinka opposed the advance of Sennar but 
also joined that kingdom’s armies; Nilotic culture was spread into the 
Ethiopian foothills in varying degrees by various agents.

The peoples of the Upper Nile valley were far from static. Some were 
forced by ecological-changes or political tensions to move, and In doing so 
mingled with others. Assimilation and adaptation was a constant fact of life 
and WM accomplished by the creation of new clans which were bound in 
^cial ways to the reth of the Shilluk, by the grafting of foreign groups on 
to the Dinka lineage system, by the absorption of strangers Into the Nu'er

At the very least a combination of oral sources with a more thorough 
collection of colonial documents will revise our understanding of the 
colonial period. Ovpr forty years ago Evans-Pritchard pointed out that the 
anthropol6gical study of administration involved more than just the study 
of native institutions. If was equally necessary to study British social 
organization and ethical standards," for “to understand administration 
have to study the values which are expressed in it and the sentiments that 
control it.”" From his own extensive observations he saw'the problem of

we

11 I Smith ThpCtninPashaRflirrExpedUion.IRW-lltMfOKfotkl Clarendon Press 1972) px

12 5 Santandrea A THbal Histors Of Ihf Western Bahr el Ghatal lV^ona 1964)

13 Compare Evans-Pnichard's treatment ol the fall of Gbudwe ('Hie Axantle. pp 388-911 with Collins (Lind Beyond 
the Rivers, pp 113 22)

14 This IS particularly true of the Dinka traditions recorded by Ltenhardi (Divinity and Experience), and by Francis 
Deng Africans of Two Worlds. The Dinka in Afro-Arab Sudan (New Haven Yale Umversity Press 1978) and 
Dinka CosmoloKy (London Ithaca Press 1980)

15 E E Evans Pntchard 'Anrhrolopology and Administratton" Oxford Summer School on Colonial 
Adminislration. 1937 p 88

the Southern Sudan,' Ox^rd Summer School on Colonial16 E E Evans Pntchard "Admintstrative Problems in 
.Administration. 1938 p 76

/17 Ibid. 
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This essay has concentrated on t^^e defects of Southern Sudanese 
historiography, which may be unfair as many of the authors so criticized 
would acknowledge some of these defects in works published many years 
ago. The defects are in urgent need of correction. The old interpretation of 
the Southern Suden^ast supported the assumption that the Southern 
Sudanese were incapable of meefing the challenges of the modem world. 
The belief that the Southern Sudanese were either atavistic or inert in their 
response to externally initiated change contributed to many grave 
miscalculations during the civil war. The Southern Sudanese rejection of 
certain national policies was seen not as deriving from the Southern 
Sudanese themselves, but as being inspired by outsiders. This is a view 
that still has adherents in the Sudan. A-lack of familiarity with evidence 
that challenges this belief justifies itself by asserting that the evidence does 
not exist. A failure to gather and examine the evidence will only 
perpetuate ideas detrimental to national development.

Those who cannot or will not make the journey South to consult local 
sources” must restrain their urge to make sweeping judgments about the 
Southern Sudan’s past. No longer should prejudice be recorded as fact, or 
local incidents generalized to encompass the whole region-. This much is, 
already taken for granted in the study of the rest of the Sudan’s history;>»^ 
time it is expected for Southern Sudanese history as well.

kinship network, by the appeal aaoss political and even linguistic 
boundaries of certain religious centers, and further south among the 
Azande, and by intense acculturation of conquered peoples through 
reciprocal military and economic obligations between king and subjects.

Before Egypt’s conquest of the Sudan, then, large sections of the 
South were already in contact with “the outside world” and were not 
dominated by it. Adaptation to external influences had been developed 
from long exjserience. It was only with Egypt’s arrival that the balance of 
power on the White Nile shifted against the Southern Sudanese peoples 
there. During the violence of the nineteenth century many of them 
suffered dislocation, but the old patterns df assimilation were adapted to 
meet the new challenge. By the end of the century the Azande, the Dinka 
of the Bahr al-Ghazal, and the Nucr, who between them account for more 
than half the population of the Southern Sudan, occupied more tenitory 
and exerted more influence over their neighbors than they had half a 
century before. The process of assimilation continued in many places 
during the twentieth century despite administrative attempts to divide the 
South into discrete “tribes.” The visions of religious leaders during the 
turbulence of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were re
membered throughout the colonial period and achieved a new relevance 
during the civil war that followed independence.

The irony of this reconstruction is that while much of the information 
comes from documents now in the Southern Region, or from oral tradi
tions that had not been collected or published twenty-five years ago, a 
great deal of it is derived from sources that were available to and used by 
some of the historians who have written on the South.” Their 
preoccupation with a narrow political history led them to overlook the 
fundamental strengths of the social systems they claimed were destroyed 
or the religions they dismissed as “traditional” or “tribal.” Their focusing 
the colonial period obscured some of the broader trends in Southern 
Sudanese history, trends which are of great significance to the history of 
the rest of the Sudan. Comparison of new sources with the old makes 
these trends more apparent than before.

■ !

!
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The Challenge for Rainfed Agriculture

in Western and Southern Sudatu 

Lessons from Ahyei^Si 5^«4'es flssiclil'oil.

%
Richard Huntington, James Ackroyd, Luka Deng

-The Sudan is primarily an agricultural and pastoral society and 
national political independence predicates economic stability and 
increased production in the vast rural areas. Since Independence, the 
emphasis of Sudanese agricultural policy has been directed toward the 
large irrigated schemes that are the legacy of the colonial era, and for the 
immediate future this emphasis is likely to continue, due to the current 
balance of payments problem created by the increased price of imported 
oil and the declining yields of Gezira cotton. However, for most of the^ 
citizens of Sudan, there can be no irrigation of their fields. Hence, finding 
productive ways for these rural people to participate economically in a 
developing Sudan is one of the great challenges facing the nation as it 
enters its second quarter-century.
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Huntington. Ackro^fd. Dengscientists at the University of Khartoum and the Economic and Social 
Research Council show, however, tfut rural mechanization schemes have 
greatly increased income disparity, x some people have benefitted and 
others have not. The second problem s ecological. The semi-arid regions, 
especially in the west, are delicate environments. And the economic 
adaptation of the peoples of these areas (especially nomads) is also part of 
a fine balance that is easily upset at some difficult-to-determine economic 
and human price. Finally, there is the financial question. To date, most of 
the mechanized rain-fed agriculture is subsidized one way or another by 
the government or by foreign donors and hence detracts from national 
independence.

In an effort to find a way through this impasse of the dualistic 
economy, researchers are re-examining the practices of traditional agricul
ture to see if these might provide a basis for modernization that is different 
from the largely imported farming system used on the mechanized 
schemes. The machine is often mistaken for a means of by-passing the 
great problems of nature, but actually it plunges us more deeply into them. 
As we shall see, tractors are severely limited by factors of topography, soil 
composition, and rainfall. The system of traditional farming is intimately 
adapted to the local environment and any new system must respond to all 
of the same natural factors. Proposals to change or replace the traditional 
systems must take, as a starting point, a thorough understanding of the 
practices that have been adapted to those environments for centuries.

We observed the 1980 agricultural season near Abyei, South Kordo- 
fan Province. During this period we lived in a small Ngok Dinka village and 
kept daily records of the time and labor devoted to the agricultural produc
tion of fifteen homesteads. We abo collected data on such things as feed 
consumption, water procurement, and small livestock. This research was 
part of the work of the small Abyei Rural Development undi^r the jurisdic
tion of the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources in Khar
toum. The Government of Sudan contracted with the Harvard Institute for 
International Development to design and implement the experimental 
project which was then funded in large measure by the American govern
ment. A preliminary social arid economic survey was conducted in 1977 
by the Development Studies and Research Centre of the University of 
Khartoum. In 1980, Harvard conducted a geographic survey and research 
on livestock practices as well as technical triab pertaining to agriculture, 
water, and livestock. Our observations of one village are placed in the con
text of these other studies. In this research, we discovered what the 
anthropologist always dbcovers: practices which seem simple, foolish, 
lazy, or inefficient to outside experts are in fact part of an overall system of 
some considerable complexity and rationality.

One aspect of Sudanese traditional agriculture that is often forgotten in 
modernization plans is that, for most farmers, agriculture is only part of 
their total economic and productive activity. It is part of a larger system 
that includes an important investment in livestock. The household produc
tion unit is tied into a larger and more flexible labor pool through kinship 
and into a wider and more diversified "credit union” through systems of 
livestock transactions. If one forgets these largely invisible networks and 
assets, then the farmer on his small field looks far poorer and more 
economically vulnerable than he in fact is. Our concern in this article is with 
sorghum production, but we must never forget that it is part of a wider and 
dynamically complex economic system in which livestock 
element.

is a crucial

We can best understand a system of traditional agriculture in terms of 
two cycles. One is the annual cycle of the growing season which is 
dominated in Abyei by the two natural factors of rainfall and topography. 
The other cycle is a long-term cycle of shifting agriculture and periods of 
faljow. This cycle in Abyei is dominated by the actions of a parasitic weed 
which limits the length of time a field may be planted before yields drop. 
All aspects of this traditional farming system operate to minimize the 
amount of human labor necessary for every operation. We approached 
this research with the notion that farmers work very hard for a relatively 
meager return, but we found instead a system that is extraordinarily labor 
efficient.

The Annual Cycle

Like many peoples throughout Sudan, the farmers of Abyei plant a 
number of varieties q[ sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) on small fields by hand 
labor with long- and short-handled hoes. Interspersed among the ' 
sorghum, they plant very small amounts of sesame, groundnuts, maize, 
and okra. The agricultural season lasts from April through January. Iri 

: April and May, just before the rains, the fields must be cleared and cleaned
! in preparation for sowing. This is perhaps the most difficult and least liked 
,\^or of the agricultural year because the season is extremely hot and 

attnkkig water is absent in the vicinity of most homesteads. In late May and 
I June, the first crop is sown. The garden close to the house is sown first 
! with quick maturing varieties of sorghum, maize, and other crops, then the
t large field is sown with varieties of slower maturing sorghum. In late

August the varieties in the garden begin to ripen and these are harvested 
daily for meals and snacks. The main harvest is done in October and early 
November. The Sorghum stalks are cut at the base allowing new shoots to
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sprout (“ratoon”) which produce a smaller second harvest in December 
and January. Also, for this second harvest, some replanting is done.

Topography. The Abyei area appears to be flat, and to the eye of an 
outsider vast stretches seem available for agriculture. This flatness is decep
tive. The plain is dominated by a system of broad, flat, and meandering 
“ridges" and slight depressions. The difference in elevation is as little as 
one meter over a distance of more than a kilometer from the peak of the 
ridge to the bottom of the depression. This small difference of elevation 
and gradual slope is crucial during the rainy agricultural season. The wide 
depressions lack adequate drainage to prevent water-logging of the 
sorghum plants. This is made wOf'se by the extreme impermeability of the 
black clay soil. The broad tops of the ridges, on the other hand, are too dry 
and hard for planting sorghum.

Fields must be strung out like beads on a string along the low slopes 
between ridges and the depressions. Often the difference in elevation be
tween the high and low side of the cultivable area is as little as 30 centi
meters. House, cattle byre, and garden are built on the higher ground. The 
main field is either directly behind the garden or, more often, a short dis
tance away. A village generally consists of a single row of hou^s and fields 
along one slope, or two such rows along the sides of a narrower ridge.

Rainfall. Sorghum is an extraordinary crop in terms of its resistance 
to rainfall variations. Once established it is famous for its hardiness and it 
can survive periods of drought and heat that are fatal to other crops such 
as maize. Even brief periods of flooding do not kill the sorghum whose 
roots go down into the dryer soil below. The problem is to get it 
established. The critical factor is not so much the total amount of rainfall 
but its variability of timing. The Abyei rainfall patterns of 1979 and 1980 
are almost the reverse of one another with the heaviest rains falling early 
(May) in 1979 but late (September) in 1980. The farmers’ system must be 
able to respond to such radical shifts.

Before the first heavy rains the cracking clay soil is too hard to work. 
Sowing can be done only for two or three days after a heavy rainfall. 
During these days the farmers work long and hard with a long-handled 
hoe to sow as much as possible before the soil dries out. A shallow hole is 
made at each pace as the farmer strides along vigorously creating a row of 
holes. About a dozen seeds are dropped into each hole and then covered 
with soil by a little push and a pat with the foot. Sowing is vigorous, active 
labor and people take pride in their exertions. However, even with several 
members of the family working together, a farmer can only sow between 
one-third and one-half a feddan per day. (1 feddan =1.04 acres = 0.43 
hectares.)

After sowing, rain must fall again within a few days or the seeds fail to 
germinate. Every day spent sowing is a gamble and, if the next rain does 
not fall punctually, the area must be resown. This resowing fills in among 
the thin germination from previous sowings. Most of the field is sown twice 
and many parts are sown three or four times during the short planting 
season.

During 1980, there were only 14 days available for sowing following 
SIX rainstorms between late May and early July. During the sowing period, 
the problem lies with the erratic nature of the early rains and the farmer is 
often unable to get everything sown during the earliest optimal days. As 
the rainy season progresses, there are other problems relating to rainfall. 
As cloudy days become the rule, the low sunlight intensity can reduce 
plant growth. Later in the season, standing water in low areas of the fields 
can destroy plants. In farmers’ fields one sees this only in the low spots of 
the newer sections. But the problem is acutely visible in the Project’s 
attempts to operate larger group farms for mechanized agricult

Weeding. The literature on Sudanese agricultural development 
almost universally stresses that a major limiting factor to production is 
weeding. These observations generaDy refer to problems on mechanized 
schemes where large plots have been plowed and sown by tractor. The 
tenants and laborers are understandably unable or unwilling to put in the 
very long hours of backbreaking weeding. It is a different story on their 
own fields. All of the fields in our sample were kept relatively free of 
weeds. The fields were clear of weeds before sowing began and weeding 
activity started before sowing was completed as the people weeded a bit in 
the breaks between rainstorms. During July and August, weeding was the 
main activity. While weeding, the farmers thin the sorghum stands to 
bunches of five stalks. Weeding is done by both men and women. It is 
done individually and in sociable beer parties, women’s beer parties, and 
men’s beer parties.

The nearly 60 feddans that make up the 15 farms of our sample 
received 2000 hours of weeding. The busiest week saw just over 500 
hours of weeding done by over 60 people. And this work is being done 
during July, a relatively cool, overcast, comfortable season when 
adequate water is nearby and there is a pleasant variety of foods such as 
greens, fish, and milk available. Furthermore, much of this work is done 
at the beer parties. Interestingly, the labor at the beer parties is as efficient 
as that of a sober person working alone. Notice that whereas during 
sowing, farmers perceive available labor time to be critically short, during 
weeding it does not seem to matter to them if the work is done one day or
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they realized 12 kg of sorghum. Considering the market prices of 
sorghum, the cash value of this labor greatly exceeds the daily wages paid 
for unskilled work in Sudan. Of more importance to the family is that they 
secured their sustenance for the year and will also be able to use some of 
the surplus to acquire more livestock.

Many aspects of the annual cycle have implications for possible 
modernization of rain-fed agriculture in the area. First of all, the topo
graphy makes it difficult to create fields large enough for efficient tractor 

. Large mechanized schemes would need careful leveling and drainage 
engineering which, although possible, would add substantially to already 
high capital costs. Additionally, there is the problem of the erratic early 
rains. The farmers compensate by sowing and resowing with intricate 
precision. Resowing the whole field by tractor adds even more to the costs, 
but a single sowing rarely succeeds. Also, tractor work is even more limited 
by rains than hand sowing. On the first day after a rainstorm (the best time 
for sowing) the heavy clay sdlls are too wet for the tractor to operate.

Agricultural conditions in Abyei are favorable but uncertain. The 
farmers carefully tailor their activities to meet the variations in rainfall, 
topography, and pests. Their success is based not on long hard labor, but 
on close supervision of two harvests. Tractor programs in South Kordofan 
generally produce but a single harvest on a field too large to oversee with 
the necessary care. Tractors in Abyei sometimes produce large amounts of 
sorghum, but at increased risk, incrased cost, and reduced yields per 
feddan. And tractors do not address the major problems of the Abyei 
agricultural year, such as the variability of rains and the multiplicity of 
pests.

another. A farmer may work in his own field for two days and then work at 
a neighbor’s beer party on the third day, and go in to town on the fourth 
day, etc.

Weeds are more of a problem in some years than in others, and grain 
for beer brewing is not always in supply at that season. But the fact that 
these beer parties are such an institutionalized part of weeding suggests 
that at weeding time farmers generally exchange many days’ labor for 
parties and also weed their own fields by their own labor and by brewing 
beer for a work party if they fall behind.

The farmers correctly perceive the critical importance of weeding but 
they do it in a manner which, again, minimizes labor rather than maximizes 
yields. In the long run, the timing of weeding is as important as the timing 
of sowing, but it seems less pressing to the farmers. However, all weeds on 
the field are damaging the crop, and the fact that people are still doing 
weeding six weeks after sowing shows that a certain trade-off is being 
made between potential yields and labor mobilization.

Harvest. The entire family cooperates on harvesting the field. Men 
walk through the crop, chopping down the tall sorghum at the base. The 
women follow behind cutting the sorghum heads off the stalks and children 
gather these heads and place them in baskets for women to carry to the 
house. Harvesting and threshing are the agricultural activities most 
strongly apportioned by sex. Cleaning, sowing, and weeding are-done by 
both men and women. But for the harvest, men always chop and women 
cut, carry, and thresh as a prelude to their female cooking duties.

For the second harvest, new shoots ratoon from the cut bases and 
produce thin stalks with small sorghum heads. If adequate soil moisture is 
available this ratoon harvest can equal thirty percent of the original 
harvest. If the first harvest has not grown well, then areas eire resown with 
quick maturing varieties. The second harvest provides an important 
measure of security. If conditions are unfavorable early in the season, this 
can be offset to some extent by better conditions later.

In 1980, the harvests of the 15 farms in our sample produced a total 
of 19,000 kg of threshed sorghum. This provides a surplus of about 12 
percent over the consumption requirements (about 3 kg daily per house
hold) of the people resident on the farms. Regarding yields, these fields 
averaged 325 kg of sorghum per feddan plus sesame, okra, maize, and 
groundnuts which are interspersed in the sorghum fields. These yields 
leave room for improvement, but they are better than those of mechanized 
rain-fed agriculture and they come close to sorghum yields obtained on 
Sudanese irrigated schemes. In terms of labor, one typical family (man, 
woman, three children) put in a total of 90 person days sowing, weeding, 
and harvesting 1100 kg of sorghum. This means that for every day of labor

use

'The Long Cycle

The most serious problem facing sorghum production is infestation by 
striga (striga hermonthica). a parasitic weed. It takes a number of years for 
the incidence of striga, or “witchweed,” to increase and then severely 
reduce the sorghum yields. Before ten years it is necessary to clear a new 
field, which is frequently located near the house. Opening a new field 
entails clearing acacia and thorny scrub. For the first two or three years the 
yields are relatively low for several reasons. The new fields have eleva- 
tional irregularities creating many pockets susceptible to waterlogging. 
Weed growth is more persistent in new fields. Also the upper layer of soil is 
thick and heavy in the new fields and this retards water percolation.

The fourth through sixth years are most productive. The sorghum is 
weU established, weeds are easy to control, soil is light and workable, and
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harvest. It is a complex system in terms of making intricate use of both 
subtle and radical variations of soil, seed, elevation, and moisture in the 
short cycle, and linking this with a long-term pattern of soil depletion and 
regeneration woven furthermore with the progressive unfolding of a 
person’s life career.

the field is uniform. From the seventh year on, the effects of the parasitic 
striga are devastating. Height and head size of the sorghum are greatly 
reduced and the ratooning process for the second harvest is nearly halted 
entirely. Weeding the fields of the parasite does little good because the 
damage is being done underground by many more plants than are visible. 
Also the striga seeds remain dormant in the ground for many years, ready 
to germinate whenever triggered by the presence of chemicals given off by 
sorghum. Implications for Development Strategies

One might argue that it'is not possible to improve upon the traditional 
agricultural adaptation of these people to this difficult environment. And 
indeed no system has,ye1 been found that is more efficient in its use of 
labor and land (two elements in critical short supply). Also one could argue 
that the improvement of traditional agriculture is unnecessary because it 
already meets people’s needs for sustenance, security, and surplus. 
However, we must remember that the traditional rural farmers are often 
very very poor and they legitimately desire increased production, security, 
and manufactured goods. Specifically for the Abyei area, it is important to 
note that grain is in short supply in the region immediately to its south 
where greater rainfall and less arable land are a severe limitation to produc
tion. In spite of the many problems and extreme remoteness, intermediate 
areas such as Abyei are more favored than the much wetter areas to the 
south or the much dryer areas to the north. It may be that areas which 
currently the most backward might at some future time become a key to 
evening out some of the disparities in rural food supply which can be a 
cause of suffering and conflict.

Three systems of farming have been proposed and tried in rainfed 
areas in recent years and all of them raise major problems and important 
questions. The major difficulty with most proposed improvements is that 
they are often presented by their proponents as relatively simple solutions 
to the problems of rainfed agriculture. However, any program to increase 
sorghum production must be at feast as complex as the traditional system 
because it must face the same complicetfed package of environmental 
constraints and problems.

The most important and widespread innovation has been the use of 
tractors. We have already mentioned the overall financial and logistical 
difficulties of tractorization in remote rural areas. Specifically in Abyei, 
tractors are unable to respond well to the variations in rainfall and 
topography. The great problem with tractors in the Abyei area is that, costs 
and logistics aside, they seem to make little technical contribution to 
agriculture. (They are a great boon to transportation.) Normally, a tractor 
may be used for a number of purposes such as aerating the soil, placing the

tndQurttr, 1981

No farmer’s field is of uniform age except in the first year. Generally to 
make a new field, one works very hard to clear two feddans the first year 
and then adds to it bit by bit. Some farmers stay in one place for more than 
seven years, gradually adding new land to one end of the field and 
abandoning the striga-infested area at the other end. The farmer takes 
these factors into his calculations, devoting more effort to seeding and 
weeding the 5-year-old sections, weeding the newest parts last, sowing the 
oldest fields less often, etc.

This long cycle of field fertility is also integrated into a man’s career 
stages. An older man might carefully limit the amount of new land added 
to his field and accept lower yields in order to forestall having to move and 
clear an entirely new field. Often there are periods when a man has an 
older field and a newer one (and an older and a newer wife) between 
which he balances out his activities during a transition phase of his life. 
Men marry rather late, usually in their early thirties, because of the 
difficulty of obtaining cattle from kin for the bridewealth. A number of 
years later, when a man takes a second wife, he often leaves the first wife 
with the older field and house. The result is that women are often 
independent heads of households, either as widows or as wives left behind 
by their remarrying husbands. There is a certain congruence between the 
patterns of field depletion and men’s decision to move on to a new wife'.

ThinSng cycle of 8 years under cultivation and at least 20 years fallow 
also has implications for modernization, for it means that the labor and 
expense of land clearing must be repeated every 7 years and that fully two- 
thirds of the arable land must under present methods be withheld from 
production. This is not to suggest that a solution is impossible, but that the 

. problem to be solved is formidable. A five-year rotation of cotton or 
legumes has been suggested as part of a solution to the striga problem. But 
no legume ha? yet been found that does well in Abyei’s climate and cotton 
is subject to pests and other problems difficult to control in such a remote

are

area.
The farmers of Abyei have created a system which copes with a 

complex package of environmental constraints and dangers. It is an effi
cient system in the way it conserves land and labor and produces an ample
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seeds, cont^lling weeds, and incorporating crop residues' 
part in Abyei, either tractors are not needed to perform these functions or 
they are ineffective when attempting to do so. For instance, the deeply 
cracking clay soils aerate themselves, CTop residues are effectively 
incorporated into the soil by termites, and weed growth cannot be 
controlled by tractors because of the timing of the rains and weed growth. 
Tractors can place seeds into the ground, but in the heavy wet soils this 
placement is rarely at the best date or optimal depth. If one considers the 
range of environmental constraints (rainfall, topography, soil, parasitic 
weed) and labor constraints (weeding, harvesting, clearing, protecting, j 
threshing, storing) facing sorghum production, it seems that the praetor is I 
of minimal aid in the creation of a viable, long-term farming system.

Animal traction also has been tried and experimented with in recent 
years as part of several projects in both the western and southern regions 
of Sudan. The results have been disappointing. Much of the difficulty has 
been blamed on the “cultural” factor of the reticence of some of these 
traditional peoples to treat cattle as beasts of burden. While it is true thdt 
such systems sometimes impinge upon deep religious beliefs and legi
timate emotional attachments of people for cattle, the real problems with 
animal traction tend to be technical rather than cultural. Modem animal 
traction systems are often erroneously thought to be simple and inexpen
sive. However, a successful animal traction program for an area like Abyei 
would involve procuring and .maintaining thousands of rigs, each with an 
initial cost of about US $300-$15(X). Farmers and animals need to be 
trained. The oxen need to be fed and exercised all year long to keep them 
in shape for the brief planting season. This necessitates, among other 
things, a system of collecting, storing, and protecting fodder. Additionally, 

^such a program would demand an alteration in traditional law regarding 
cattle ownership and exchange rights. Like the tractor, the animal rig is 
limited in its ability to get onto the field for sowing immediately following a 
rain. Ox-plowing may be an “appropriate technology’’ for some regions of ^ 
Sudan, but it should not be mistaken as a simple or a cheap solution. It is 
only successful if it is widely adopted and therefore it calls for a fairly exten
sive system for support, delivery, and training.

In addition to mechanization and animal traction, the Abyei Project' 
did some initial trials of an agricultural system developed at the Interna
tional Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) at Ibadan, Nigeria, but never 1 
before tried in Sudan. This system is called “zero tilllage” and it relies on a ' 
hand-operated jab planter for sowing, and a low volume of a mild 
herbicide applied with a battery-powered (size “D”) hand sprayer for the 
weed problem. Trials indicate that the jab planter will allow larger areas'to - 
be sown during those scarce sowing days and that the uniform depth and
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placement of seeds will improve germination. The herbicide helps cope 
with the weeding which might otherwise become a problem on the larger 
fields. In trials in Abyei this system produced yields greater than those of 
the farmers whereas tractors generally produce yields that arc much less 
than those of traditional farming. Some yet to be worked out combination 
oTTab planter, herbicide, and legume fodder rotation (to remove the 
parasitic striga) might provide the basis for economically viable farming 
systems in many rural areas of Sudan.

A great deal of work needs to be done to effect this or any comparable 
change in Sudanese traditional agriculture. Especially, much needs to be 
learned about the farming systems of rural people in other areas through
out the country. The traditional farmer may not always have the most 
precise scientific knowledge, but his farming system is usually the only 
successful long-term adaptation ,to that environment. The system we 
O'served in Abyei is a measured response to subtle variations In topo
graphy, radical variations in rainfaU, and gradual infestation of a parasitic 
weed. And at every stage the system conserves with careful stewardship 
the only faejor over which people have any control: human labor. Rainfall 
patterns, soil types, topography, and weeds vary throughout the country 
(even wtthin a single village) and the traditional farming systems of Sudan 
arc flexible enough to respond to these miao-variations. Some of this 
traditional' flexibility and “traditional” kriowledge of subtle environmental 

factors needs to be incorporated into the “development” efforts to make 
the rural areas a contributing pan of the natiortal economic activity.
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themselves".* To cite but two examples. Evans-Pritchard argues that most 
of what Brun-Rollet recorded is “all rubbish”, and of Casati’s monograph 
he says, “if the translation is faithful, it is not only nonsense but would 
appear to be invention”.* In the Nilotic case, we unfortunately lack the 
Lafitaus and similar meticulous observers of human society from whom 
scholars in other cultural areas have benefitted. There is in fact little we will 
ever know of Nilotic societies prior to the turn of the century, apart from 
the historical and mythical images conveyed through oral traditions.

Copardcring the intellectual climate of the time, along with the 
domm^t concerns of the discipline of British anthropology, it is 

j surpnsing to note that when the Seligmans drew reference to the status of 
Southern Sudanese women,* 
uncomplimentary review. In this case as well much of what they recorded 
as ethnographic fact is suspect, both by the methodology they employed 
and the questions which they sought to answer.* With the British 
recapture of the Sudan in 1898, the country was once again open to 

the moderately adventuresome traveller. In the main however the British 
trekking class was rather more interested in the variety of local flora and 
fauna than societies and indigenous custom. The travellers were, with but 
one or two exceptions, male. It was not until after the second world 
that the British government permitted its white officials to reside with their 
wives in the Southern Region. As a result of these combined factors, the 
first century of alien accounts of Nilotic peoples are decidedly colored by a 
variety of male and imperial or colonial baises.

The scant reference to Nilotic women which can be found in these 
travelogues are uniformly disparaging. Millais is able only to opine that 
Shilluk women “are distinctly plain and uninteresting in appearance”.* 
Wyndham deemed Dinka women to be “of purely animal consciousness” 
and incapable of a continuous strain of thought”.’ His own perception of 
the world was evidently dominated by the physical features of local 
peoples, as indicated by his suggestion that Nuer women “are as comely 
and as naked as the men”.* In spite of his physical attraction toward them, 
he nonetheless considered that Nuer women showed “a decided bitchiness 
toward the world in general”. Of course Wyndham was not unique in this

2 lbtd..p 132

3 bkl .p 143
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independence

and the Status of miotic Women

John W. Burton

not
The essays collected together in this special edition of Africa Today 

indicate on the one hand the breadth of academic and scholarly interests in 
the rich diversity of Sudanese culture and history. Concomitantly, each 
essay is implicitly inspired by and focused on some aspect of what 
vaguely refer to as “social change”, that elusive yet perpetual feature of 
human social relations. While the following observations and comments 
are specifically oriented around the changing status of women among the 
Nilotic-speaking peoples of the Southern Region, I believe these 
phenomena are inseparably related to the status of all Sudanese 
Indeed, there are similarities in the patterns of social change following 
independence in the modem Sudanese context which are mirrored in 
many other developing African nation states.

In order to appreciate the apparent direction and parameters of the 
changing status of Nilotic women in the post-independence era, it is 
necessary first to survey briefly their pre-colonial as well as colonial 
experience. Obviously, one cannot describe or understand what has 
changed without an appreciation of antecedent events. Thus, as a preface 
to the main contribution of this essay, I will summarize what appear to be 
the relevant data.

As Evans-Pritchard has observed, the nineteenth century explorers 
and traders who tii^versed the Southern Region rarely if ever penned 
ethnographic observations of any significance.' Such an avocation was 
incidental to their purpose and “it was in any case difficult to reconcile their 
plundering of the natives whenever they were able to do so without risk to

they received only the most
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women.
war
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proclivity. He recalls a British official whom he befriended that had chosen 
to refer to Kajok, his Dinka wife, as ‘Tits’.* However much Wyndham was 
repulsed by Dinka women he observed “emerging from their huts suckling 
their babies at revolting pendulous breasts” he still insisted that they could 
prove to be “perfect domestic pets”.'°

The unmasked sexism of these and many other related accounts of 
the same genre do not merit further discussion. One can observe however 
that since books such as these were widely read by an increasingly literate 
audience outside Africa, a significant facet of the stereotype of the reticent, 
passive “African woman” was the direct responsibility of these authors. As 
in their native countries, they perceived Nilotic women as necessary, but in 
the main inconsequential, members of society. Conversely, it is equally 
possible to argue that these travellers were keenly aware of the power and 
authority accorded Nilotic women. Thus, for example, Millais observes 
that ”... the Dinka treats his wife or wives with great consideration, and it 
is a mistake to suppose that the latter have no voice in the affairs of life. On 
the contrary, they are often the primp movers in all things except wars”." 
Paradoxically, this may be the very fact why Nilotic women received so 
little attention in print. Based on more contemporary social 
anthropological research among the Nilotic Atuot Millais’ observation, with 
little qualification, is fully vindicated.'* Essentially the same state of affairs 
was casually called to attention by V.H. Fergusson with regard to the 
Nuer. “It is the girls that rule the people . . . Yes, it is true the girls here 
rule up to a point, but few of them have any idea of playing the game: their 
code of morals is so different from ours. However, in many ways they 
could set us a fine example”.'* Thus, while the popularly received image 
of women in “third world” nations is that of a class of subjugated and 
inferior individuals, the facts of the matter, at least in this case, entirely 
contradict that stereotype. Indeed, they verify Leacock’s statement,

Th non-Moslem African cultures, women’s and men's rights and 
responsibilities were conceived and institutionalized as parallel rather than 
hierarchical, and the activities and organizations of each sex, cross-cut both 
public and private life; second, women’s status in sub-Saharan Africa has for

John M/. Burton

the most part b*:en seriously undermined by colonial policies. ** 
The latter passage from Leacock’s comments invites a summary 

appraisal of the influence of British colonial policy on the status of Nilotic 
women. If Nilotic women shared an equivalent status with men prior to 
colonial rule'* then the exogenous system of administration encouraged 
and ultimately perpetuated a system that made them entirely subordinate 
to men. At the time, local colonial officials and administrators were 
instructed to select the appropriate men to assume minor governmental 
roles as “chiefs”, and these Individuals were in turn directed to select one 

number of sons to be sent off to mission schools. In this setting they 
were instructed in English and in the rudiments of “civilization”. These and 
a variety of other schemes envisioned to promote social change and 
progress” necessarily excluded women from participating. Rural 

administrative centers became the focal points where the directives of 
colonial administration were delivered to newly created “chiefs”. 
Immediately, women were forced into a status of second-class citizens in a 
world where equivalence was the norm. Even though there are now 
Nilotic women who are nuns, teachers, and medical assistants in addition 
to a tiny minority who have received secondary and post-secondary 
education, one would encounter imponderable difficulty in arguing that 
these ends were

or a

any way at all implicit in the aims of “native 
administration”. Those who were able to successfully combine their 

. traditional role as spokesman with the newly created status of “chief’ 
necessarily developed strategies to further their own interests and power. It 
IS perhaps proper at this point to emphasize how little mention is made of 
local women in colonial administrative archives. Among other things this 
indicates the blatant tendency on the part of British officials to simply 
ignore better than half the population they had defined in their 
mandate to rule.

own

Factual as these comments are, however, there were positive
advances made during the colonial period. For example the estabOshment 
of rural courts did serve to promote personal rights where these had been 
denied by customary law. Womeif Were now able to press their claims with 
an over-arching legal sanction. Whereas traditional norms virtually 
precluded the possibility of a woman making a succesful case for a divorce, 
or to claim possession of a child after an unsuccessful marriage, this
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became increasingly possible and common. P.P. Howell, a former British 
administrator in Nuerland, likewise observes that . . Nuer took kindly 
to a system which enabled themy to raise disputes which in the past would 
have had little or no chance of settlement, at any rate, without violence”.'* 
In addition to these factors, through the work of missionaries, women’s 
rights, responsibilities and status were given wider recognition and 
emphasis." In association with missionaries, women also were assured a 
measure of welfare for themselves and their children through the medical 
services offered by foreigners. In the main however, the most liberal and 
apologetic characterization of colonial policy toward women summarized 
as one of benign neglect. Underlying this, of course.was a more pervasive 
theme of chauvinism and sexism. I discuss in greater detail elsewhere the 
vital significance of Nilotic women in mythology and ritual as well as their 
implicit authority in the politics of marriage and bridewealth transactions." 
It is sufficient to note in the present context the notable low incidence of 
divorce in Nilotic societies, (based on the survey I conducted among the 
Atuot, approximately 8 percent of extant marriages), which is but one 
indication of the authority women wield in both the domestic and jural 
domain."

In summary to this point it can be observed that Nilotic women — at 
least prior to independence — were fully equal members of society, 
while this was ignored or denied by colonial policy. Indeed, it was the 
colonial system that imposed a standard of inequality where there had 
previously been no standard of hierarchy. In the early years of 
independence, as a result, Nilotic women were no less well-off than before 
the advent of colonial rule.

from the University of Khartoum (though notably insignificant in 
proportion when viewed along with the number of northern Sudanese 
enrolled) as well as from universities abroad. And here one must ask, 
where are the women?

In many instances the evolving strategies for survival in the Nilotic 
Sudan inv(|lve a combination of “traditional” and innovative life-styles. In 
those instances of polygamous unions (and these 
among the durrent political elite of Nilotic Southerners) one wife typically 

I remains in the countryside tending to the needs of children and the task of 
horticulture." A second wife resides in the town where her husband is 
employed as a teacher, petty bureaucrat or politician. It is especially in the 
latter situation that women encounter modes of behavior and social values 
which are unrelated to expectations and experience. In the case of the 
significant minority of permanent Dinka residents in Khartoum, the 
adoption of “Arab” dress and Islam results in a stark separation of the 
sexes absolutely uncharacteristic of traditional life. A similar phenomenon 
is offered by an increasing number of Nilotic women who have married 
northern Sudanese. In this case, they must re-learn the status and 
responsibilities expected of a woman and are thereby forced into the same 
system of explicit inferiority. In the urban setting Nilotic women encounter 
circumstances more widely observed in the cities of developing nations: 
poverty and social insecurity, phenomena that are generally 
unencountered in the traditional setting. Nilotic women in northern 
Sudanese urban centers must also confront the implicitly racist stereotypes 
of some northern Sudanese. Whereas there has traditionally been no form 
of subjugation, Nilotic women confront a double social disparity, one that 
is partly a remnant of colonial policy favoring men, and the other in the 
subordinate position women are ascribed in Islamic society.

In the rural setting, marketing and trade have long been dominated by 
itinerant Arab men. On a smaller scale however, one is increasingly able to 
observe Nilotic women selling horticultural produce in rural markets. The 
small profits realized are used for paying elementary school fees, for 
paying the national household tax, for purchasing government controlled 
grain in times of need and for acquiring a variety of items offered for sale in 
Arab-dominated shops. The Nilotes in the main still consider trade and the 
affairs of the market to be an Arab vocation, one that is decidedly 
antithetical to their own norms and values. (The single woman living alone 
in hinterland towns is thus suspect. She is variously accused of having lost 
her personal integrity or prostitution.) Of course it must also be noted in a
20 «k<, D ParkiR Th. Cuhural DrlnMon of PoUlkr.l Rnpoma: Un»l D^Uny among ih. Loo (London
Academe Pr«u 1979)
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are very common

even

One of the single most important advances Nilotic women have 
gained since independence stems from the combined influences of a cash 
economy and increased opportunities for education. Yet by the same 
measure, women’s progress has at the same time been impeded. Some of 
these problems are painfully evident in the rural administrative centers of 
the Southern Region. In relation to women, a grossly disproportionate 
number of men have attained prominence in the contemporary political 
sphere. In addition to this fact, many men have received higher degrees
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V.

survey of the status of women among the Nllotes since Independence that 
the seventeen-year-Iong civil war between Northerners and Southerners 
had a depressingly deleterious effect upon all Sudanese peoples.

When one views these data diachronically it appears that the only real 
baseline for observing a positive trend occurs in the post-civil war period. It 
is evident at the same time that the process of social change in the Nilotic 
Sudan is a multi-generational phenomenon. As of now there exists some 
equivalence in the sex composition of elementary schools, where as many 
young girls as boys arc in attendance. One can only surmise that this trend 
will at some point in the future be reflected in an increasing involvement by 
Nilotic women in the realms of law, medicine, administration and politics. 
And on this score, even while the Sudanese'Women’s Union evidences a 
united concern for the advancement of women’s issues, to date — and 
perhaps inevitably — Nilotic women represented in this foftjm have come 
from an elite strata of society. Nonetheless, this is a positive trend and 
represents a necessary first step. In thtNntcrim, one can only be assured 

, that there arc few if any silver-lined.fiKuds on the horizon. As Obbo’s 
recent study of women In peri-urban Kampala clearly demonstrates, 
participation in the modem sector of society is frequently a devastating 
personal experience.** At the same fim^, one should also indicate that with 
the signing of the Addis Ababa accord in 1972, a solid foundation for the 
advancement of women’s issues was created. It is of course hoped that 
Nilotic women will attain an equivalent status with men in the spheres of 
occupational specialization, and that they will not have to be resigned to 
recall the days prior to Independence with a sense of sad longing.

Kora:

4 Thome in IVuhian Cultural History

Jay Spaulding

The northern riverain Sudan is the home of one of the world’s oldest 
cultural traditions, and scholarship from many disciplines has long testified 
to its richness and complexity. However, only recently has the idea gained 
currency that its history constitutes “a continuous narrative of the cultural 
development of a single people.”' This perspective of continuity would 
suggest that evidence derived from diverse periods may be used — with 
appropriate caution — to illuminate the culture common to all. It is in this 
spirit that this essay offers some tentative reflections upon the significance 
of kora, a term found in Old Nubian manuscripts of a millennium ago and 
employed in diverse social contexts by speakers of Arabic and Nubian 
today.

Every society creates a set of customary rules to govern the conduct 
.of basic human activites. Often these rules delineate fault-lines of social 
tension within the community, and they may sometimes themselves be 
perceived as creating points of stress. It is not uncommon for a society to 
establish certain institutionalized occasions for the legitmate transgression 
of otherwise-prevalent norms surrounding some of the more acute 
pressure points in the dominant system of belief. Examination of these 
established occasions of the legitimate exercise of license may help clarify 
the dominant ideological structure to which they constitute an exception. 
This essay offers the hypothesis that kora has been a term used by 
northern Sudanese to designate the occasional formal and institutionalized 
violation of (at least) two sets of cultural norms, one serving to maintain 
vertical heirarchy within the community, and the other governing the 
latreal exhanges of property, labor and family destiny that took place at 
marriage.

21 C Obbo Abkan Wommt Thak Smigfk fat Econonk Indrikiklafka ILondon Zed Prsss 19801 Cl abo I M G 
Schuster New Women oILumIu (Palo Aho Mayfield Publishtng Comparty. 1979)

I William Y Adams. NMbte.-Cofrtdor to AtrlcalPnnceton 1977) p 5
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Jay Spaulding

The giving and receiving of food has long been a powerful idiom tor 
the expression of hierarchical relationships in the northern Sudan. In 
medieval (Christian) times the unique supremacy of the high king was 
expressed symbolically by “the fiction that he never eats. Thus one brings 
him food in secret, and if any of h1s subjects sees him, he is killed 
instantly.”* In the succeeding (Islamic) Nubian state of Sinnar the high king 
was still not seen to eat, and the rationale given for the subordination of 
subjects to his rule was explicitly couched in terms of food. A constitutional 
legend explained that before the coming of kingship the “great ones" of the 
day took what ever they wished to eat and left nothing over.* The first king 
“advised them, and it came to pass tfiat when food came, it was set aside 
until the company was assembled. Then he would get up and distribute it 
among them, and they would eat.” The superiority of monarchy is evident 
in the fact that when the king apportions, all eat — and one is further 
assured that a “remainder would be left over.” The ideological sentiments 
found in this legend found tangible expression in the national system of 
royal granaries from which rulers could feed their subjects in time of need.* 

At less exalted levels in the social hierarchy the patterns of 
commensal conduct emerge into plain view. For example, two travellers of 
the early nineteenth century described a meal at the court of a lesser 
nobleman in the following terms:

"At the foot of the divan upon which we were reclining, five or six of the 
principal servitors (high-ranking slave courtiers) of the king received the trays as 
they were removed from our table. After having eaten — which they 
accomplished with an incredible promptitude — they passed them to the 
twenty-odd slaves grouped in a circle outside the door."^

One may note the role of the lord as provider and distributor of food and 
the clearly-defined status levels among the subordinates, the slave 
functionaries who helped him govern his fief. This nobleman, unlike some 
of his more conservative colleagues, sat down to dine with foreigners; 
none, however, was so lowly or so liberal as to eat in the company of 
subjects.* Among ordinary folk “it was the custom for relatives who lived

Cartographka Afrkae ei AegyptI (Cairo

near each other to take their meals in the house of the head of the family,’” 
and here as elsewhere dining customs reconfirmed the prevailing structure 
of authority. Within such a family gathering men separated themselves 
from women, and their superiority was confirmed by the fact that they ate 
first. As the men ate, the head of the gathering might demonstrate his rank 
by apportioning out foods of particular value to those whom he wished to 
favor:

"When supper was put on the table, he (the dominant man| took the plate of 
meat and put it on his lap. leaving the other food on the tray; and when we had 
eaten that, he took up the meat plate and handed with his fingers a portion to 
each of us. giving me the largest "■

When the men had satisfied themselves the residue was returned to the 
women's quarters so that they could eat.

The ceremonial or political dimension to dining might, under 
circumstances, interfere with the essence of the activity itself, and patterns 
of avoidance evolved to forestall certain potentially stressful situations; for 
example, the same social logic which held that a man could not sit down in 
the presence of his father-in-law also maintained that the two could not eat 
together.’ The full extent and implications of these avoidance patterns will 
not be pursued here.

In summary, the consumption of food in the early Sudan was fraught 
with social and political implications. Proper dining demanded a legiti
matizing social context, in which the position of each participant within the 
hierarchy was acted out and reconfirmed. Other, and as it were 
“promiscuous” eating — in public places, for example — was rather strictly 
prohibited through universal repugnance.”

some

On certain special occasions northern Sudanese communities
gathered together for a meal on terms which violated virtually every restric
tion discussed above. Such a feast would be held in a public place 
whoever was able to contribute food would do so, but all and sundry 
would-be invited to partake. The feast would be attended by both men and 

(sitting apart, but often within view of each other), by community 
members and strangers, and by high and low (though today, of course, no ' 
royalty is at hand). Since people would not necessarily sit together in 
household groups, individuals otherwise subject to commensal restrictions

2 Abd al Rashid b Salih B Nuti at Bakawi m Youssoul Kama! Mt 
andLtfvden 1928 51) Fascicle! women

makhtuiai Katib al-shuna fl la rikh al-sultana al sinnartya wal tdara al-misriya (CairoAl Shatsr Busayli Abd al-Jalil ------ . j u d im w i
6 7 for a discussion o( the source in which this story appears and the translation employed here see P M noli

FuniOngms A Cniique and New Evidence Journal of African Htalofv. IV 1(19631 39-56

Farmers Herdsmen and the State m Rainland Sinnai Journal of African Htotory. XX, 3(1979) 329-4 Jay Spaulding
347

7 Yousef Bednand George Scon (trans) The Memoirs of Babikr Bedri (London 1969) p 14]

8 lb)d..p 105

9 RS OFaheyandJL Spaulding Kingdoms of the Sudan (London. 1974). pp 48 9
10 John Lews Burckhardi Travcb In Nubia. 2nd ed (London 1822) p 259

1836) II 334Cadalveneand J de Breuvery L Egyple el laTurquIe de 1828 a 1836 (Pans5 F.d

b f.Jt an ewmple from 1699 see the account of Charles Jacques Poncei m William Foster (ed ). The Red Sea ai the 
Close of the Seventeenth Century. Hakluyt Society 2nd senes, vol c (London 1949) p 100. and from the early 
nineieenih century George Alexander Hoskins Traveta In Ethiopia iLondon 1835) p 211 In late 1%9 the author 
personally observed similar conduct al mealtime by the senior member of the same noble family previously visited by Poncei 
and Hoskins
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might mutually participate. An open communal meal of this type is said to 
be koTa\ in contrast to the ordinary customs governing commensality."

The major festivals of the Islamic calendar are often celebrated on a 
kora basis, and the European compilers of Nubian dictionaries have 
been wont to translate the term as “Bairam” (The feast of fast-breaking).” 
This definition is too narrow in several senses. Firstly, as indicated by the 
foregoing discussion, it does not do justice to the full cultural implications 
of kora dining within northern Sudanese society. Secondly, the identifica
tion of the term as a lexical item in modern Nubian tends to obscure the 
fact that kora is also practiced by such diverse Arabic-speaking folk as the 
Shaiqiya, Arakiyin and Halawiyin; kora would seem to be a part of the 
cultural heritage of the whole northern riverain Sudan. Thirdly, the defini
tion of kora as "Bairam” restricts its application to an Islamic context and 
therefore to a relatively recent historical period; this is improper because 
kora appears rather frequently in Old Nubian documents in reference to 
Christianity’s special meal, the Eucharist.” Of course, one should not 
assume that kora was an innovation of the medieval period either, or that 
its meaning at that time was ideptical to the concept of the Eucharist as 
understood in any foreign country. Finally, kora has at least one other set 
of meanings which do not relate to the consumption of food, and which 
therefore demand further consideration.

Joy Spaulding

Any society creates rules which govern the transfer of wealth and 
status from one generation to the next. One common pattern decrees that 
wealth and status transfer at the death of a member of the senior genera
tion to his heirs; from the perspective of an historian’s preoccupation with 
sources, these social arrangements are apt to generate large numbers of 
wills or their analogues. In recent centuries, however, the northern Sudan 
exemplifies an alternative system in which wealth and status pass at the 
maturity of the junior generation, and very frequently at marriage; certifi
cate recording the payment of bridewealth or outright gifts from living 
seniors to juniors are common, while wills are very rare. Since marriage 
was often the point at which the wealth and status of the succeeding 
generation was determined, it is not surprising that northern Sudanese 
parents devoted their best bargaining skills and diplomatic finesse to the 
advantageous matching of their children; the intensity and pervasiveness 
of this preoccupation are abundantly manifest in the oral literature of 
folktales through which (among other things) the norms of acceptable and 
preferable marriage choices were inculcated.” The variety of forms and 
range of magnitudes of bridewealth payments thus constitute important 
indices to the geneMil economic conditions within a northern Sudanese 
community. Bridewealth rates fluctuated in response to natural conditions 
and market forces.

Of particular importance was the peculiar kina ot prosperity which 
attended the periodic opening of the country to foreign trade. Commerce 
differed from traditional productive activities in«that it brought wealth to 
some but not to others and introduced new), desirable and otherwise- 
inaccessible forms of bridewealth payment.” But while the periodic infla
tion of bridewealth lates and exotification of forms of payment might have 
diverse causes, the consequences were in all cases perceived as socially 
disruptive; it was felt that the birth rate declined,” that women” (or their 
fathers)” became too avaricious to marry, or that upstart outsiders were 
using mere wealth to unfairly buy their way into the community.*"

V,

)

A second set of usages described by the term kora concern a 
particular form of marriage.” Kora marriage resembles kora feasting in 
that it conveys the implication of a deliberate communal violation of 
otherwise-accepted norms for the purpose of social leveling and the 
fostering of community solidarity. An appreciation of the exceptional 
qualities of kora marriage therefore requires some comment upon these 
“otherwise-accepted norms.”
11 Thus on€ of the definitions of kora ^coreghi) given m the lb30s was to arrange a meal (accionciar eibi). see uay 
SpauMing. Arcangelo CarradorTi Otedonary of Seventeenth-Century Kett/i Nubian (Bergen. 1975) A 71 lam 
grateful to Mr Hasan al Kabbashi for a description of kora feasts among the Araktyin. My impressions rest largely upon a 
kora meal heU at a certain Shaiqi vfllage in February. I97d: a community member — a ferrtale and a mmor — had been 
accused of a rather senous crime and the very extended discussion df this case by the whole village and visiting dignilanes 
provided the occasion (or the communal dini^

12 For example see Spaulding. Carradorfs Dtcilonary, F 136 and 137 S 570and571 and V 147 Funher Charles 
- Hubert Armbrustet. Dongolete Nubian; A Lexicon (Cambndge l%5) p 128. G^ude von Massenbach ’Wonerbuch

Mhteilungen des Seminar* fur Orlenlaltochen S‘^»chen lU BerUn. Jahrgang XXXVl
15 FC Moore. An Approach to ihe Analysis of Folk Slones from Central and Northern Sudan m Sayyid H HurreUand 
Herman Bell (eds ). Dircertort* In Sudaneee Ltnqutoilcs and FoBtlore (Khartoum 19751 Sayyid Hurreu builds upon 
Moore s synchronic and ahatorical inietpretaHon in the introduction to hts Ja’allyyln FoBitalcs (Bloomington, 19771 and 
grapples wiin the question of continuity between the medieval and modem penods

16 For example, a concise and forceful analysis of curreni conditions is givel^by Nadia Gifoun in "Migtanon Passport to 
MafTui9e.*'Su<Uwow (February. 1979|.pp 53-4

17 H A "MacMichaelAHtetoryoflheArabsInihf Sudan (Cambridge 1922) II 376 Tame. Legends." p 210

18 Richard Hill On iheFrondersofItlam (Oxford 1970}p 187

19 Alhred Edmund Brehm. R«

des nubtschen KuAun Dudtktes 
Abhandlungen lurdle Kunde de*Morgentande*. SVIll. I (1928) p 178 (modem Nubian definition) Muhammad Dul 
Badr (qrabtT-lughaal-nubtya (Khartoum n d 1 p 134

13 For an introduction to this lopK see Zyhiarr "Grundruge " p 178 and the texts cited therein

14 Awn al Shanf Qasim Qamut aMah)a al-amlya A’l-Sudan (Khartoum 1972) . p 695 A contemporary account of 
kora mamage among the people of Tuft Island and other Mahas communities of the Nile confluence region is given by 
Richard A Lobban Jr Class Endogamy and Urbanization in the Three Towns of the Sudan" African Studle* Review. 
XXII 3 (1979) 105 b Useful comments on kora mamage among the Halawtyin of the upper Blue Nile (1929-30) maybe 
(oundinGB Tame Legends of the Halawin of Blue Nile Province. Sudan Note* ai»d Records. XVIl. 2 (1934) 210and 
footnote

I
•u« NotdOtl-Afrit., 2nd .d Ij.n, l>162i 1.172

20 L(^^n.'Class. Endogamy. " p 105
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Kora marriage was a response to these stresses. It may be 
distinguished from the standard matrimonial practices — which it 
otherwise resembled ^ through at least two important features. Firstly, 
kora placed strict limits upon the amount and forms of wealth allowed to 
change hands at marriage. Secondly, the decision to practice kora applied 
uniformly to a whole community; public group weddings of the obedient 
were common, while deviants were punished.*'

The historical implications of kora marriage require consideration of a 
further question; at whose initiative did a community abondan standard 
marriage practices in favor of kora? In the community observed by Richard 
Lobban during the past decade, it was said that the decision had been 
taken through discussions on the part of “interested villagers” and 
popularized via a dramatical presentation at the Tuti Island Workers’ Club, 
resulting in enough “popular enthusiasm” to effect the tra;<sition.** While 
this scenario may accord well enough with the ethos of the May 
Revolution, its utility as a model for the behavior of earler days would 
seem to be somewhat circumscribed, for in at least some instances 
communities needed considerable prodding. For example, the mass kora 
marriages of 1929-30 among the Halawiyn recorded by G.B. Tame were 
performed at the instigation of a civic-minded merchant; in this instance 
the parental generation who held the matrimonial fate of their offspring in 
their hands were anything but eager to sacrifice their opportunity to win 
profitable match, but were nevertheless coerced into adopitng kora when 
the merchant — to whom all or most owed money — threatened to call in 
his debts and relocate his business elsewhere unless they complied.** In 
short, it would seem judicious to include some element of external 
initiative or evejn compulsion, as well as popular enthusaism, in 
considering kora nfiarriage as it may have been pi^cticed in earlier fimes. 
The source 6? that initiative or compulsion was the precolionial 
government.

Joy SpoufJ/ng

An early nineteenth-century visitor to the province of Shaykh Abd Allah 
verified the fact that the province of Shaykh Abd Allah “conformed to that 
which was set by the local government. ”25 An indication of how the 
precolonial government went aboufenforcing its bridewealth policies may 
perhaps be found in the allusion of the office of “Supervisor of 
Bridewealth” {muqaddam al mahr) at the court of the sultan.*" The 
functions of this muqaddam al-mahr probably resembled those of the 
itinerant marriage officer of the next generation, described with romantic 
flourishes in 1848:

‘ Ht is a man of religion and travels around the whole budan from village to 
village and from town to town He finds out whether there are girU who are 
willing and able to get married and asks them whether or not they alreadyjrdve 
someone in mind If the answer is YES, then the young man designated is 
fetched willy-nilly and married to her. He sets the bridewealth himself 
according to his own good judgment. So that he will not be disturbed in the 
discharge of his office, the government has given him a khawos or servant, 
who brings contrary-minded fathers back to reason, collects the appropriate 
marriage-fees for the nazir (official) and serves as his general assistant for 
worldly affairs."*^

Thus the Turkish colonial authorities inherited from the kings of old the 
responsibility of the government — any government — to regulate 

. bridewealth. Sometimes people appealed to them, as did the Malawi 
shaykh Muhammad Imam;

a

• "Another tale told about Mohamed Imam is that he objected to the high price 
of wives, and that as the birth-rate was declining, he went to Khartoum and got 
permission to hold the kora among the Halawin. On his way back he brougfit 
with him Wad Eisa. the Aalim (holy man) of Masid to help make things legal,

^ He then told each youth to take the damsel he fancied and merely to pay 
twelve piastres and a half and to provide a robe and a pair of slippers for the 
girl. He is said to have wed thus one hundred and ten couples in Sharafat 
village alone in one day and their offspring is believed to have totaled a 
hundred boys."'* ^

On other occasionsi^hc Turkish authorities themselves took the initiative; a 
European traveller of the early 1830s described one colonial governor’s 
moment of enlightenment:

"As the Pasha was passing through a village he was surprised that no children 
came out to see him and he asked the shaykh of that place why The shaykh

Sources from the period c. 1775-1900 document the role of 
successive governments in regulating bridewealth payments. While the 

\ term kora itself does, not appear in them, it is reasonable clear that kora 
marriage was in fact the consequ^enc? of the acts described. For example, a 
late eighteenth-century nobleman was praised in'these terms:

"Now Shaykh Abet Allah was a just ruler, an ardent follower of the faith and an 
observer of the Cur’an. During his rule he ordered that when women were 
married smaller dowries should be paid, and the result was an increase in the 
number of marriages and consequently of births.””

2S G B Btocchl. Gtomilc d«tl« oiwivadoni Ian. n.'vlanl In Eglno, n.lla Stria e nalia NuSU IBauano 18431 V,

26 FadI walad Qaam. maqaddam al-mahr appears in a contirming charter ol rhe wmr Husayn b Muhammad Abu

Hob.-Four FumLand.Char.er,. Sudar.

27 Brehm.RetMtklzjcn. 1. 172
28 Tame. ~L«9end».’'p 210

21 Seeihesourcescitedabovemnote 14

22 Lobban.'Cla&s Endogamy, p lOS

23 Tame ’ Legendi ■ p 210

24 MacMjchael Hiatory. II 376 (spelling standardued by the present auihoil
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said that the womenfolk of the village were extremely greedy, and refused to 
, marry unless they were paid much money, so much that few of them 

found husbands. The Pasha intends to issue an order under which any 
will be able to marrry a woman merely by paying a dowry of one roll of cloth, a 
blue shawl and 20 piasters in cash

Upon further consideration, however, the Turks did not pass any such 
ordinance, but rather reinstituted the Office of itinerant marriage-officer as 
described above. It is well-known that when the Mahdi came to power he 
proclaimed and enforced a radical reduction in bridewealth rates.In the 
community of Tuti, the result is explicitly remembered today as having 
been the practice of kora marriage in the time of the Mahdi — though the 
element of state compulsion has been forgotten, along with the pre- 
Mahdist origins of the practice.” In summary, on the basis of data derived 
from the period c. 1775-1900 it would seem that among the traditional 
duties of rulers in the northern Sudan was the regulation of the payment of 
bridewealth; they did so by irnposing kora marriage on those occasions 
when economic self-aggrandizement seemed-to threaten the social well
being of a community.

Is it a tenable hypothesis that the concept of kora marriage, like that of 
kora feasting, may legitimately be projected backwards in time beyond the 
eighteenth century into the medieval period? Certainly the regulation of so 

- vital a social institution as brideweatlh would be consistent with what is 
otherwise known of the powers exercised by the medieval kings 
institutions of comparable economic significance such as land tenure and 
foreign trade.” Perhaps it may be significant that while the term kora 
appears most frequently in Old Nubian documents in reference to the 
Eucharist, it is also employed to mean Confession;” therefore the broader 
definition "sacrament” — thus including Marriage — might be m3fe 
accurate. The apparent association of the Nubian concept of kora with the 
Christian sacraments in turn invites constructive speculation upon the 
culture Of the medieval period.

ever
man

Shari*a Law in the Sudan:

History and Trends Since independence

Carolyn Fluehr-Lobban

Sharia Islamfya - Islamic law - in the Sudan constitutes a separate 
sub-division in the national judicial apparatus which administers Sudanese 
law within Civil and Sharia sections. Popularly referred to as el Ahwal 
Shaksia (personal matters or relations), the Shari’a during colonial and 
post-colonial times has been relegated to the personal and family law of 
Sudanese Muslims, while the British colonial administration imposed a 
variant of the Indian Penal Code and a western-based civil law. The 
Shari a law is based on the Koran and badith and has been interpreted 
through a great literary and scholastic tradition dating back to the 7th 
ccrttury A.D. Although the Shari'a was given relative autonomy during the 
56 years of British rule, it was only tolerated and was subjected to criticism, 
being viewed merely as a variety of “native” or customary law.

The FunJ Kingdom

over

Prior to its subjugation under colonial rule, the Shari’a had a very
different status. Islam penetrated the Sudan through the Nile Valley, 
across the Red Sea, from the Maghrib, West Africa and the western Sudan 
through pilgrims on their way to Mecca. Although numerous scholars and 
missionaries made successful conversions in the Sudan prior to the 16th 
century, it was with the rise of the Funj Kingdom that real Islamization of 
the Sudan began. The Funj Kingdom attracted a number of Egyptian

H i. ;ontl«r». p 1K7

ti t’ M Holi Tht H^hdtei Suit In ih€ Sudan. IUMS9S, 2nd «d (Oxloid 1970) p 131 
II 1CUw hnd<)9«mv p 10&

Adams Nubto. Chapwf 15 Amor?»opht enwd *n*lyw i* oH»t«d by Ah Otman Muhammad Sabh in his unpubhshed 
iiK-1'.ial dissertation Thv Economy and Trad ol Mediaval Nubia Chnsts College Cambndge 1978

11 r* .» distinction IS perhaps cUraiesi m ifv portion tA British Museum Oriental Manuscript 6805 commonly called the 
N-teneCanons see Zyblarr Grundmgi pp 144 M Iconfrasf paragraphs 19and 20)
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jurists and missionaries and, according to Dr. Yusef FadI Hassan, it was 
these scholars who introduced the Maliki interpretation of the Shari’a into 
the Sudan.' Maliki traditions, once introduced, were reinforced by 
Sudanese pilgrims travelling to the Hejaz (where the school originated) 
and by the flow of migrants and pilgrims from the west, from Bilad al- 
Sudan. where Maliki law and custom had been established since the end 
of the 8th century. Prior to the introduction of formal instruction in Islam, 
“ . . . there flourished neither schools of learning nor reading of the 
Koran; it is said that a man might divorce his wife and she be married the 
selfsame day without any period of probation Odda)J' as reported in the

Carolfin Ftuehr Lobban

without money to obtain justice from a court which prcsupposedditeracy in 
Arabic and imposed cash fines and fees."*

Turkiya and Mahdiya

In 1820 the Ottoman Turks occupied the Sudan, ushering in the 
modern historical period afld imposing a single political and legal adminis
tration in the Sudan for the first time. The Tanzimat reform of 1850 in the 
Ottoman empire organized the administration of the law thusly: a 
commercial code largely of European origin and a criminal code were 
administered through a system of secular courts (nizernii/a), while the 
Sharia courts applying Hanafi law were confined to the law of personal 
status and family relations.*

Tabaqat.'
In the early period of Islamic rule apparently justice was administered 

through the sultanate hierarchy, but a system of Islamic judges and courts 
evolved later through the development 6f the office of qddi.* During the 
reign of Sultan Rubat (1614-43 A.D.: 1023-52A.H.) the first qadi (judge) 
of Sinnar, the capital of the Funj, appeared, however throughout the 16th 
century customary law, under royal administration, continued to be 
strong. The legal texts and commentaries in the best chronicle of the Funj, 
the Tabaqat (as studied by Spaulding and O’Fahey) indicate that the 
majority of Muslims in Sinnar followed the Maliki school and a small 
minority were Shafi’i. However, institutionalized Islam, including Islamic 
justice, catered to the needs of the merchant class who were, for the most 
part, expatriates. Spaulding indicates that these first Islamic justices contri
buted to the debate at the time over the use of tobacco and the continua
tion of certain marriage practices.* By the 18th century a Qadirate or 
judicial system existed with jurisdiction in all civil and many criminal 
matters. The qadis in Sinnar were responsible to the Great Qadi who was 
under the authori: ‘ the Sultan. Only capital offenses and disruption of 
the public order were ine exclusive domain of the sovereign. There were 
annual gatherings of the qadis at which time the Great Qadi .would receive 
gifts, perhaps as an adjunct to the appeal prcSl^^s the Great Qadi could 
annul or sustain the decisions of the lesser qadisSThroughout the 18th 
century the national Qadirate remained an elite institution serving primarily 
the interests of the urban literati and the merchant class, but not the vast 
majority who were peasants. “It was very difficult for an unschooled fancier

The oppressive rule of the Turks coupled with a growing nationalist 
sentiment crystallized in the Islamic fundamentalist movement led by 
Mohammed Ahmed, the Sudanese Mahdi. Mahdist forces successfully 
repulsed British imperialist drives into the Sudan and established the first 
Sudanese government in 1884 under strict Islamic political and legal 
principles.

During the Mahdiya (1885-98) the only law in force was the Shari'a 
with a functioning Judiciary, Chief Justice and judges appointed to courts 
in Omdurman, Kassala, Northern Province. Kordofan and Sinnar.’ 
Throughout the reign of the Khalifa Abdallahi, while the Judiciary 
functioned, albeit in a politicized context, decisions and decisions on 
appeal regarding civil and criminal matters were decided according to the 
Koran and Sunna. A major transformation in the class character of the 
legal administration occurred.^ The monopoly of the law by the trading 
class and the elites was overturned so that the simplest man could have his 
complaint adjudicated. In 1898 the British reconquest of the Sudan 
ushered in colonial rule, but the legal administration retained the model 
established In the Turkish occupation.

ir-

The Colonial Era1 liiwf FaJ' ,Sudan hetwern ihe lifteenth artd eighteenth centunes " in Sudan In Africa. Jutef FadI Hassan. ed
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promulgated the modern state of Sudan’s first Code of Civil Procedure. In 
1902, the colonial entity, the Sudan Government, issued the 
■Mohammedan Law Courts Ordinance and in 1916 it issued the 
Mohammedan Law Courts Procedures which established the parameters 
and rules of practice under which the Shari'a judicial system was to operate 
under Anglo-Egyptian rule.

Original jurisdiction of the Shari’a courts included:
a) any question regarding maniage. divorce, guardianship of minors or 

family relationships, provided that the marriage was concluded in accordance 
with Mohammedan law or the parties are Mohammedans.

b) any question regarding woqf. gift, succession, wills, interdiction or 
guardianship of an interdicted or lost person provided that the person is a 
Mohammedan

c) any question other than those in (a) and (b) provided that all parties, 
whether Mohammedans or not. make a formal demand signed by them asking 
the court to entertain the question and stating that they agree to be bound by 
the ruling of Mohammedan law.*

The 1916 Mohammedan Law Courts Procedures mandates the Shari’s 
courts to apply “the authoritative doctrines of the Hanafia jurists except in 
matters in which the Grand Qadi otherwise directs in a judicial circular or 
memorandum, in which case the decision shall be in accordance with such 
other doctrines of the Hanafia or other Mohammedan jurists as set forth in 
such circulars or memoranda.’’’ Here the British have followed the rule of 
law during the Turkiya in mandating the application of Hanafi law. 
Whether by ignorance or design, they did not igcognize the Maliki tradi
tions of most Sudanese.

British rule continued the Ottoman separation of the Civil law and the 
Shari’a with the latter being confined to personal and family matters only. 
Apart from overlapping or conflicting jurisdictions, the western-based Civil 
Division and the Shari’a Division had little interaction with one another. 
Customary courts, established by the Chiefs Courts Ordinance of 1931 
and the Native Courts Ordinance of 1932, operated in remote areas where 
the long arm of Anglo-Egyptian administration could not;^asily reach and 
these courts had automony in local affairs excluding major offenses and 
large land questions. Otherwise, any custom not contrary to “justice, 
equity and good conscience" nor altered or abolished by law or a 
competent court, was lawful.

The Shari’a Division of the national Judiciary, although autonomous 
in legal structure, nevertheless had its Grand Qadis appointed by the 
colonial government. During the 56 years of British rule, every Grand 
Qadi of the Sudan was an Egyptian national. Numerous other court 
officials were ako Egyptian.

Caroliin FIuehr-Lobban

The courts were directed to apply the Hanafi Code of Islamic legal 
interpretation; here the British followed the base laid by the Ottoman 
Turks. Hanafi law has remained in effect from colonial times to the present 
and potential conflicts with Sudanese Maliki traditions have been avoided 
through the process of the issuance of Judicial Circulars from the office of 
the Grand Qadi. The Hanafi Code has been adapted to conditions of life 
in the Sudan by stating, in the Judicial Circular, a preference for Maliki 
provisions over Hanafi law on particular questions. For example. Judicial 
Circular No. 34 (1932) adopts the Maliki provision in matters of child 
custody or al hadana permitting the extension of the period of custody for 
the mother from 7 years to puberty for a boy and from 9 years to the 
consummation of marriage for a girl. The change from Hanafi to Maliki law 
on this subject was felt to be more in conformity with Sudanese life and 
customs. Circular No. 35 (1933) preferred the more conservative Maliki 
principle that consent in marriage for a woman be exclusively the preroga
tive of the father or legal guardian. Numerous complaints of forced 
marriages led to the issuing of Judicial Circular No. 54 (1960) which 
rectified the harshness of Circular No. 35 by reasserting the Hanafi 
principle that the consent of the woman is sufficient and that consent must 
be expressly stated. Legislation in 1972 explained that consent may be 
either express or implied; taking up residence with a man without the 
woman having given express consent to the marriage is nevertheless 
viewed as implied consent. In the case of Circular No. 54, the Grand Qadi 
was reacting to growing public sentiment generated by groups of educated 

^ women and men and by the organized women’s movement to reappraise 
the law regarding consent in marriage.

The Shari’a Since Independence

After independence in 1956 the Sudanization of the Shari’a judicial 
system took place. The first Sudanese Grand Qadi, Sheikh Mohammed 
Abul Gassim, was appointed by the independent government. Sudanese 
nationals replaced Egyptians and other expatriates in the ranks of the High 
Court, the Province courts and the First and Second Class courts.

While the Shari’a had operated in relative juristic autonomy during 
colonialism, independence freed voices in the political spectrum which 
were previously unheard. Conservative, liberal and left-wing opinion was 

^ voiced on a variety of topics, including the laws regulating personal 
‘ relations. Women, who had become politically active and aware around 
\ the nationalist question, turned their attention to matters related to the

10 Th. Sud.n SW. C^rti Judlcl.1 Clrcul.™ .nd M.mor,nd. fror 902 unll 1979. El M.n.hu,.t w, Mur.k.,.1 .1 
Maluklm >1 Shuf^a Swbn. h«.l>«n nniUMd by H.bm Bibftn .nd Candyn Fhi.hrLobban 1980
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Caroli/n Fluehr-Lobban

the international Islamic community that such endowments 
under closer legal sautiny. With inaeasing wealth and the growing 
concentration of that wealth in individual hands has emerged the potential 
for misuse of the waqf which stands outside the prescribed Islamic laws of 
inheritance.

status of women in the newly independent society. The Sudanese 
Women’s Union and its publication El Sot el Mara (The Voice of Women) 
began to campaign for the civil rights of women as well as rights in 
domestic affairs."

must come

Circular Number 57. issued in 1970, allows the i^ocation of a 
personal waqf while Circular Number 58 (aUo issued in 1970) addresses 
the question of the “Native” waqf which is a charitable gift made to certain 

, designated heirs. Such waqfs need to be examined

Change in the Applied Law

The question of guardianship in marriage became a controversial one. 
Prior to 1933 the Hanafi principle that the consent of the betrothed woman 
is sufficient to the validity of a marriage contract was in effect. In 1933 
Judicial Circular Number 35 was promulgated which introduced the Maliki 
rule that the marriage guardian (el wall}, usually the bride’s father, was the 
final authority in negotiating the marriage contract. The Maliki law on this 
point was cited in preference to the Hanafi code because it was said to 
conform more to Sudanese customs and traditions.

Under pressure from the Women’s Union and growing public 
sentiment, the Grand Qadi in 1960, Sheikh Mahjoub Osman, reinstituted 
the Hanafi legal principle that the consent of the bride-to-be is at all times 
an essential feature of the marriage contract; moreover the consent must 
be expressly stated. The role of the marriage guardian is still kept in place, 
and the apparent intent of this Circular was to give the right to refuse 
marraige but not the right of full, free choice.Still in Sudan today most 
Muslim marriages are conducted with the cooperation and consent of the 
marriage guardian as is customary. But increasingly the courts are witnes
sing the phenomenon of young women rejecting the will of their father or 
marriage guardian and seeking a judicial marriage with the Shari’a judge 
acting as the marriage guardian.

Discussion of this question has continued into the recent period with 
legislation passed in 1972 further clarifying the consent question. That 
legislation explained that consent may be either express or implied, for 
example the fact of cohabitation or the birth of a child imply consent to the 
union.

to ensure that they do
violate the Koranic laws of inheritance by exceeding the one-third * 

allowable bequest or by attewipting to disinherit any Koranic heirs The 
courts are thus directed in this latter Circular to hear claims from heirs who 
allege that they were denied their just share of an estate through the illegi
timate use of the waqf.

The period from 1973-1979, under the guidance of the Grand Qadi 
Sheikh Mohammed el Gizouli, is an enlightened one from 
view.

not

- a social point of
he clarification of talag el darar occurs at this time (Circular Number 

59) and some of the complexities of this type of divorce are explored in 
Circular Number 61, issued in 1975. This latter Circular is a remarkable 
blending of legal theory and social reality as it sorts out the difficult issues 
involved with the woman who is seeking a judicial divorce because of 
cruelty and who is at the same time legally disobedient because she has 
fled the house of an abusing husband. Likewise Circular Number 62 
(issued in 1979) speaks to the real problem of the maintenance of 
children who are

a

minor
the subjects of a child custody case, such cases often 

lasting a year or more. The Circular orders judges in these cases to issue a 
maintenance order at the outset of these long and sensitive cases.

The Call for an Islamic Constitution

The termination of the colonial entity opened the way for the discus
sion of alternative forms of government that might rule in the independent 
Sudan. The call for a Sudanese constitution based on Islamic principles 
and the Shttri’a was raised as a polftical issue tied to a segment of the 
nationalist movement. Indeed the issue of the Sudan as a predominantly 
Muslim country to be governed by Islarnic legal and political principles has 
been a central and controversial theme in post-independence politics.

Seventy percent of the Sudanese population is Muslim; 25% practice 
indigenous religions and 5%

A further progressive step has been taken in the full recognition in 
Judicial Circular Number 59 (1973) of the Maliki ground for divorce 
because of cruelty {talag el darar). That cruelty is acknowledged to be both 
physical and mental and may be estabhshed in court with the testimony of 
witnesses, a confession, or official papers from the aiminal courts indica
ting that the husband has been prosecuted for assault.

Change in the applied law regarding waqf (religious endowment) has 
been notable in the years since independence, reflecting a wider view in
11 For « fuller diseuwori see C Flueht Lobban. "Agitatton for CKsnge tn the Sudan." In Seiual StratHkatton, A 
Schlegel. ed . (New York Columbia Univ^fklty Prctt, 1977)

12 C DOIlvl«tFiirr«n M«lrimiinl.lUwto««SeSij<l«n (London Buntiwonh 1%3(d 39

are Christian. While the m^ority is Muslim, 
cultural homogeneity cannot be assumed. The Islamic regions _! 
vast territory and a myriad of different cultural groups from the northern
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riverain cultivators, including Nubia, to the savanna midlands, to the 
western provinces with their nomadic and semi-nomadic populations and 
the eastern Beja groups which border Ethiopia. A substantial immigrant 
labor population from the western Sahara, especially Nigerian Muslims is "■ 
resident in the Sudan, particularly in the Gezira cotton growing scheme in 
the Blue Nile Province. These groups represent dozens of distinct 
languages and the historical paths which led them to adopt Islam are also 
quite different.

As early as 1956, the last Egyptian Grand Qadi, Sheikh Hassan 
Muddathir, proposed that the Sudan be governed by an Islamic constitu
tion because "the Sudan is an Islamic country: its social organization inbuilt 
on Arab customs and Islamic ways."” In 1957 a joint statement by leaders 
of the Umma and Khatmiyya political sects was issued which called for the 
Sudan to be an Islamic Parliamentary Republic with the Shari’a as the 

of legislation. The military takeover by General Ibrahim Abboud in 
1958 brought this process to a halt, however Abboud’s policy to “unify" 
the country was to make official policy the spread of the Arabic language 
and Islam in the south.

Corolyn F^^-Lobban

Despite the official ceasefire and the end to the civil war which was 
negotiated in the Addis Ababa Agreement in 1972, the sentiment for the 
Islamic constitution has remained strong and has advanced farther than at 
any time in the past in the years since the accords were signed. Recently a 
number of highly specific bills Introducing Islamic principles into aspects of 
Sudanese national law have been put before the People’s Assembly, 
^ese bills are the work of a committee which was formed in 1977 by 
Presidential appointment to revise Sudanese laws to bring them Into 
conformity with Islamic teaching. The first bills Introduced dealt with the 
prohibition of the sale and use of alcohol and the making of zakat 
(originally alms, but broadly interpreted as tax money for social welfare) 
mandatory. Significantly, another bill sought to repeal Section 6 of the 
Code of Civil Procedure (1974) which allows a judge to apply “equity and 
good conscience” where there is no legal provision, and instead to base 
legal judgment on the Koran and Sunna. The “equity and good 
conscience" phrasing was introduced by the British, so the change to an 
Islamic Interpretation would mean a fundamental break with the western- 
based law. Other legislation which Is to be Introduced includes the institu- 
tion of the hadd, or

source

Following the October Revolution which overthrew Abboud in 1964, 
the movement for an Islamic constitution continued with the National 
Committee to Establish a Constitution recommending that the constitution 
of Sudan should be derived from the principles and spirit of Islam and that 
the Shari'a should be the basis of all legislation.” Again political events 
halted the process with the coming to power of Mohammed Ahmed 
Mahjoub, who in 1968 dissolved the Constituent Assembly which had 
made the recommendation.

Jaafar Mohammed Numieri. who seized power in 1969, put into 
effect the longstanding position of the Sudanese Communist Party that the 
south should be an autonomous region with local self-rule. The 9th of 
June Declaration putting regional autonomy into effect was one of the first 
acts of the new regime. Nevertheless the May revolution supported a 
quasi-Islamic constitution with the Shari’a as the main source of legislation 
^e first gatherings of Numieri’s single party Sudan Socialist Union’s 
People’s Assembly

the required Koranic punishment for theft including 
^ cutting of hands, and the prohibition of usury, or the accumulation of 

Interest on money loaned. With this type of specific legislation, based on 
Islamic principles, the process of moving toward an Islamic Republic has 
never been more advanced in this century.

Not surprisingly, criticism of the proposed Islamic constitution has 
come from segments of the non-Muslim Sudanese community, especially 
southern Sudanese, Historically the southern Sudan has not witnessed 
widespread conversion to or adoption of Islam, despite the efforts of some 
political leaders who have made it policy to do so.

The Shari a remains a pivotal feature of Sudanese society taking on 
the added character of controversy in the modern nation-state of the 
Sudan. Its history through the various occupations of the Sudan, is one 
where legal policy was determined for the purpose of colonial nJe. With 
Independence an indigenous course, has been charted, 
steadily moved toward the definition of the Sudan as an Islamic Republic 
to be governed by the principles of the Shari’a. The pursuit of this course 
has not been without its political risks and the future «f the Shari’a in the 
Sudan will depend on the balance of foces yet'to be played out between 
the secularists and religious leadefs and regional forces, particularly in the 
dominant Muslim and minority non-Muslim areas of the Sudan.

marked by controversy over the preeminent legal 
position of Shari’a particularly critical were the southern Members of 
Parliament. The constitution which was adopted in 1973 reads: “Islamic 
law and custom shaU be the main sources of legislation. Personal matters 
of non-Muslims shall be governed by their personal laws.” Under Article 
16 of the constitution, Islam. Christianity and “heavenly religions” 
equally protected.

were

which hasone

are

,h. En^.„, Cd . Sud.n Co™.K.«o„ D«».d d.. PdnCp,..

14 Sudanow.Nov 1979 p 12
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An Historiographic Note

The MtUidist Correctional System
The assumptions in question touch upon the political character and 

ideology of the state, and they correlate with the indigenous cultures and 
their interaction and impact on the polici 
state. In addition, these assumptions 
aspects of the Mahdist leaders and to the people in the Mahdist epoch. 
Research on this subject requires an historical note. These sources were 
mainly written by colonial partisans or representatives.' Most of these 
writers were either colonial administrators or captives of the Mahdist state, 
and consequently held strong biases and prejudices against the Sudanese 
experience. Unfortunately there are no published Sudanese writings 
concerned with the topics under study at that time. Moreover, as Farwell 
put it, “no prisoner likes his jailer."’ Nevertheless, it is particularly impor
tant to note that Ibrahim Fauzzi offered a remarkably fair and accurate 
depiction of the Mahdist state,’ even though he was a captive of the state 
for thirteen years like Neufeld. Fauzzi, unlike his biased fellow prisoner, 
highlighted many just and creative features of the Mahdist leaders.

Neufeld me^oned, for example, that the Khalifa Abdoullah (the 
successor of the Grand Mahdi) sentenced the son of Ibrahim Fauzzi and 
sent him to Omdurman prison.* Neufeld then published a photograph n 
his book showing young Fauzzi with his father in the prison. The purpose 
was to show that the Mahdist state incarcerated young children with adults. 
Contrary to Neufeld, Fauzzi mentioned in his own book that the Khalifa 
Abdoullah did not send his son to the prison at Omdurman, but had 
instead ordered that young Fauzzi be kept in the house of Emir Yagoub 
Ban El-Nagga Mousa, his secretary. The Khalifa also promised the 
that he would release the elder Fauzzi; a promise left unfulfilled because 
Slatin escaped from the prison ancT^nother spy was also captured.

in the Sudan:
id programs of the Mahdist 
to some of the attitudinal

cieA|M
rellroAspects of ideology and Polities

Mahgoub El-Tigani Mahmoud

The Mahdist State (1885-1898) still constitutes a living memory in the 
lives of many of the Sudanese people. The state’s ideology, its bureau
cratic structure, economic and political policies, military campaigns, and 
the attitudes and policies of its leadership comprise a significant part of 
Sudanese modern history and political sociology. This,article focuses on 

^1^ how the following assumptions relate to the correctional treatment and 
tlf pe|»l institutions of the Mahdist state.

First, the Mahdist state was not in anarchy, as is often projected in 
wcojonial writing. Following the triumph of Mahdist revolutionaries over the 
forfen rule of the Turko-Egyptian administration, the state was built on 
the* image of Islamic teachings and experiences together with ad
ministrative and social structures already established in Sudanese culture.

Secondly, the Mahdist correctional system was administered 
according to a traditional penal philosophy which emphasized deterrence 
more than correction. Yet Sudanese values played an intervening role 
which frequently allowed for a humane and sympathetic treatment of 
inmates in the prison population.

Thirdly, the characteristics of the correctional system in the Mahdist 
.state were in part different from those of the prior Turko-Egyptian 
administration (1821-1885). This is due to the fact that the Mahdist state 
was both an indigenous product of Sudanese mentality and social reality, 
and a product of the Tifi-ko-Egyptian administration — a foreign and 
colonial construct imposed upon the Sudan.

son

1 Pnncipsl among theae are Jojaph Ohtwaldai Tan Yaati' CapOvIlv In tha MahdI'i Camp (1882-18921, aanilalad and
compllad by Maiot Ganatal F R WmgaK (London S Lowe Manton & Company Lid . I892L Chades NeuleU A 
Prtaonar ol (ha Khalaafa (London Chapman & Hal. 18991, (brahan Pajha Fauan. ELS 
Kllchanai(TwoPam InAiaba In RecordsOHice Minntty oilhe (manor. Khanoum 19(XI|. R Slaan. ELSadrea ELNar 
«El-Sudan,WingaleTranslaoon in Arabic (Omdulinan MakiabalEI-Hureiah 1935 Also available In Engbh as Fba and 
Sword In tha Sudan: A Paiaonal AccounI ol Flghlln(pnd Salving Tha Daivkhas - 1879-1895, Iranilalad by Ma|Or 
FR Wingala. (London E Arnold 18971 Guisappe Ciup F>Iaan Years Priaonar ol lha Falsa ProphaL bansJated by H 
Sharma. (Khartoum Universily o( Khanoum Press 19681 Naoum Shougaa. CographlaT wa Tatikh EhSudan m 
Arabic, IBaaul Dar EIThagaHa 19721 ' ,

2 Byron Farwell. Prisoners ol lha Mahdi: The Story olThe MahdIsI Revoll Which Fnjstralad Quean Victoria's Designs 
On the Sudan, Hmbled Egypt, and Lad To Tha Fall Ol Khartoum, The Death CM Gordon, and KItchgnar's Vlcloiy At 
OmdumtanUYaarsLalar. Ilu U S ad New York Harper 1%7I p 103

3 Fauoi. op. clt.

4 Neufeld. op. ctt.

5 Fauzzi. op. dl. p 347 
* IndQuatlar. 1981’
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The Turko-Egyptian Correctional System Mahgoub El- Tigari Mahmoud

^^he characteristics o/the Turko-Egyptian correctional system in the 

Sudan (before the advent of the Mahdist State) are not documented in 
widely circulated publications. There'ar* only a few passing statements in 
this connection .* Although few in number they do demonstrate clearly that 
the main characteristics of the political and economic policies of the Turko- 
Egyptian rule in the Sudan were based on exploitation, repression, and 
intim 
milita

Williams menti^ed' that he saw sixty heavily chained prisoners in the 
courtyard oJWhe (jpvernbr’s palace in Suakin. Their camels had been

>

confiscated because they were not able to pay taxes. Williams did not 
recall their alleged crime, but he said that they would have been in prison 
for an inde.terminate sentence had it not been for the intervention pf a 
“kind" Gowrnor who amended their penalty Williams also reported that 
the prisoners were obliged to feed themselves at their own expense, and

^ unbelievably were also required to pay for their jailers.*
idatfon. The main ( 
iiy Aggrandizement,

objectives were to recruit men as slaves and for 
and to collect taxes Jo finance the expansionist . 

policies of Mohamed Ali Pasha and his successors in^5ypt.
The Turko-Egyptian administration in the Sudan was a military 

government, ruling with military justice and authority. The governors in 
the provinces were ail military officers, and, as such, Sudanese chiefs^pnd 
indigenous leaders were deprived df’their traditional power and authority 
T' 3 people were humiliated. Tax collection was, in particular, an 
especially painful experience to the Sudanese peoples since it was 
executed through brutality, torture, and injustice. The slave-^de was 
widely practiced and encouraged through a stratum of slave-traders 
created by trade-licenses issued often by bribery. Corruption of the 
bureaucracy came, therefore, as a natural outcome of the preceding 
factors, which in turn built a correctional system based on perveixion and 
dehumanization. Debtors' prisons were widely established to detain those 
unable to pay taxes. Execution by hanging and shooting was applied Jor 
the first time. Lashing and whipping we ,aitc common. Confiscation of 
private property and exile to remc ^reas 'fi the country were also 
implemented. The Turko-Egyptian ru...rs were afraid of, and hated, the 
Sudanese people, especially after the Ga’alyyicn's rebellion against Ismail 
Pasha (son of Mohamed Ali) whom they burnt alive with his soldiers in 
Shendi .their capital town.

Shougair noted that the Jihaddia's (i.e ., Sudanese soldiers') rebellion 
in Kassala against their.Turkish leaders was ruthlessly ci n.d. The rebels 
were classified into two groups. The members of the first group were 
bound, lined up next to a big hole, shot, and buried. A small hill was thus 
built over them. 'Hie other group was sentenced to hard labor for life, and 
used to rebuild the houses which they had destroyed in their rebellion.’

Another visible aspect of the p^al treatment of the Turko-Egyptiaii 
administration was its utilization of heavy chains to shackle prisoners.

The Mahdist State ■*

The Mahdist state was based op authoritatlan rule by its^ery nature, 
as a Jihad (i.e., religious war) state. It was highly centralized. The Khalifa 
retained high political and executive powers in his hands. He was also the 
Imam (i.e., religious leader). Fauzzi stated that the Sudan was divided into 
two parts with respect to taxation.’ The first part included the Emirs (i.e., 
governors) jvho were quasl-autonomous in the administration of their 
regions.” These Emirs had great powers within their jurisdiction. They 
could issue sentences of death and exile in their capacities as military 
leaders, but they also had civil and religious authority over several 
provinces. Each had a special treasury, a prison and police for his region. 
However, Ohrwalder mentioned that the Emir of the Beit El-Mal (i.e., the'^v.v] 

' Treasury) used to report daily to the Khalifa about the total revenue and - 
expenditure. The Sheikh (i.e., chief) of the market prepared a daily 
report on the market for the Khalifa as well. Ohrwalder stated that the 
Khalifa was very concerned 
on a strong basis of fini
indicates that the Khalifa and his aides were concentrating major powers,in 
their own hands.

Concerning the judiciary, Shougajr states that the Khalifa abolished 
the deputies whom the Grand Mahdi nominated before his death,” '

8. JosMh WiUiami Lilt in the Sudan (London Remington ft Co 18t 
Katihoum)

« 9 Fau22t. op. cil.. p 17)
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Instead, the Khalifa made one court under the supervision of the Kadi El- 
Islam (Islamic Chief Justice). The magistrates were ordered to follow the 
Qurannic commandments, the Mohammadan teachings, and the 
proclamations of the Grand Mahdi.” The Khalifa strictly implemented 
penalties for theft, adultery, and smoking tobacco. “ The Kadi El-Islam was 
required to report fully to the Khalifa on the important cases which came 
before him. Once each month, the Kadi or his represent2dive would visit 
the prison at Omdurman to view the prisoners and to convey 
recommendations for their release to the Khalifa, except for the political 
prisoners. Shogair noted, in particular, that the Khalifa instituted a tradi
tion in the mosque for the people to air their complaints.'* This was a 
direct way for the people to voice their opinions, in a tradition deeply 
rooted in the Islamic heritage.

. Thr preceding commentary highlights a very significant fact about the 
Mahdist state, namely that the state was not in anarchy as was often 
projected by non-Sudanese observers. The Mahdist state was a systematic 
political organization with an objective material base and executive 
apparatus. The political leadership of the state realized the fundamental 
rules gf separating the branches of the government. Thus, the judiciary, 
the regional executives, and the central political power were recognized 
and differentiated even though extreme diversity resulting from th'6 
administration’s internal conflicts and the multi-ethnic composition of the 
population made it difficult £91 them to function as designed.

Mahgoub EI Tigani Mahmoud

wkh adults, but they were treated according to the Islamic rule which 
cWdrqn* guardians the responsibility of disciplining

An important aspect of the Mahdist correctional system pertains to the ■ 
treatment of political prisoners and captives. Slatin wrote about the exis
tence of inform^riTelatjons within the bureaucratic system of the prison at*- 
Omdurman. He mentioned that the leader of the prison guards (BftiF 
Wad El-Saier) allowed him to speak with prisoners and reduced hi^chai^ 
even though Slatin was a political prisoner. Slatin also mentioned~thlP 
Emir Abu Anga invited him for dinner when he was taken , captive'» 
Neufeld tells that Emir Mohamed H; 
him) protected him from torture by

El-Ingiryabi (who had captured 
of the Emir’s guards." Slatin, 

moreover, was recognized as an Emir and he acquired a prestigious posi
tron as a pro-Mahdist person after, his captivity.“ Fauzzi described his 
rneeting with the Grand Mahdi after the downfall of Khartoum He said 
that the Grand Mahdi met him with a “smiling face," and saved his life 
desp^e his strenuous fighting as a top general in Gordon’s army against the 
Mahdist forces, and treated him as a Mahdist member.''

The stories mentioned above provide some evidence regarding the 
maturity, responsibility, and values of the Mahdist leaders. Lord Kitchener 
the «>^/"ander of the British forces, for example, earned the contempt of 
the Mahdist leaders when he executed captured Sudanese soldiers 
Karan battlefield and left thousands wounded on the dusty plain."

* Contrasted with both the Turko-Egyptian and the British colonialists’ 
^ treatment of political prisoners, the Mahdist leaders appear as tolerant 

igures, humane, confident, and consistent with their beliefs As 
revolutionaries and believers in Mahdism, they endeavoured to assert “a
new ethic for human relationships" as Hodqkin put it."

The^correctional system of the Mahdist State was different from that 
of the Turko-Egyptian administration. Ohrwalder

19 Neufeld op. cK..pp 3S 4n

amza 
' one

on the
The Mahdist Penal Philosophy and Correctional System

In contrast to the examples of the Turko-Egyptian correctional 
administration mentioned earlier, the Mahdist state had its own character
istic policies and practices. Basically, the prison was considered a 
correctional instituti^. As such, the prisoners were seen as deviant 
persons who were in need of correction to return as healthy persons to 
society. The right means to achieve that goal centered on Islamic teachings 
and Sudanese values. For example, convicted women were segregated 
from male prisoners in a special prison. They were ako less chained than 
men were.'* I have mentioned earlier that children were not kept in prisons

13 Mohammed rbrahim Abu Sale»*m Marwhoural El-Mahadtya, In Arabc (Khartoum-Univer^iiv of Khartoum PreM 
1%9I

U Ohrx^alder op. clt.;CuX7> op.cit 
IS Shougan op. clt..p 1262

mentioned that the
♦ •

17 Slaon op'

20 Neufeld 00. cll.
^ •

21 Fausi op Cll . op Cll . pp 11-12

7.
22 Farvwell op.cll..pp 305 314

16 Neufeld op. cit.. pp 121^1^6. UhrwakJer op. cit.. p Job

MQiun,,, 198,
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Khaliia was most concerned with correcting prisoner^ and educating them 
the “right way.’’“ It appears that the underlying objectives of the correc
tional treatment were mainly directed to change deviant into normative 
behavior by means of imprisonment. Religious programs were imposed for 
every prisoner. They were expected to conform with these regulations and 
were obliged to say their prayers. Recommendations for release were 
closely connected to the remarks and evaluations of the Emir of the prison 
and his staff to the magistrates on their visits to the prison. The prison 
Emir, in particular, was also responsible to the Khalifa concerning the 
cooperation of political prisoners. Thus, his reports on those prisoners 
were directly conveyed to the KhSifa.

The Mahdist state formula*d a classification system of prisoners 
according to their crimes and sex. Fauzzi stated that Mahdist imprisonment 
was classified into two categories, “heavy” and “light." “Light” imprison
ment related to those prisoners who were sentenced due to fines and for 

■ criminal cases such as murder or theft. “Heavy” imprisonment Was applied 
to the political prisoners, usually detained by the orders of the Khalifa 
himself. “

Mahgoub El- TiganI Mahmoud

improve the bureaucratic structure and the functioning of the state’s 
machinery. On the other hand, the state was contained within its own 
boundaries due to the wars that broke out between the Sudan and the 
neighboring countries of Egypt ind Ethiopia, and concurrently with the

imperialist powers (mainly Britain). The resultant internal disruption natur
ally had a significant effect on the consistency and solidarity of the state 
This is contrary to Warburg’s view that the downfall of the state was not 
due to internal conflicts and the inconsistencies, but to the military 
superiority of the invading Anglo-Egyptian armies.” In fact, there was a 

• growing political opposition among the vast majority of the Sudanese 
people against the developing bureaucratization of the state. As time 
passed, the internal political conflicts and economic difficulties constituted 
a concrete foundation for the encircling and invading powers to destroy- 
the state. Indeed, the Shukriya, the Kababish, the Ga’alyyien, the Bata- 
heen, and the Ashraf groups (among others) were already standing 
against the Khalifa despite the fact that their resistance was suppressed by 
force before Kitchener won the decisive battle of Karari and took 
Omdurman. Despire these internal conflicts, the Sudanese cultures are 
capable of establishing their own political and economic systems based on 
their own mentality and social realities. It shows, on the other hand, the 
ugly face of colonialization, foreign intervention and conquest and iniper- 
ialism.

V

The Mahdist prison also supported prisoners’ rights in terms of visits. 
Ohrwalder stated that relatives and acquaintances were allowed to visit 
their kin and friends in the prison.” In so doing, familiar relations 
maintained notwithstanding imprisonment.

The correctional system of the Mahdist state was not, however, a

were

perfect model. There were infringemenU against the prevailing norms by 
some guards in the Omdurman prison such as the acceptance of bribes to
reduce the difficult conditions of imprisonment, and the excessive use of 
force in many cases. Similar to the Turko-Egyptian correctional policies, 
prisoners were used to construct fcoth public and private utilities. Slatin 
mentioned that the prisoners made public wells for water in Omdurman.” 
Most particularly, executions of Sudanese political prisoners were excep
tionally cruel, for example, Emir El-Zaki Tummul and Kadi Ahmed Ali 
were segregated in closed cells and starved to death. ”

The Mahdist btate was basically preoccupied with and devoted to the 
Mad. There was not, therefore, ample time for the Mahdist leaders to

In the case of the correctionaUystem, it appears that the Mahdist state 
inherited some measures formerly used by the Turko-Egyptian administra
tion such as hanging, heavy shackles, and confiscation of private property. 
Although Sudanese values were allowed to articulate in the Mahdist period 

than in the Turkiyya, the Mahdist correctional system seems to be 
parallel to the Turko-Egyptian system in terms of cruel practic^. Such 
practices occurred especially as the state began to disintegrate prfor to the 
Anglo-Egyptian invasibn.

: In relation to the history and sociology of knowledge of Sudanese
j leadership, it is clear that the Mahdist leaders were men of talent and

honor. Despite its distortion in the colonial writings and captives’ refer
ences, the Mahdist state and its elements shine as a heroic Sudanese 
movement for national liberation. It appears that the Mahdist state main
tained a coherent political and ideological system on the basis of national 
unity versus external intervention. However, serious divisions occurred

more

24 Ohru<«lder op. cit . p .'WS

2S hAuoi op. clt .pp 320-321

2o Ohruakder op clt.,p 348

2T Slatin op.cii .p 273 
28 Cuzr op. cit.: Fauxzi op. clt..pp 320 321

29 Warburg, op. cIt. (footnote 6). p 17
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among the political groups whose coalition had successfully canied out the 
Mahdist revolution. Many leaders were deprived of their authority and 
their followers were also represed. Given the international and regional 
realities at that time coupled with the internal economic and political 
problems of the 6tate. the legitimacy of the Mahdist state was already in 

^danger prior to its downfall. It would have been possible for the Mahdist 
state to maintain its power versus foreign intervention, had the political 
legitimacy by offering consistent participation in decision-making for those 
groups in the opposition. Those groups constituted significant sections of 
the Sudanese people.

In the Sudan today, national unity is essential to sustain both politici^ 
and social progress. It is precisely toward the achievement of this end that 
the celebration of the 25th anniversary of Sudan’s independence reminds 
the Sudanese people to perpetuate the modern forms of the heroic 
struggle of their predecessors as it appeared in the Mahdist state.

The Late of Elephants

and the Justice of Monkeys:

Tteo Cases of Anti^Cqlonialism

in the Sudan

t

'i-

Richard A. Lobban, Jr.

SUDANESE PUBLICATIONS SERIES
Working as an urban anthropologist in the Three Towns capital 

of the Sudan I sometimes uncovered unexpected material, including two 
known ca^gs of Sudanese opposition to British cPionial rule, which are 
presented in this paper. So often the English language literature accepts

the colonial

i area
1. Birth

by Muhammad al Mahdi al-Majdub 
2. The Socio-Cultural Determinants of Arab Diplomacy 

by Dr" Mansour Khalid

3. The Dinka Songs
by Dr. Francis Denq

4. Magdoub Rabbah and The Sofor Engraving
biiKojoFuso

5. A Short Anthology of Sudanese Literature 
edited by Osman Hassan Ahmed 

6. Sbeteen Sudanese Short Stories, 
selected and edited by Osman Flassan Slhmed.

the "civilizing" mission and “even-handed” governance of t 
authoritief. My research has sht^n that such judgments diffi^jilt .to 
support. Since this special commemorative issue of Africa Today is 
celebrating a quarter century of national independence of the Sudan I 
have sought to use the case study method to reconstruct something of the 
perception of colonial rule from the eyes of the colonized rather than col
onizer.

Although it should go without saying, the British forces arrived in the 
Sudan as a result of military conquest with battlefields anointed in 
Sudanese blood. Despite the hardships of the latter days of the Mahdiya, 
no case can be made for any broad section of the Sudanese population 
which sought redress of the difficulties in the uninvited imposition of Pax 
Britannica. Two cases from the colonial period are offered here for your 
consideration. The first relates the story of the trials and tribulations of 
Mohammad Amin Hodeib, the second relates the events leading to the 
birth of the TutiJsland “Republic”

A
To order any of the above, please wiite to:

The Cultural Counsellor 
Embassy of thfe Democratic Republic of the Sudan 
2612 Woodley Place, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008 
Indicate Number of copies! )
Series Number ( )
Send $1.00 to cover postage and handling for each copy.
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The Case of Mohammad Amin Hodeib' Richard A Lobbgn. Jr
ment and deportation'from the Sudan, I send this to reserve my rights and 
inform Your Majesty of the doings of Your people who still aspire to 
mastery while they are in the utmost stupidity.” In order to be heard 
similar messages were addressed to President Wilson of the United States 
to His Excellency Hussein Rushdi Pasha of Cairo, and to Hamid Bey 
Shukri, Cairo Civil Judge.

In a communication to the Khartoum Chief Justice on 8 June 1919 | 
the Director of Prisons said “I am of course taking no action as regards the I
despatch of the telegrams." He did, however, point out that Hodeib had 
been complaining of ill treatment at the jail. Two days later the Chief 
Justice responded by saying that Hodeib's status should be changed from 
3rd class prisoner to 2nd class prisoner.

Pnsoner Hodeib would not be silenced by stone walls nor by the 
colonial Government, On 18 March 1920 he wrote directly to the Chief 
Justice in Khartoum. He said,

"Justice will flourish if it lasts but it does not. Injustice will ruin if it lasts but it 
does not I beg to state that every person who is Hied by law has to lose a 
part of his rights but not all Supposing that the law is perverted and even the 
Judge is perverted and they deprived him of all his rights outside prison.
Nature would, no doubt, give him certain rights which she binds to him. so that 
if he loses some of them he would be frightened and cry to the authority 
cemed to return to him what he has lost, which neither the perverted law nor 
the perverted judge could deprive him of you may judge in accordance 
with the British honour and the liberaUy of the liberals as we hear and not as 
we believe "

%
In the years following World War^~ ifnperial states were still reeling 

and worried from thj^hock of tfie Bolshevik revolution in 1917 and the 
British rulers, in-partH^, had been stunned by the 1919 assassination of 
Lee Stack, the GovefnQfj^ner||i^the Anglo Egyptian Sudan, who rep
resented the highest comKiK^arity along the Nile valley. This was a 
period which would also'sM the'glorious White Flag movement break out 
in the Sudan in 1924 launching Abdel Fadil el Metz and Ali Abdel Latif into 
their historical orbits for their valorous resistance’and self-sacrifice in at
tempting to remove the colonial shackles from Their country. Such were 
the heady days of Mohammad Amin Hodeib, a man of Egyptian extrac
tion, but carrying the highest forms of Sudanese pride. Hodeib's anger at 
colonial rule was also generated by a dJ^ sense of insult for which there is 
dtute sensitivity in Islamic society. An educated man, Hodeib was a cajg- 
tivating orator who expressed himself easily and with gripping conviction. 
His ability to articulate his anti-colonialism with Sudanese folk idioms and 

compelled the British to block his access to the popular forums 
the Omdurman mosque. He was arrested in early 19^9 on 1 

toced in the Khartoum Mudir’s Court to three years in prison 4 
Hjllder the notorious Section 96, of the British-constructed Sudan Penal 
r^ode, “for attempting to excite feelings of disaffection to the Government 

■ established b^ law in the Sudan by means of a speech delivered by you in 
the Omdurman mosque.” At the expiration of this sentence Mohammad 
Amin Hodeib was to be deported from the Sudan.

The following day, 2 June 1919, M.A. Hodeib wrote to the Mamur of 
the Central Prison, Khartoum North. ''Now, that I know his (Sudan 
Government's Governor General) evil intention, I raise my complaint 
against hjpn to the proper authority for his insulting me and for his using 
this barbaric despotism. I request a re-opening of the case .before a new 
court. The trial should be public.” Hodeib then asked to be judged by his 
fellow nationalists whom he listed by name and then said, “In case it is 
proved that 1 am guilty, 1 shall be pleased if the sentence is doubled and if I 
am not guilty, I shall reserve the right to raise an action against the Govern
ment which sentenced me so rashly.”

On the same day Hodeib attempted to transmit the following message 
to Hj||4ajesty The King of Great Britain: — “I submit the following to Your 
Majesty: I, Mulazim Awal Mohammad Eff. Amin Hodeib, made a speech 
in the Mohamedan Institute at Omdurman and the Government arrested , 
me and I was tried in a barbaric manner and sentenced to 3 years imprison-

con-

Hodeib then proceeded to relate how the British 
destroyed his^ouse in Kassala.

"Kassala Provinc^pfpvemmenl staled that they spent on my bchalt sums in 
curied in the demoUtion of my houses The expression is the strangest I 
ever heard from a Government whi;h cannot look at the results of things It is 
officially admitted by Ka.ssala Prov-nce Authorities that they pulled down my 
houses from a public healt.'- <nt cl view. WelfTwhere are the roofingol the 12 
rooms of which my houses were ..onslsHng of? A^ain, where arc the bricks -
nearly 12.000 in number? . I wish also to point Out to your honour the story
of the lion who used to eat the off-spring of animat^ as mentioned in Kalila and 
Demna and what he met with in his old age, so that he may follow the tracks pi 
the ascetics and avoH ruining families and countries. The tyrants shall know 
what their doom will ||p: is it not that God is the most just of rulers. "

The cleverly worded remarks of Hodeib

government had

were beginning to Scapse 
headaches for the colonialists. On 18 May 1920 a “strictly confidential” let
ter was sent by the Chief Justice to the Private Secretary. “The Director of 
Intelligence thinks Mohanr,mad Amin Hodeib may be insane and 1 have 
called for a medical report ... His imprisonment has not changed his 
opinions; on January 31it he submitted to the Director of Prisons for sub- * 
mission to the High Commissioners a long rambling report about his
SBdQnwtcr. I9«I

1

1 I puWishvd p.miom r>( thts caw tn ih« Nil* Mirror. 29 April 1971. p 4 lor which ernatn asstsunce was g«f>eTOu»ly oHered 
by [)f Bk-shit Ramil The joutce material was located «» stacks ol old coun cases fooiuJ in the then ddutKi Sudan Law

1970 1972Pr..n-ct Faculty ‘»l Law. Universtty of Khartoum while I was a research asaoctate at the U'

j.
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iOMay 1920
the Director of Prisons said that from his experience with Hodeib ' 
especially his written statements, “I am inclined to think he is extremely 
neurotic. He is doubtless a Political Maniac.” Unfortunately, on the same 
day the Prison Medical Officer submitted his report saying "I have medical
ly examined Amin Hodeib and found that his state of health and mental 
condition are good.”

By this time the British officials were beginning to be worn down and 
the Chief Clerk, in charge of translations at the Prison, wrote to the Chief 
Justice when sending another petition from Hodeib. He begged, "would 

1 you kindly instruct us whether in future to refuse to forward statements of 
' W this kind. It is a waste of time translating and typing such rubbish." The 

Chief Justice quickly responded, ”. . . I do not think that it is necessary 
that you should translate any more 
had better be sent on

■“ wrongs and the wickedness of the British Administration in 
Sudan.” The streams of petitions did not stop and on 
another was written in eloquent Arabic called “The Extraordinary Justice 

.'In Division by a Balance” addressed to the Chief Justice. He began.

and the
and

“I searched for the Law and Justice under which I was imprisoned and my 
houses pulled down but I could not find Iherti except in the Law of the 
Elephants and the Justice of the Monkeys 

"The Law of the Elephants is that under which an elephant trampled the nest 
of a lark an^.killed its small birds; the lark appeared before the King of the 
Elephants and w|th due respect, enquired from him about the reason for killing 
birds apd whetheKtfhe action was with or without intention It received no 
answer but roughness^nd disregard to its complaint It then left the case for the 
Aljiighty

"The Justice of the Monkeys it is told there was once a crow and a hawk 
who were in dispute over a piece of cheese so they decided to appoint a 
monkey to divide the cheese equally among them. He swore on his honour to 
exercise perfect justice He then brought a balance and divided the cheese into 
two pieces, one larger piece of course brought its side down, so he cut and 
swallowed a portion of it by which it became lighter than the other than he 
treated it similar to the first one and went on doing the same thing. When the 
two adversaries saw that in the end there will be nothing left of the cheese, one 
of therT\ said to Judge Monkey. 'Sir, I have no objection to take this small piece 
and my adversary will take the larger one.’ But Judge Monkey said. 'Justice 
would not allow this and you should get equality by this balance'; They were 
suffered to see their cheese eaten by the monkey m the above way. Myself and 
house with the Sudan Government are fcow between the Law of Elephants and 
the Justice of the Monkeys This law and justice do not exist in any country but 
they are nearly similar to the Law and Justice of Sodom who always gave 
adverse judgments Cod then destroyed his city and peoples with stones 
hurled from heaven It will now be noticed that the Almighty has now replaced 
stones with bombs from Essen which are being hurled from Zeppelins

"I now submit this report to inform you that in asking for my rights. I got 
results as the lark from the elephant and the two adversaries from the monkey 
I am now waiting to get my rights from the Sudan Government when the op
portunity permits by the Irish Kingdom coming into force and the Labourers ■ 
taking the place of the Liberals who I ask God to grant power to relieve us from 
the tyrants The tyrants shall know what their-doom will be.' It seems that my 
reports receive no consideration but they are being put away owing to the pride * 
and self-concept of the Sudan Government Officials who are like the people of 
Ad about whom God said in hb book that they were proud and despotic and 
He therefore severely chastised them, is there any worse tyranny (than tearing 
down) houses and attributing thb to Law and Justice? For the above reasoru. I 
am not satbfied with thb Sodomic rule which b executed by the force of 
elephanb under the justice of monkeys. I am awaiting the fulfillment of God's 
prombe 'Be not dbcouraged if tyranb overpower the land. It b only for a bme, 
their final abode b In Hell’."

of these productions but I think they 
in the original; they afford a certain amusement 

which I shall be sorry to miss.” One month later the haughty judge re
ceived another petition described by the Director of Prisons as a "master
piece of insolence and aberrational logic.” And three weeks after this 
Hodeib devoted an eight page manuscript to the “Illusory-Nature of the 
Mirage Government of the Sudan.” A year and a half after Hodeib had 
been sentenced the British colonialists were suffering from verbal machine 
gunning from the Khartoum North prison. The Chief Justice pfeadingly 
corresponded- with the Director of. .intelligence: "Mohammed Amin 
Hodeib,” he said, “sentenced in June to imprisonment for three years for 
attempting to excite feelings of disaffection to the government is a person 
of warped intelligence who should not be kept in prison longer than is 
necessary. The court recommended him for deportation to Egypt on the 
completion of his sentence and if political affairs had been a little calmer it 
is probable that he might already been released.”

Hodeib has passed away as has British colonialism vanished from the ' 
territory of the Sudan. The reader may judge his remarks for him or herself 
but to me we have the necessary proof of establishing the heroic, if not 
historionic, stature of this early Sudanese patriot who did what he could to 
expose the true nature^ from the Sudanese perspective, of colonial rule.

t

t

>
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The case of the birth of Tuti “Republic”

At the confluence of the White and Blue Niles at the dead center bf
1

' • ^
2 Thu $«OT>d c**e comes from vanoos records m the Central Records CMlice from conutmpotarv newspaper dttounis aiid - 
especiaDy from my own research in Tun Island which began irt 1970 72, with aahon restudy tn 1975 and a full scale restiSv 
in 1979-80 ^Foc those vtuting che Sudan il is likely that Khanoum will be your chief stop and a walk along Shon u Nee/is like 
ly to prompt curiosity about the We on Tuti.lsland just across from the Grand Hotel Tun Island has an odd reputation m the 
Three Towns, nrtany Sudanese

The war of words was being escalated and the bewildered officials 
could only think of insanity as the excuse; cerUynly not real complaints 
about repressive colonial masters. In a note subm^ed to the Chief Justice

AFRICA TODAY

never venture there because of unfounded, subjective fears of iis encapsulated nature Long 
ago I lost track of the number^ my friends there..(he island where 1 am known by the name Abdel Fadil » the memory o! 
the patnot of the 1924 White)^ Revolt
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Richard A Lobiart. Jr

of the quarrels which the colonial administration had had with Tuti 
Islanders the proposal finally went forward in January of 1944 with Tuti 
Island as the preferred site.* ,

As more details seeped out, Tuti Islanders found that not only 
350 feddans of arable land to be taken outrigRt for this “research and 
education" but members of the community would have to lease these 
lands rather than own them, as they had since first occupying the island 
some 500 years earlier.V^nother 540 feddans were to be expropriated fb'r -^' 
a forestation project. Copies of the plans of the Director of Agriculture 

sent to the Director of Education, the Legal Secretary and to "His 
Excellency the Governor General." Further consultation brought addi
tional copies to the Khartoum Town Planning Board, the Councils of the 
Three Towns and to the Rural Council under which Tuti Island was ad
ministered. Irf turn the Khartoum Medical Officer required that considera
tion must also be given by the Cl^n&aLBoard of Public Health. The plans 
had just been approved by the Board <5f Public Health and steps to 
tiate with Tuti landowners were about to be taken when the Sawt El 
Sudan newspaper duWished an article saying that the scheme had been 
dropped. Since this was in contrast to what was actually being discussed, 
another paper, Sudan El Gidid called the Mudirla Information Officer to 
.discover what, in fact, was the truth. He learnil^d that the plan was still 
under active consideration and published this ne’ws in the paper. Rumors 
reached Tuti Island instantly and the community leaders met at the Tuti 
Club to organize a petition to protest their possible removal from their 
ancestral island. A six-man delegation appeared at the Mud*^ Headquar
ters on 14 April 1944 on a fact-finding mission. The^uthwties insisted 
they had no plans to remove people, although they might want to “realign 
the existing muddle of houses on the Island.” This was just what had been 
feared and rather thah having anxieties calmed the reverse took place.

Moments after the delegation reached the street a well organized, 
shouting crowd converged in support of the community protest. Seconds 
passed and they surged into first floor offices, passed the several police 
guards, and damaged some of the interior of the Mudiria building. Mount
ed and foot patrol officers were called and eventually were able to clear the 

. building, passages, and courtyard of th 
which seven police were injured, four
strator had attacked a police horse and..was 6eing arrested for his efforts^ 
when several of his allies intervenecUto rdScue him and block his arrest. A^-
struggle fensued during whPh a police shotgun was fired, killing a demon- 
“ ' ' ■■■— •

4 Sm Cennai Recoids 0«ic« CIVSEC 57 C J 81 Ptovmca Diary Khanoum 1944
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%Ststrator and injuring two policemen.*
Almost instantly, this incidet^was heralded by the Sudanese national

ist movement'as a stiff challenge to' cobnial rule. Britain was preoccupied 
with the war ^ Europe and hardly needed more problems in the colonies. 
Other strikes, ^otests, and-^emonstrations were already taking place with 
many morQ/fo come. The Civil Secretary reported that there was an “im
mediate ai^d regrettable sympathy with the forces of disorder." Telegrams 
in protest were received from as far as the Northern Province as the news 
travelled widely and quickly.

From 20-27 May 1944 the trial of the Tuti Island defendants was held* 
in the Khartoum Minor Court.*’Colonial justice was a fAegtne conclusion, 
and the twenty accused were all found guilty and fined from five to twenty 
pounds at^ served sentences from 310"12 months in prison The leader of 
the original TtifrIsland delegation, Mustafa Khalid, was giveti the maxi
mum sentence. Met was. at that time, about 56 years old and a retired 
government official who enjoyed a position of great r%^ect and influence 
on the Island. Singe he'flid not try to “restrain the rigiers,” he was found 
gullty^^of “promoting tinlawful a^embly which committed rioting.” Prorifpt- 
ly^ ^ustafa Khalid became a cause celebre and genereUed a flurry of addi
tional protest® in'ck}di|Jpg*a joint telegram from Dawood Mustafa Khalid and 
Zein el AbiSin Khalid dispatched from Merowe on’ 29 May 194#to Mr. 
Bennett, Cfiief ’Justice^, Khartourp. Among the points in its text ^e:
^ "We believ* that the mistake is the Governor's and that the conviction o( tilis 

\ Innd^nt man, Mustafa Khalid, was bluntly made to conceal the Gov^or's 
mistake
”We therefore believe that the decision of the Minor Court was political and not 
judicial. ■^-
“Public opinion is also anxiously awaiting your fair decision.”

Reaction to the telegram |3y Mr. E.M. Macintosh, Governor of Khar
toum, states that he considered the telegram itself as dangerously close to 
“contempt of court” by claiming deliberate prejudice and perjured evi
dence by police witnesses. Macintosh noted laconically that “it appears to 
me that this appeal transcends the bounds of fair comment!”

' MiehardA. Lohban. Jr. ’ ■

lonial record ’ Of course, the #raduates'’Congre5s itself was one of
spearhea^ which ultimately pointerTt^ag^s the ^nd^Ntelonial rule in * '

f 1956. . , , ,,

never In^nBCnter^lts ptfhcipal
results, were an effort to organize official land-registry and ii^l946 to - 

.orgari1» the Tuti Development Company, wholb administeffed by TuU 
Islandctt^hemseaes. b fact, in that same-Htar ^ Nile flood reacheef 
dangerous levels ^nd the British authorities said th« the island rnast be j- 
evacuated for reasons ohp^ljp safety Suspicions inst»itly reappeared ’

^ and the people slay§d put. The British' conceded the point and ^ovided ^
eburlap sand bags to protect the village. Twenty-four hour patrols end care
ful maintenance^of the dike saved the village, .and another victory fell to 
the Tuti community.

*
1

Moreover, the British plan was

These events gainer^idesprdad-repute and the steadfastness of the 
-ssland’s citizens generatet^e unofficial but pCpular claim that Tuti had be-

T .

come a sovereign “Republic” deserving this title in its resistance to colonial 
and natural forces. In 1968 the Tuti^lub in the Tuti “Republic” staged a 
dramatization of the 1944 even^i^^Tl1e play has subsequently been per
formed on other occeisions at tha.jClub, as has prose and poetry Ifeen writ
ten and'pbblisbed for the histdrical record.

• (
*r/ , ■ Observations

The cases of Mohammad Amin Hodeib and Mustafa Khalid and his^ ’ 
twenty co-defendants are not major events in the history of the Sudanese 
anti-cobnial struggle, but they are clearly contributors to this movement.

* Their anger and their efforts to protest were not successful in the short run, 
but they offer concrete pr^f of the depth and extent of structbral an- ' ■

I tagonism of, British colonialism and SuJ^ese national independence.-1 
believe that the focus fqfthis article makes it easier'to understand the.ir- 

: - restible force of hundreds of thousands of Ho<I^Sbs and Mustafa Khaiids.
This special publicatb^of Africa Today is a celabfation of^their' lives afid of 

?all Sudaneskayhjj their toles fn the historical process of ending
exploitative sysfejBSlrid the Law of Elephants and the Jastict of Monkeys. ^ '■

When Mustafa Khalid was released from prison on 26 February 1945 
a number of prpminent members from the Tuti Island cotrtrmyiity invited 
members df the Ashigga party of the Graduates Congress to the festive 
reception Ismail el Azhari, then President of the Graduates Congress, and ' 

(,l Subsequent Prime Minister of the independent Sudan, made a speech at 
^‘C^e reception which was considered “remarkably^Bl^ormed” in the co-,

----------- W 7 KkaffcKmi ProvkK. Monthly Dlniy. Fetxoofy 194^* -«
S. Ahmed Yousil Hoihim. Tho Sod Ewnts ol Tun Islond’ GirwU El NmI (m Arotxc). 16 Apnl 1944 ^o 3615

'■6 S«»GowNo2 1944 Ton IjtondCtueiktuuloumMmo.'Coon 20 27 Moy 1944. Mi K H»?U. Piesding Judge Docu 
m#ni collected by the Sudan Law Protect AC / Gen /2-14
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Sondra Hale

with art work bv Mohamed Omer Bushara
A nonpartisan

In an attempt at cross-cultural conversation Mohamed Omer Bushara 
and 1 worked in constant conjunction with each other. In our collaboration 
he used the language of graphics, 1, the language of poetry. We attempted 
to form an artistic commune, to finish each other’s lines. For many 
reasons there was an unlikelihood of such a collaboration, and it is here, 
where we transcended the dialectics of our existence and, by adding 
experience to theory and practice, forged the beginning of a synthesis. We 

the dialectics in our different ages; in the malc/female contradiction; 
in “black” and “white”; In “Christian” and “Muslim” cultures; in “Third 
World” and “First World”; and in American and Sudanese. We attempted 
to break down the dualism seemingly inherent in these Identities. And we 
could do that by adding experience to theory and practice. The 
experiences we Sfcred were our poor backgrounds and our visions of the 
oppressed. In order to communicate and survive, we have embraced the
anguage of Marxism to produce within a bourgeoise world. ,

The Bushara/Halc dialectical relationship is salient in this following 
poem with companion drawings. The idea of “returning”, with its dialectic 
of attraction and repulsion is expressed in “The Return”. Bushara, too, 
had also returned to Sudan after two years in England, and expressed in 
these pieces and in another set entitled works “Series of 14 , a similar 
ttmetion and repulsion. Both our works suggest a feeling of suffocation 
thr^gh being embraced, at the same time there is the alienation from the

cnvironmCng^ collaborative work (poems and di^wings) entitled Seasons 
of Discontent/ the Bushara/Hale experience tates the form of socio
political statements in Haiku pieces with graphic statements. Below is 
excerpted approximately one-sixth of the total work;

\
\
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African Update: Detailed reports on events on a 
country bv-country bap. culled from 250 publications and radio stations in

. Africa and around the world
In Washington: Regular analyses of the United Statp African relations, 
with special emphasis on how United States policy is formulated

Country Profiles: A/nca Report specializes in j?'
developments within and betwefen African states So when dfamattc dwel- 
epments take place, readers have an insider s advance understanding.

Overviews: Economic developments, business affairs, inv^ment op
portunities. education, and religion -
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saw
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THE RETURN
by

Sondm Hale
%

It was the year of my return:
The streets of Khartoum were peopled
by the images of another time
1 looked into the faces ^
and saw a whole other era
simmering there — timeless. v,
and yet obsolete
Even the faces of the young
were remnants of the forgotten
Who has forsaken them’

It had been over a decade 
since I had lived among them. 
truly feeling their bodies 
and mine as one 
Our skins had touched 
colours shading into one tone 
The voices had lingered there 
together; a monotone 
Who has forsaken whom?

I walked among them now
a stranger — not touching —
aloof, afraid, suspicious:
cynical even of the beggar child
They look at me
but with eyes averted.
or empty — with shifting.
shallow eyes
Their eyes are cold
when they touch me
why is my skin so cold?
It is damp, sweating 
from a coldness of heart 
whose heart?
Who has forsaken whom?

I
i

't And the people, those people 
with whorrrl had felt One 
looked at m^^e
saw into my eye* 
and knew mu love. Yes.
Who has forsaken whom?*

But who could understand 
such an abstract love?
Could I expect It of them: 
the colonized, 
the dominated, 
the oppressed?
Why should they love me now? 
My skin is white.
1 fought In Viemam.
I bombed Hiroshima, 
invaded Cuba.
and Infiltrated the Third World. 
Did I?
Did they?
Did we?
Who has forsaken whom?

■j

f
I
i

Do cadavers that embrace 
feel the mutual death?
Can a heart removed 
keep pounding — repealing? 
Can a body removed 
return again?
Who has forsaken wham?

I was Sudanese: they said it 
as they transfused my blood.
I was Sudanese: they wrote It 
in the newspapers:
'You are one of us.’

. (they said).
•We will always keep you 
among us; drink the waters 
of the glorious Nile.
Return to us; we are one.’

ii(
-i
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Those who embraced me
built iron bars
around their university.
Doctors patch their pockets
with the sores
of a wounded people
and the fruits
of a woman's labour
Comrades meet and talk;
Comrades meet and talk.
Those who embraced me
in that decade
now hold a gun.
They call it 'stability'.

Do cadavers that embrace 
feel the mutual death?
In oiir senselessness
we ore finally one
Who has forsaken whom? ■

As the waterwheels 
groaned and the hawks 
circled the mosques, 
the ubiquitous goats 
nodded assent. Yes.

Those who embraced me 
a decade ago —
What ate they doing now?
They have built extensions 
to their city — 
the Grand Amarat 
They call it 'progress';
They run their own business now
and sit in their Mercedes
behind a driver —
racing through the crowded streets;
passing the beggar —
the farmer —
the workers
passing the shanties.
Who has forsaken whom? (Khartoum) -

:' -K'

-pv-.
-fWt'
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Six Haiku with companion drawings from Seasons of Discontent:

J
■ ^ -

-M.r
1. We all drain ourselves 

away in tears and torpor. 
languishing in heat.

'C'

- ■ W'i4t//

r-

t

2. A man. so thirsty
drowned in a tebaldl tree.
Now he needs nothing.

PeX/N 7^
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4. These thin black lines 
cannot say how we feel; 
grotesque figures.

iM.4 jii A>'Wif^^7
IP I

^'11 i

Wn j

I i.
VWl trm

nnHiHMiiiHiiiiMniniiiiHnHiwiiiiHHiini liiini Iy'
4'

r'*;, oCj

4‘

3. The sheikhs and Myyids 
In Parliament gloated, brains 
shrunk in their emmas.

V
V-:
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6. There are many pawns. 
We line up in rows to face 
the taller pieces.

♦
A

k-\
t. ■ . *•.

5 Your death (ills our hearts
and ydur blood becomes our tears; 
the noose is our chain. f

;
' •

A:
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M. Lionel Bender, ed.. Peoples and Cultures 
of the Ethio-Sudan Borderlands

The Contours of Sudanese Literature
*

Constance E. Berkley
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In the Sudan, as in other Third World Countries, an inherent respect 
for the spoken word has created an awareness of the intimate links be
tween language, literature and social reality. The awareness of how 
language affects the self in interaction With others is clos,e to the surface 
consciousness of all Sudanese writers, whether they write in English,/ 
Arabic or in another Sudanese language. This awareness of the intimat^ 
links between language an^'society causes the Sudanese writers' concep
tion of literature to be more holistic than the view of his western count^r- 
part. It is believed that “Art” has always been in the service of man.,Thus 
most Sudanese literature tends toward an apparent mimeticism in that the 
literary product of each individual wrter usually reflects — with varying de
grees of authenticity — the prevailing socio-politi * 
during which the author is writing, as well as the 
cultural concepts of the ethno-linguistic and regionaf group of which each 
individual author js a part.

Most of these authors' audiences tend to expect erudition, moral 
edification and instruction from their writers. To a certain extent this 
expectation stems from the fact that most people in ‘The Third World’ are 
just becoming accustomed to accepting ‘fiction’ in a form and structure 
which has become commonplace to most people in western societies. At 
the same time, their appreciation of allegory and parable is probably more 
sophisticated than their western counterparts. In a recent interview, the 
well known contemporary Sudanese writer, ^1 Tayeb Salih says:

Up until now the Arab reader has not been accustomed to reading creative 
work. The Arab reader is still Incapable of distinguishing between An and Reali
ty-'

This emotional reaction toward artistic reality and social reality, on the part 
of the reader, arises because traditional African and Arabic prose narrative
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Constance £. Begley
Condominium language policies, with regard to the southern Sudan, 
began to be altered in 1949, during the beginning phases of Sudanization 
of the Condominium government. By that time, however, the enforced 

I • cultural-linguistic separation between the North and the South'had been in 
I existence for almost fifty years. Arabic was the lingua franca of the North. 
^ In the South, though English was the second language only of a small 
j educated minority, it was the lingua franca.

• ind:. idusls Within that com-

When the Christian British administrators began their rule of the 
Sudan in he beginning of the 1900s. the only books available for educa- 
lon were those written in Arabic. In the northern provinces there was little 

tampering with the traditional Islamic/Arabic educational system, though a 
system of public education, in English, was established. During the process 
of establishing an English language education based upon a British model

especially true in the southern provinces of the Sudan where education 
was completely m the hands of the Christian missionaries, who felt it their 
moral duty to Christianize the “heathen" tribes.
lim f Arabia'as the lingua franca of the southern provinces
S t “s pidgin form, had to be Polished’

per"o?o?tht generated during the early
period of the Mahdist jule would dissipate and there could be no unified
lisrirtoth^t ^“"dominium rule. The revived and intensified natona- 

' uS S tS '"'^9 Movement of 1924
trlnop ‘A'i ^Abd el Latif, caused the British to codify

stdt Sr""""
Stcuhtpr and the introduction of Chris-
cZnill '“i’y language policy had re,
cornpletely and hrmly the Arabic language from the sphere of education 
multilingual southern Sudan, despite the fact that the local 
very little literature of their own. No Arabic 
schools during the first half of this century.’

Just prior to and immediately after Independence, personal identifica- 
• , and allegiance to the political and cultural symbols implicit in 

either the Arabic or the English language helped create hostility toward at- 
I tempts to unify the Sudanese nation because the newly Sudanized govern- 
I ment was dominated by Arabic speaking northerners, who had been
I favored by the Condominium government. Most of the educated elite in
f the southern Sudan were English speaking Christians, who reacted 

violently when the Abboud military regime (1958-64) determined to 
Arabize the southern regions by force, and thus alter the southerner’s 
cultural-linguistic identity. Language

tion with,

, _ was an area of intense controversy in
I the South during the 17-year civil war which ended with the Addis Ababa 

Accord of 1972.
i The Addis Ababa Accord was the culmination of the search for identi- 
J ty. Since 1972, ail Sudanese have accepted the fact that, as a matter of 
I convenience, English is to be used in the transaction of national and 
j international communications, whenever it is necessary to do so, and the 
; South has accepted the fact that the official admirtistrative and literary 
I language of the Sudan is Arabic.

Since Independence, in 1956, there has arisen
English language literature, rnuch of which is being published in the semi
official magazine, Sudanow, since 1977. Though these two languages are 
most prominent, Arabic and English are not the only spoken and literary 
languages in the Sudan. Indeed, the one and a half million Dinka speaking 
people are the largest single ethno-linguistic group in the Sudan, and there 
- other major ethno-linguistic groups, each of which has its own body of 
folklore, or oral traditions. Here it is assumed that oral literature has as 
much validity as written literature, particularly in the developing countries 
where oral and written literature and education co-exist harmoniously.

Since Independence, Sudanese scholars, assisted by other concerned 
scholars, have felt

removed 
- in the 

vernaculars possess 
was ever taught in the southern

are

/>
2 Dr

o'*'•>-Dlplonwcy (W-hingron DC: 0«« o( Th. Cuh,r.l
AirwrtcM Cuto™ (wSmoron '•POnred In G<or9« N Afiyeli ltd I Arab and

Culrurt (WMblnston. D C Amtnctn EnUrpite IniWurt For Pubte Policy Rettveh. 19771. pp 123.142

L».'T97M. pTa" liiwd.de. «.d FoOrlor. (KhM

an urgency to recover, analyze and preserve the 
historical connections between the numerous indigenous languages - all 
of which possess an abundant oral literature-currently co-existing along- 

^ side Sudanese Arabic. Some of these languages such as Ki-Nubi, Juba
oum; Khartoum Univ.
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Arabic and Swahili have very large sub-stratums of vocabulary which have 
been borrowed intact from Arabic. The vocabulary of modern Nubian is 
about thirty per cent Arabic. Tu-Bedawi has absorbed a large number of 

Arabic roots and grammatical structures.
Some of the other major languages of the Sudan which possess both 

oral literature and written material, either in grammars, dictionaries, or 
recently compiled dual language folkloric texts are Dinka, Fur, Nuer 
Shilluk, Azande and Bari. These texts, like Dr. Francis Mading Deng’s 
Dinka Folktales, have been compiled by native speakers of the particular 
language in question. Most of these native speakers of the language have 
an intuitive sense of the literary nuances imbedded within their 
languages.

Heated debates about the “national language" and the “national 
literature” have concerned all writers on the African continent, especially 
since Independence. Virtually all African states are multi-lingual and multi
ethnic, but the Sudan is the most representative of all African states, in that 
almost every ethno-linguistic group on the African continent is represented 
within its borders. What then is a national literature? Chinua Achebe says: 

A national literature is one that takes the whole natioh for Its province and has a 
realized or potential audience throughout its territory. An ethnic literature 
one which is available to one ethnic group within the nation.*

The multi-ethno-linguistic character and the obvious racial and cultural ad
mixture in the Sudan have created a unique Sudanese cultural ethos 
which is at the same time both African and Arab to a degree unparalleled 
in its other sister Sudanic states with which the Sudan has the most in com
mon.*

com-

Comuince E Berklev
sidanes'e f“Afncan" languages, whose imprin.

bPPn^h I " " 'nya" and - cha " has
surv ved whiih have
survived did so because the social customs which they describe are those

,.n.cu ,h. o~”
groups who .,ihe, ortginat.b in the area, migrated there, or haee h^d ad-

c.rb e '7 i l»"9o»9e
SanL pe^l'e'f"" ** »'

I^ast Arabic literature has links with all Arabic literature both
past and present. At the same time it is valid in its own right Among the

I The period of the Funj kingdom from 1504-1821 was the one which

* in the Suda^ '^'^-^i^-Arabic institutions
m the Sudan. This period also witnessed the first flowering of Sudanese

I Arabic literature, a great deal of which was religious in nature The Tabr
qat Wad Da^ Allah is the jiriii.dpal preserved record of t'-‘s cultural

Tu ks fn 1820 K K ^y the Ottoman
abom Tsgfrh administration up until
abou 1898 the Sudan was “literally" cut off from the world

futamo r^h ® Sudanese learned j
.nd ™
the"ord'nary"oeo2 who identified with the Turkiyya, were alienated f^
Ind itVZ ■ ■■ religious nature
created r reflected the lowest ebb of Arabic poetrv

poetry, on the other hand, remained the medium of the ordinarv people

guidance ofrio;;aSsr;kr^^
The Mahdist revolution of 1882 provoked a significant change in the

revoTution?- -- --- opposed to L
hrnew o^oon. began to reflect the realities of

new political struggles in the Sudan. The abrupt death of the Mahdi in

on

own
most

is

Sudanese Arabic is the one language which is available for 
munication among all Sudanese. According to Alan S. Kaye it is closest in 
form and content to Egyptian Arabic.* Thus Sudanese Arabic can also be 
understood wherever Egyptian Arabic is understood. At the 
Sudanese Arabic has its

men

same time
distinctive features and has been undergoing 

a continuous process of development and Sudanlzation for over a 
thousand yeaars. During the process of becoming localized, Sudanese 
Arabic has absorbed syntactical, phonological and idiomatic elements of 
every indigenous Sudanese language with which it came in contact.’

own

who were

4 Chlnu« Achrt*. Mornlns Y« on Crullon Day (N«w Yofk Anchor Prtu/Doubl«<iiy. 19761. p 75

If Midlns Dong. Dyfioinlci of Idonlllicnilon (Khartoum: Khartoum Unlv Praia. 19731. ho Inpoductlon

6 AUn S Kayo. ChorUnn and Sudanoao Arabic In Tho Ught o( Comparadvo Arabic DIalactolomi (UnnuUuhod Ph n

7 Soo 'Awn al-SharU Qaslm. "Soma Aipocta of SudanoH Codoi 
(Khartoum: 19651. pp 40-49

5 Fii

« Scan thoH poopio who do not now road Arabc aro bocomng la 
•uch languagoi ai Dmka. Zando. Ban. Moru and Latuka aro now b 
whuo (luoncy m ino motnor tonguo will bo mainuinod. 
data Soo Hunou and Boll. op. dl.. p 36

ZndQuanor. 19(1

tho Arabc icnpi bocauH iho ora. oasiuoni ol 
_ . n in Arabc Icrp- ir. oj.t' jr.guao. r, vb T- .

comprohonuon ol tho Arab* languago wiL bocomr oaf........... ....

c." Sudan Nolaa and Racorda. Vol XLVI
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1885 as abruptly stilled the spate of poetry which had sprung up around 
the revolution. The Anglo-Egyptian Condominium defeated the Mahdist 
forces of the Khalifa ‘Abdullahi, at Omdurmah, in 1898.

Both the nature of the education and actual political events in the 
budan under Condominium rule, served to awaken a sense of Sudanese 
nationalism. The 1924 revolution, which was brutally suppressed, was the 
culmination of this fervent nationalism - a nationalism that swept through
10^0^*"^® followed the defeat of the
1924 revglution. students who went to Gordon College (Khartoum Uni
versity experienced extremely harsh treatment by their British masters 
1 he plight of these nationalist intellectuals required an effective outlet. 
Since organized political and, of course, military action was out of the 

question, the required outlet had to be social and literary in character 
The patriotic poem became the vehicle for the expression of the na- 
tionalists fervent sentiments.

Khalil Farah, the most popular singer of that period, was not a college 
graduate. But he was well educated in classical Islamic Arabic literature 
Ihrough the popularization of songs halfway between literary and collo
quial Arabic, he was able to communicate the feelings and sentiments of 
the newly educated Sudanese to the non-literate masses.

Since most of the hostile references to Britain and the loving allusions lo Egypt 
were allegorically expressed and could be interpreted in more than one way 
Farah. it was felt, was personally safe vis-a-vis the Intelligence Department For 
the same reason, and because It was not easy to trace the origins of popular . 
songs composed in a basically colloquial form of Arabic, the authors remained 
practically anoriymous and equally safe.'®

^During this period short-lived but lively journals such as El-Sudan El- 
Nahda and El-Fajr sprang up. Of these journals El-Fajr was the most im
portant Writers like El Tijani Yusuf Beshir and Muhammad Ahmed Mah- 
jub made their initial appearances in El:Fajr. The Fajr group believed that 
there were problems in Sudanese society which were expressly different 
from those in other countries - Arab or not. They were aware of their 
hybrid cultural tradition and the various historical currents which had made 
It unique. Thus they sought to arrive at artistic, linguistic symbols which 
could express a national identity rather than individual ethnic identities 

Muhammad Ahmed Mahjoub was one of the leading literary spokes
men who, in an article in El-Fajr, expressed the idea of a Sudanese litera
ture written in Arabic but infused with the idiom of our land because this 
(Idiom) IS what distinguishes the literature of one nation from another ""

In the nineteen sixties there emerged in the Sudan

espedally active during the struggle for Independlnce

Salah MmeS'TbmLt P‘^‘’''®hed _

MatnbfaS.

poets,

are

12. Md.. p. 26.

13. Rrid., p 28.
^Mudd.*. Abd.l R.h«.. -Epd, Sud.n«. N.,.on.b.m 1900.1939." Sudan No»d.«l Rucort. (Khapou 
10 Ibid, p 54

m. 1966). p

14. iWd.. pp. 49.50.ontcroporary budancu Poetry (Khartoum
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Ha Sinnari (Sinnar. A Homecoming); and el Nur ‘Uthman, Sahw, d 
Kalimat el-Manslyyah (The Awakening of The Forgotten Words). Their 
poetry blends the Imagery of Africa and Arabic, the twin origins of their

ConHanctEBerkle]/

which Include «h n f sixteen Sudanese Short Stories,'* both of 
(the) Arabic language.- w^h Include short stories from the southern provinces where creative

•It /n' “ ** anticipate what trends Sudanese poetry ^ received a new spur since the Addis Ababa Accord of 1972

occupies the talent of the “cultural alchemists." Though their surface roots are radically different than the Arab/Islamic
During the thirties and forties, under Condominium rule, the growing * generations throughoS A^Sudan^ ThcTcIusion

taksTbec? "*'“"’1 '‘‘^^‘tire again caused the use of “folk” f “J®® '*^“®" by southerners in both of these anthologies - and of ^trl
of stories Interwoven'into the fibre I jj,*® ®"“®; “"thology _ reflects official Sudanese cXral policy which^
o th!L ! I^®blc prose style. The technical term for all I f.”®!"'!. ^ “ “"'^®‘^ ®®"“ <:“'hiral Identity Which is drLn from

hese prose talcs is fiifcaya, which is, in essence, a sustained narrative ac- I ‘ll''«fslficd, ancient traditions of all Sudanese ”
in° thit ‘“^""Sulshed from the h/fcayo I *® ‘"‘o two distinct periods

~

inclined toward the form of the Arabic short story which^^Sbk^® ( ^ -P-v

adopt was the Egyptian short story written in Arabic. -Ahr^’b, ,ru
Sudane^ short story writing has been pursued as an ImpBcIt and an writing “ S«^udan rr ‘‘’®

explicit social protest. Most of the writers have adopted a form which could Zw! . T i ^ ® *® *Wies and forties. It discusses
.„d whSto rtSirS s h.z^m r? "Jf rexisting social relations in the society, or ridicuUng the society by describing ^ ^ Tambal. el Tigani Yusuf Beshir and Mu’awiyya

the victims of oppression, the poor and the innocent victims, who are 
unable to protect themselves. Or, the writers concentrated upon the 
changes which the foreigners brought in customs, traditions and values, 
through their Impact upon Sudanese social reaOty. Though most 
Sudane^ short stories are characterised by a certain measure of realism 
not all of them are social in their tone. Up until the present, the Sudan has 
produced many more accomplished short story writers than it has

were

IS.OmnH
CouTwIar. I

C.E.G. B«Mq,. D(««Mlon. oJTdt^ Novd In Mod«m Su^iq. Umm™), (C.»„: 1970), .nd ■

w2.is:3:x:r-«r -IS. Ibhd.. p S3.

t
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/
Muhammad Nur, all of whom still exert considerable Influence on the style 
and thought of the contemporary Sudanese novelist.

The novels Hadatha fl el-Qariyya (It Happened in The Village) and 
’Amal el-Lail wa el-Balda (Chores of The Night and The Town) by 
’Ibrahim ’Ishaq ’Ibrahim, along with El Tayeb Salih’s Urs al-Zayn (The 
Wedding of Zein) and Bandar Sliah are considered to be those post- 
Independence novels which attempt to project both the negative and 
positive aspects of the Sudanese’ historical identity. El Nur Osman ‘Abkar 
also believes that El Tayeb Salih’s novel Mawsim al Hijra ila al-Shamal 
(Season of Migrahon to The North) not only depicts the negative and 
positive aspects of the contemporary Sudanese’ cultural and political situa
tion but it is a novel which is concerned with all mankind.

The artistry with which the author handles both the theme and the 
linguistic structure of Season of Migration to The North has earned El 
Tayeb Salih the title “A New Genius of The Arab Novel.” the novel differs 
from other Arab novels also dealing with the theme of the “Encounter Be
tween The East and The West,” in that Season of Migration depicts the 
experiences and traumas of a black East African — born of an Arab father 
and a southern Sudanese slave mother — who after spending a large por
tion of his youth and adulthood in England returns to his village on the Nile 
where he attempts to give back to the villagers that knowledge which he 
has learned abroad.

Though the apparent mimeticism of the novel tends to cause the 
reader — on the first reading — to believe that Mustafa Sa’eed actually ex
isted, that mimeticism in no way dominates or controls the artistic structure 
of Season of Migration. Rather the reader finishes the novel believing that 
he has a deep, artistic understanding of the psyche of the contemporary 
Afro-Arab Sudanese society where the complex African and Islamic/Arab 
traditions are being put to trial, at this historic moment, as a result of the 
very intricate social and political developments in the Sudan beginning 
with the period of the Condominium and extending up to the period of In
dependence and after.

it Loole at Books

it new approach to the

study of Sudanese nationalism
Ahmed E. El-Bashlr

.ppmche, to ™,.

*“ published in Beirut In 1*72, the Engliihorigto.!

led q«mn. 1911

1
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and. hence, indicators of future wateJfvaitabUity** **

decSL^’rusTKd'e'^'r •^"^"eerin* projects and
bUity. but also therp^SSr^LSaSv

=£S?IEt=S==.S-= 

=p£S=SaSHiS^^
MhUssMIIfpS ®“PP*y ““ While actaowleS thrii^r

ss^sSis-

Er =fSSSS5«
SS-SS^HiSS

The collaborative process and its success in the Sudan could easily be 
gauged by the extent of the pressure of economic and social changes on one 
hand, and the organization and intensity of the resisting and boycotting groups 
on the other.

The most^erious shortcoming of the collaborative approach is that it 
reduces the struggle for national liberation to a mere game of self-interest be
tween the collaborators and the colonial masters, simply involving coaching, 
outmaneuvering, and betrayals.

Dr. Woodward, however, was able to overcome these shortcomings in vary
ing degrees in his superb conclusion. In it the author was able to tighten most of 
the loose ends and to provide rare insights into contemporary Sudanese 
political dilemmas. The footnotes contain a wealth of material and useful leads 
for further investigation and follow-up. His heavy dependence on Sir James 
Robertson’s book and papers is noticeable, as is the absence of Egyptian secon
dary and primary sources. Nevertheless, the chapter entitled “Egypt's 
Challenge, 1946-1947" is one of the best written about the subject. Paradoxical
ly, it contradicts the collaborative approach in the sense that Egypt, a non- 
collaborative actor, played an important role in the development of Sudanese 
nationalism.

The chapters entitled "International Complications, 1950-1952," “Egypt's 
Success. 1952-1953," and “From Self-Government to Independence, 1954-1956 " 
are well executed, but written in such a way as to make the Americans, the 
Egyptians, and the Sudanese collaborators appear as the aggressors, while the 
British government, the Sudan Political Service and the southerners appear as 
innocent victims. In spite of that. Dr. Woodward ha^ritten a scholarly and 
timely book.

Politics of the Waters o^ The iVile /
Derek Win^tanley
John Waterbury, HYDROPOLITICS,OF THE NILE VALLEY 
(Syracuse: Syracuse University, 1979 ) 301 pp.; $20.00

Water as a natural resource is often taken for granted. Increasingly, 
however, concerns are being expressed in many parts of the world about future 
availability of water at a reasonable price. Although there is not a global 
shortage of water, nor is there expected to be such a shortage in the foreseeable 
future,"there are aspects that do create cause for concern. At regional, 
national and local levels there are problems of water availability and of water 
quality and some of these problems threaten to increase in magnitude in the 
future. Although there is not an overall shortage, there are problems related to 
the harnessing of water resources and to delivery systems and these involve 
both physical and social factors and concerns.

The major physical problem is to determine the water resources that will be 
available in the future. With the exception of non-rechargeable aquifers water 
supply is dependent primarily upon rainfall and other climatological factors. A

Derek Winslanley holds a Ph D in CUmatology from Oxford University, and had extensive experience in 
climate-related projects in both East and West Africa. He is currently a visiting scientist at the National 
C'.'nu*f lof Afmosphenc Re4*arch Bouldfr Colorado
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Sudanege Literature in Engligh
Mary McDavid

Southern Sudan in trangition?
Richard P. StevensSUDANESE SH0RT8T0RIES (Washington. 

D.C.; tobassy ot the Democratic Republic of the Sudan, 1981), freeriw^^ 
quested for postage and handling).

Contemporary Sudanese fiction has not been readily available in the United 
States in English, either for an academic or a general audience, with one or two 
exceptions. That roadblock has been at least partially removed, however, with 
the publication of Sixteen Sudanese Short Stories.

This slim volume (81 pages) is a treasure trove of vignettes of changing life, 
customs and mores in Africa’s largest country, one with both Arab and African 
antecedents. Twelve of the selections have been translated from their original 
Arabic; four, written by Sudanese from the South, originally were composed in 
English. The selecUons, published by the cultural office of the Sudanese em
bassy in Washington, D.C., exemplify the diversity of peoples and the enormity 
of cultures in a land that is, as cultural counselor Osman Hassan Ahmed 
remarks in his introduction, “ethnically and linguistically heterogeneous, in- 
lubited by Arabs, NiloUcs, Furs, Beja, Nubians, Nilo Cushitic and more than 
five hundred other tribal groups wbo speak more than one hundred different 
languages.”

Sudan’s master raconteur, al-Tayeb Salih, is well represented with his 
brilliant “The Cypriot Man,” a gripping tale o^ a Sudanese man’s brinksman- 
ship with Death. Replete with sophisticated literary references, its subtlety and 
complexity mesmerize totally, as readers worldwide have come to expect from 
the author of The Wedding of Zein and Season of Migration to the North.

Relationships between men and women, rural/urban cultures in conflict 
and a traditionally rich reservoir of folklore, religious and family cultures in 
conflict and a traditionally rich reservoir of folklore, religious and family 
values form three major strands that course through these stories.

The Southern writers, Jacob Jel Akol, Atem Yaak, Agnes Poni-Lako and 
Francis Philip, offer particularly poignant, albeit ultimately violent, looks at 
men and women grappling with a new situational ethic poised against 

. traditional communal norms. Equally enticing are stories from the Arabic 
North, by al-Tayeb Zarroug, Eissa Al-ffilu, Mohamed al-Mahdi Bushra, Salah 
Hassan Ahmed, Ali ak-Mak and others. Flavored by a fullness and richness <rf 
life that may be uniquely Sudanese, these stories transport the reader from the 
banks of the Nile to an urban factory, from the cries of the muezzin in the 
mosque to those of an anguished actress on stage.

Those exposed for the first time to Sudanese literature, or, for that matter, 
to.Arabic in translation, may sense, here and there, the loss of the full connota
tion of a wtffd or i^ase. That is a small price to pay for the privilege of garing 
inside the Sudan, using the eyes, ears and creative resources of writers as 

diversified and pleasurable as is the Sudan itself. This volume deserves to be 
read — and reread — by both old friends and new acquaintances of the Sudan.

DuMtan M Wai, THE AFRICAN-ARAB CONFLICT IN THE SUDAN (New 
Yort^and London: Afncana Publishing Co., 1981) pp. xxvi, 234; $35.50 hard-

’The resoluUon in 1972 of the civil war which raged In the Sudan for seven- 
® l-elations between its two historically an-

tagonisUc peoples’ according to Dunsten M. Wai in this recenUy published
rMtabhih ^*1 penultimate chapter, the final chapfrr seeks

regional autonomy achieved in the Addis Ababa accords is
SirCc'Ss "•

on the role^the World Council of Churches in bringing about the peace agree-
‘"^ermation. On the contrary, the author’s ef- 

forts to clothe his historical recapitulation in social science jargon scarcely 
un^derstanding of the new political system which, Wai argues, muJt 

be pureued. Given the continued absence of the author from the Sudan it is 
perhaps inevitable that the book ladks those insights which might otherwise be 
ex^t^ from an outstanding southern Sudanese academician. Despite nearly 
a decade of pwee, Wai is reluctant to admit the existence of “Sudanese” in
dependently of ethnocentric labels —.......

t
-1

cem is to reaffirm as a unilateral right, “the right to self-diterm^MtiM of" 
sovwei^^tote * geographically concentrated area within

top “>‘3* Sudanese reality. Indeed,the aKertJon that northerners are “Arabs” because they so identify themselves
terto^Wa^ numerous objective and subjecUve factors. In the con-

exposition ^ very existence of such Sudanese as Abel Alier and 
ft^cis ^ng IS almost improbable. While generous in his praise of the Vice- 

I ™ ® “ spokMman of the Khartoum government in the peace pro-
adequate attention to those* southerners whVirejected 

northern Sudanese can only be iden- 
objecUve and subjective criteria can southerners be 

idCTtifi^ by any label except tribe? Wai alludes to the presence of tribal 
anraosiUw hindenng a unified Southern stand until the emergence of General 
Ugu as the dominant regional personality in the secession movement but ha

I a
a

Mtry HcOavld h ■ jounulist forSndaiiow based in Washington, D.C.
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does not deal with tribalism in terms of the “right to self-determination of all 
peoples.” In looking towards the future it surely must be considered that the 
permanent residence of a large number of southerners in the north is an objec
tive element in the Sudanese polity. This migration is accounted for not only by 
economic pressures. It reflects personal goals of upward mobility and ««Hni 
sa&faction which can only be achieved in the larger Sudanese political frame-

The author’s assertion that tensions fl(mdng from differences of culture 
must be accommodated cannot be disputed. At the same time, however, given 
the total African reality, it is obvious that the “primordial” loyalties which so 
concern Wai must also be transformed in the modernization process. As Wai 
plaintively notes, it was only Dr. Hastings Banda of Malawi, of all African 
leaders, who came to the vocal support of the secession movement. But it is dif
ficult to make an African legitimizer out of the champion of African diplomatic 
ties with South Africa and Israel and one who has ruthlessly crushed political 
and religious dissenters at home. That Dr. Banda should so obligingly cate
gorize the Sudanese conflict as an Arab war of extermination against Africans 
speaks more of the Malawian leader’s surrogate role than of his perception of 
Sudanese affairs.

In speculating upon future internal political arrangements in the .«SiiA.n 
which might assure a greater degree of popular participation, it might be 
worthwhile to consider more precisely the advantages which diversity offers all 
Sudanese. Thus, the resistance of many Sudanese Muslims to the ambitions of 
those who would sacrifice personal liberties in the name of an Islamic stete is 
strongly reinforced by the presence of the South in a united Sudan. The 
Republican Brothers, a uniquely Sudanese expression, is a vibrant testimony to 
the uniqueness of the Sudan in the Muslim world. At the same time, the 
Southern Region, as part of the larger Sudan, is undoubtedly saved from the 
fate which has befallen neighboring Uganda, a country with many parallels to 
the southern mosaic. One must hope that Sudanese academicians of every 
background will lend their talents to overcoming the “primordial” concerns so 
abundantly reflected in this volume.

pem^ons of these chiefs and elders that we gain insights into the historv of

tart with the Dinka’s historicaTcon-
^ negaUve percepUons the S3dSBrit2h?iI^^®^^" we find that Uie Dinka

then^ through the penod m which Sudan gained a rather hasty in- 

^ ** majority of the southern population The

Msimilating the south with the north.
fuhmTn^i. “ '"“y optimisUc concerning Sudan’s
dhJ^' L the fact that the inajOTity of the

‘leeply pessimistic, at least “doubUng a number of factorl
tMt my nevertheless give cause for optimism. Deng points to the neace settle- 
ment mched in 1972 between the north and the south. This peace sUU exists to-

i.“ *^““00 by both sides of the desire to 
reco^ t^ differences through peaceful means. Secondly, there will be a

““ internaflonal community 
Sta n at splitting the Sudan into autonomous political

^ the south’s great respect, (and some
^ leadership abilities of President Nimeri asisrsrvet*^^^^

/

Recalling the past to reform the present
Thomas J. Loughrey

Francis Mading Deng. AFRICANS OF TWO WORLDS: The Dinka in Afro-Arab 
Sudan. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1978) xx-238 pp., hardcover $15.00.

Dr. ling’s book, Africans of Two Worlds; The Dinka in Afro-Arab 
^ntially deak wth how Iw own ethnic group, the Dinka, perceive the pro^ 
gi^ made by the Sudan m mtegrating the Arabic north and the African swth 
into a modenp, unified nation-state. Through the eyes of the Dinka, who are the 
largest ethnic grwp of Sudan’s highly diversified southern population. Dr 
Deng traces the historical development of the south’s relationship with the
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Life an the margins

positive ctonge has taken place between the north and the south since the 1972

The situation is still explosive and not unlike what 
Northern Ireland and Lebanon.

Werner J. Lange

African Studies Center Michican ^ Northeast African Studies,

,«»«..,• “S iJS' ii;^r

we witness now in

Seven interviews with Dinka Chiefs

John W. Burton

Francis Mading Deng, DINKA COSMOLOGY (London: Ithaca Press, 1980) 348 
pp., f 18,50.

Dinka Cosmology is Francis Mading Deng’s seventh monograph on aspects 
of Dinka society and culture. By any measure, this is a remarkable achieve
ment, and since this has been accomplished without the ambience and relative 
comfort of an academic appointment, this is all the more notable.

The present volume is best seen as a detailed appendix to his last volume, 
Africans of Two Worlds: The Dinka in Afro-Arab Sudan (1978 Yale University 
Press) . Each of the 13 chapters of Dinka Cosmology is a verbatim transcript of 
interviews with various chiefs, which provided the substantive arguments of 
Africans of Two Worlds. Hence the present volume is more a primary source 
book rather than a contribution to any specific body of academic knowledge. In 
light of this it is unfortunate that the book was published without an index. The 
only guide to its contents is provided by the chapter headings which, in princi
ple, abstract the essential message of each chief. Whereas the tiUe of the 
momograph suggests it is an addition to the classic books by Lienhardt and 
Evans-Pritchard on Dinka and Nuer religion, respectively, Deng employs the

precision. Here, cosmology includes Dinka attitudes toward the President of the Sudan, a clwly Cta^n inspired^ 
of creation as well as reasons for taking to the forest during the civil

Possibly because of its atypical format and contents, Dinka Cosmology will ' 
enjoy a wide reading outside the field of anthropology and Nilotic Studies.

war.
Enigmi' bySergeTonuiy "IdeolMvtohip, and CogMtic Descent among the Gaam (Ingessana) of Eastern Suin 'bv Ha^M

John W Bunon. of Whalon Cohge IMaK.I h man fuiy Idafilliltd on page S4. Ke Un?v«ir‘“"‘ (Ohio)Campiaof
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on resultant cultural change. His f. ..ilysLs of the Omo Murle now fui'v 
assmiilated into Nyangatom society, provides an example of precisely such a 
s udy. Similarly, Triulzi effectively analyzes the historical interaction in the 
Kicological sphere between the Bertha. Funj and other peoples in a convincing 
demonstration of possible lines of cultural assimilation. The other contribu
tions. since each also deals with a people historically on the fringes of a more 

established class society, cannot avoid this theme altogether; 
but they do not fully develop its implications. A more vigorous pursuit of inter
ethnic re ations. cultural change and especially assimilation processes among 
the peoples discussed in this text would have made its contents even more 
relesant for contemporary Africa - particularly Sudan and Ethiopia To gain 
greater insight into traditional African

i

/■i

oih ‘1°"' - as '^as evidently intended - to the
thnog-aphy of Nilo-Saharan-speal^in'? peoples. As such, it provides a great 

deal of new information on the traditional life and ideology of four vigorous
'"0^ Ethio-) Sudan border and one, oddly enough, 

along the Lhad-budan border; it provides traditional social anthrocwlogists 
extant cultural ecolopts and budding cultural materialists with another 
tangible reference; and it provided lU editor with an outlet for his bulky data on 

-Meroitic. But what does it provide for contemporary Ethiopians and Sudanese’ 
am honestly not sure. But I am certain that the science of anthropKiIogy can no

~ decolonization - to ignore orU-httle questions of relevancy to such immediate needs (of peoples stuped not 
careers pursued) and hope to remain a viable science. ’

One final note on the African Studies Center at Michigan State - its 
w scholars with invaluable references, especially on
.Northeast Africa, but it desperately needs the services of a good pr^-reaLr 
Any typographical error is irritating (e.g. “kingdon," p. 182 188- 
111); soi^ dilute scholarly value (e.g. reference cited but unlisted, p 56 p 114- 
misspeUed name of a great Ethiopianist, p. 203); and others cheapen the whole

^ I' P-135). Similarly, a good Mrtographer
could ha\e raised the sophomoric level of some maps (p. 6 p 62) to those ofK 'T'V" Shortcomings hiweverfthe
n - as Its editor hoped - e ••„odeel cooMbdUon."

-
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